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Kurzfassung (Deutsch)

Das Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Paradigma bietet einen alternativen Designansatz für Verteilte
Systeme, das die Forderung nach einem dedizierten Dienstanbieter, wie im Client-Server
Fall notwendig, lockert. Der P2P-Ansatz ergründet das Potential Verteilte Systeme zu
schaffen, die auf Ressourcen und Diensten beruhen, die durch jedes End-Gerät, das an
ein herkömmliches Kommunikationsnetz wie das Internet angeschlossen ist, zur Verfügung
gestellt werden. Verteilte Systeme basierend auf dem P2P-Paradigma formen, virtuelle
Netzwerke, so genannte Overlay-Netzwerke, die auf physikalischen Telekommunikationsnetzwerken aufsetzen. Ein Overlay-Netzwerk ist hierbei eine notwendige Abstraktion, die
sowohl die funktionalen Anforderungen, wie z. B. Verbindungsverwaltung, Indezierung
und Routing, erfüllen muss, als auch nicht-funktionale Eigenschaften, wie z. B. Skalierbarkeit, Ausfallsicherheit und Lastausgleich, berücksichtigen sollte. Eine Herausforderung ist
hierbei Overlay-Netzwerke so zu gestalten, dass die gestellten Anforderungen befriedigt
werden und gleichzeitig potentielle Konflikte zwischen diesen Anforderungen auf geeignete
Weise gelöst werden.
Diese Dissertationsschrift erforscht eine neuartige Architektur zur Entwicklung von effizienten Overlay-Netzwerken für P2P-Systeme, welche die wichtigsten Charakteristiken von
häufig eingesetzten Systemen berücksichtigt. Im speziellen wird die Anzahl von Teilnehmern berücksichtigt, die zu Skalierbarkeits- und Erweiterbarkeits-Problemen führen kann.
Darüber hinaus befasst sich die Arbeit mit dem unkontrollierbaren und schwer vorherzusehenden Verhalten der Knoten von P2P-Systemen, was zu hoch dynamischen, schwankenden und veränderlichen Overlay-Netzwerk-Topologien führt. Durch dieses Verhalten
wird der Entwurf ausfallsicherer und stabiler Systeme, die effizient und mit minimalen
Wartungskosten betrieben werden können, zur Herausforderung. Zusätzlich muss auch die
intrinsische Heterogenität der physischen Eigenschaften und das Benutzerverhalten berücksichtigt werden, die eine gerechte Verteilung der Aufgaben erschwert.
Um die oben aufgeführten Anforderungen zu erfüllen, wurde eine Anzahl von Mechanismen
entworfen. Für die Netzwerktopologie wir die Nutzung von de Bruijn-Graphen vorgeschlagen. Sie besitzen attraktive Eigenschaften, da ihr Graph-Durchmesser logarithmisch zur
Grösse des Graphen wächst, sogar bei konstanter Kantenzahl. Dies ist besonders nützlich, um den Anforderungen an Skalierbarkeit mit minimalen Wartungskosten gerecht zu
werden. Jedoch erweist sich hierbei die nur exponentielle Erweiterbarkeit von de BruijnGraphen als Problem. Ein Algorithmus zum Aufbau von Graphen basierend auf lokaler
Information wurde vorgeschlagen, um de Bruijn-Varianten mit inkrementellen Erweiterungseigenschaften zu definieren. Darüber hinaus gibt es aber auch Bedenken bzgl. der
Ausfallssicherheit wegen der konstante Anzahl von Kanten pro Knoten, die vorzugsweise
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so klein wie möglich sein sollte, um die Wartungskosten des Graphen gering zu halten.
Dieses Problem wird durch die Einführung von Peer-Cluster, durch die Zuverlässigkeit garantiert wird, und eine so genannte Two-Tier-Topologie, bei der die de Bruijn-Strukur auf
die Inter-Cluster-Verbindungen angewandt wird, adressiert. Durch diese hybride Topologie
ergibt sich ein wohl strukturiertes Netzwerk. Parallel hierzu erlaubt dies die Wahl direkter
Nachbar-Peers unter mehreren Peers eines Nachbar-Clusters. Dies wird duch unterschiedliche Richtlinien und Metriken gesteuert, d.h. einer effizienten Abbildung auf die unterliegende Netzwerkstruktur oder durch so genannte Trust-Level-Richtlinien. Ferner werden
Mechanismen für die Intra-Cluster-Organisation vorgeschlagen, die die Heterogenität der
einzelnen Peers einbeziehen. Hierfür wurde ein Rollen-basierter Ansatz entwickelt. Die allgemeinen Kernoperationen von P2P-Overlay-Netzwerken wurden identifiziert, wobei jeder
Operation eine Rolle zugeordnet wurde. Vier Basis-Rollen wurden identifiziert: Routers,
Cachers, Indexers und Maintainers. Peers werden Rollen aufgrund ihrer Fähigkeiten und
vorhergesagtem Verhalten zugewiesen, damit jeder Peer effizient und ohne die Gesamtleistung des Systems zu behindern oder zu verringern zum System beiträgt. Zuverlässige
Regeln sorgen hierbei für ausgeglichene Beiträge eines jedes Peers, was zu einer gerechten
Lösung führt. Die vorgeschlagene Architektur wurde im Omicron-Ansatz umgesetzt. Das
resultierende System wurde sowohl analytisch als auch durch Simulation evaluiert.
Der analytische Ansatz basiert auf stochastischer Modellierung sowie der Analyse und
Evaluation der Mechanismen, die Daten von empirischen Untersuchungen breit eingesetzter P2P Systemen berücksichtigt. Des weiterer werden so genannte "burn-in" Methoden,
die verhältnisbezogene Zuverlässigkeitsbetrachtungsweisen nutzen, zur Optimierung der
Rollenzuordnung eingesetzt.
Für die Simulation wurde ein Werkzeug benötigt, das in der Lage ist, die Dynamik des Benutzerverhalten, die Eigenschaften des unterliegenden Netzwerks und das Zusammenspiel
der eingebundnen P2P-Protokolle abzubilden. Für die Evaluation der Arbeit wurde ein
solches Werkzeug basierend auf einer offenen Architektur entwickelt, das ebenfalls andere
wichtige Ansätze einschliesst. Damit werden vergleichende quantitative Leistungsmessungen für eine Vielzahl verschiedener interessanter Einsatzszenarien ermöglicht.
Sowohl die Ergebnisse der Analyse als auch der Simulation bestätigen das überlegene Design von Omicron für grosse, dynamische und heterogene Umgebungen, und seine Fähigkeit
effizient die grosse Zahl von Zielkonflikten der Anforderungsbeschränkungen aufzulösen.
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Abstract

The Peer-to-Peer (P2P) paradigm provides an alternative design approach for distributed
systems, which relaxes the requirement for dedicated service providers as it is the case
in client-server systems. The P2P approach explores the potential to create distributed
systems based on the resources and the services that can be provided by any end-point
device connected to a common communication medium, i.e. the Internet. P2P-based distributed systems develop dedicated virtual networks on top of physical telecommunication
networks, the so-called overlay networks. An overlay network is a mandatory abstraction
from physical networks to both flexibly fulfill functional requirements such as connectivity
maintenance, indexing and routing, as well as to satisfy non-functional ones, such as scalability, fault-tolerance and load-balance. A challenging aspect in designing overlay networks
is the satisfaction of the posed requirements, while coping with potential conflicts among
them in a customizable way.
This thesis investigates a novel architecture for designing effective overlay networks for P2P
systems that considers the most important characteristics of widely deployed systems. In
particular, the large number of participants is considered, which introduces network scalability and expandability issues. Moreover, the thesis is concerned with their uncontrollable
and difficult to predict behavior, which causes highly dynamic and fluctuating overlay network topologies. Such behavior makes it challenging to design resilient and stable systems
that can operate effectively with minimum maintenance cost. Additionally, an important
consideration is the intrinsic heterogeneity of their physical capabilities and user behavior
that aggravates the problem of even workload distribution.
A number of mechanisms have been devised to meet the aforementioned requirements.
Starting with the network topology, the usage of de Bruijn graphs is proposed. Their
attractive characteristic of having a logarithmically increasing diameter, even when nodes
have fixed degree, is particularly useful to address the scalability requirement with minimum maintenance cost. However, the exponential expandability is an intrinsic issue for de
Bruijn graphs. A graph construction algorithm based only on local information has been
proposed to define de Bruijn variants with incremental expandability properties. Moreover, the fixed node degree (preferably as small as possible to keep the graph maintenance
costs low) poses resiliency concerns. This matter is addressed with the introduction of peer
clusters that guarantee their reliability and with a two-tier topology where the de Bruijn
structure applies at the inter-cluster connections. This hybrid topology provides a tightly
structured network. In parallel, it gives the freedom of selecting neighbor peers from several members of the neighbor clusters. This selection can be driven by various policies and
metrics, i.e., by the efficient mapping to the underlying network or by satisfying trust-level
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requirements. Additional mechanisms have been proposed for the intra-cluster organization that deals with peer heterogeneity. For this issue, a role-based approach has been
investigated. The common, basic operations of P2P overlay networks have been identified
assigning a role to each of them. More specifically, four core roles have been identified:
Routers, Cachers, Indexers and Maintainers. Peers are assigned with roles based on their
capabilities and their predicted behavior so that each peer can contribute in an efficient
way without hindering and degrading the overall performance. Certain rules increase the
balanced contribution of each peer resulting in a fair solution. The proposed architecture
has been realized within the Omicron approach. The resulting system has been evaluated
both analytically and by simulation.
The analytical approach is based on stochastic modeling, analysis and evaluation of the
mechanisms that take into account empirically observed measurements collected from
widely deployed P2P systems. Further, burn-in methods that capitalize on conditional
reliability approaches are utilized in order to provide an optimal role assignment decision.
The simulative approach required the usage of a tool capable of accurately capturing the
dynamics of user behavior, the characteristics of the underlying networks and the detailed
interaction of the involved P2P protocols. An open architecture simulation framework
has been developed to augment the evaluation of our work as well as other important
alternative solutions. Thereby, comparative quantitative measures of the performance in
a wide range of interesting scenarios are provided.
Both the analytical and the simulation results demonstrate the superior design of Omicron
for large scale, dynamic and heterogeneous environments as well as its ability to effectively
adapt a plethora of trade-offs in requirement constraint.
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Preface

Humans spend considerable amount of time looking for new information or items they
vaguely remember their latest location. A particularly related factor may be the mentality of each individual, which is certainly affected by a number of factors, e.g. environment,
personality, etc. For example, we (the Greeks) are not considerably organized (probably
the sea and the sun distract and enchant our minds) resulting in spending a substantial
amount of time repeating actions we could have avoided if our environment was more structured. On the other hand, considering my personal experience in Germany, I could safely
conclude that the disciplined life-style is a major factor for the achieved productivity.
While it is very hard to change human mentality (otherwise education, religion and governments’ policies would have succeeded it)which is unethical and immoral in many cases,
it is a lot simpler to develop a perfectly structured and organized virtual cybernetic environment that follows without distractions their creators’ directions. Such a strategy may
be a promising alternative way to improve productivity, which is apparently what our
science particularly focuses on.
The way to accomplish the aforementioned goal may differ, based on several considerable
parameters, though. However, finance and profitable investment proved so far to be the
most significant factors driving the opted strategy for widely deployed solutions, since companies have to be financially viable. Thus, we have witnessed an enormous development
of database and Web related technologies based on the Client/Server paradigm. Colossal
infrastructures dominate today’s technological services map. A momentous example of
such an approach are the search services offered by companies such as Google. Personally,
my everyday life is dependent on the availability of these services. Admittedly, in most of
the cases I am very satisfied with the provided services.
However, in the last few years, we have also witnessed a parallel effort mostly driven by
SMEs (small and medium enterprisers), individuals and universities aiming to harness the
power of the so-called disruptive computing technologies. The latter approach is mostly
based on the Peer-to-Peer paradigm resulting in a modern era of Peer-to-Peer systems.
Such efforts are mainly driven either by factors other than purely financial or by the need
to introduce more competing models relating profit and offered services. For example, we
may refer to the tremendous success of Skype, a widely used telephony service.
A great debate may raise on whether Peer-to-Peer, Client/Server of hybrid approaches
will eventually dominate. In fact, a number of additional factors such as anti-censorship,
security, performance, scalability, fault-tolerance and mobility will play a role in deciding
about success or failure of these concepts.

xiii

Contents
However, from a scientific point of view, pure Peer-to-Peer and hybrid approaches are more
appealing, mostly because they are less explored and because of their attractive increased
complexity. In the context of this work, we have spent considerable efforts in order to
provide a piece of contribution in designing mechanisms for hybrid Peer-to-Peer systems
by addressing the raised requirements found in modern Peer-to-Peer applications.

Vasilios Darlagiannis
Darmstadt, 26th of March 2005
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Tell me, O Muse, of that creative man
who traveled far and wide...
Homer, beginning of Odyssey

Conceptual outline.
This chapter introduces and motivates the challenging aspects of this thesis in the
area of Peer-to-Peer systems. Initially, the conceptual context of this work is defined
in terms of widely deployed distributed systems by principally elaborating the differences between the Client/Server and Peer-to-Peer communication paradigms. This
discussion leads to the identification of the conceptual borders of our work area, that
of designing effective overlay networks under multiple conflicting requirements and
constraints raised by considering a large-scale, dynamic and heterogeneous environment, thereby, reflecting the present environmental conditions of Internet-scale P2P
applications. We then detail the goals and the contributions of this thesis particularly in developing overlay networks and provide efficient communication means for
Peer-to-Peer systems. The specific approach used to reach the goals and the related
assumptions are also reviewed, followed by the road-map of this dissertation.
This chapter is organized as follows. We provide an introductory overview of distributed systems in Section 1.1. The importance of the problem tackled in this thesis
is discussed in Section 1.2 where the need for deeper investigation is motivated. Afterwards, the problem statement and the major goals of this thesis are described in
Section 1.3 followed by the selected approach in Section 1.4 and the achieved scientific
contributions in Section 1.5. Finally, the chapter is completed by briefly providing
the outline of this dissertation in Section 1.6.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Overview
The need of everyday life to access vast amounts of diverse and constantly updated information and services limits significantly the utility gained by stand-alone systems. This
inevitable limitation boosts the universal usage of distributed systems, mostly connected
via the Internet. In fact, Internet-based distributed systems have been evolved to essential
information sources for our society.
A very general definition of distributed systems is provided in [AW04]: "A distributed
system is a collection of individual computing devices that can communicate with each
other." Such a general definition encompasses a wide range of computer systems. However, the focus of this dissertation is on distributed systems composed of loosely coupled,
autonomous entities. In this context, each entity has its own semi-independent agenda,
though, limited coordination and cooperation of these entities are mandatory to meet their
individual goals, i.e., sharing of information, services and resources.
Typically, distributed system architectures follow two basic paradigms: (i) Client/Server
(C/S) [Sin92], [Adl95], [EM94], or (ii) Peer-to-Peer (P2P) [SW05], [SW04b], [ATS04],
[Sch01], [MH03]. In the C/S paradigm, participants are assigned to unambiguous roles of
either service consumers (clients) or service providers (servers). However, the participating
entities can have different roles in cascading subsystems, e.g., an entity that acts like a
server in the first level can act as a client in a following level. On the other hand, the entities
of P2P systems have potentially equivalent responsibilities and they may concurrently act
both as service consumers and providers. Hybrids of the aforementioned paradigms have
been also successfully exploited, i.e., certain services of the system are deployed following
the C/S approach, while other services are built adapting the P2P approach (e.g., Napster
[Nap05]).
The C/S paradigm is the most widely deployed approach in Internet services today. The
most crucial factors for its deployment are (i) the relative low complexity in designing a
centralized solution as compared to a highly distributed one, (ii) the controlled operation
of the services by usually trusted vendors, (iii) the intrinsic matching with efficient business
models allowing providers to profit from the service deployment, and (iv) the technological
achievements of the past and the higher requirements of providing services rather than
consuming them. These factors reasonably led to the decision of acquiring fewer costly
and complex computers that can be shared by many low cost end-point devices.
However, because of the intrinsic limitations of the C/S paradigm as well as the latest
technological achievements and the wide acceptance of the Internet as a communication
medium, a change towards systems that adopt the P2P or hybrid paradigms can be observed in the last years. Apparently, the centralized nature of the C/S paradigm makes
it an easier target for distributed Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, as opposed to the P2P
alternative. Moreover, the limited physical capabilities of each server poses restrictions on
the number of clients that can be served, making servers critical bottlenecks as the number
of Internet users increases considerably. Also, authorities may apply certain censorship
policies to the provided services of centralized systems. In contrast, such an attempt in
P2P approaches is significantly more difficult. Further, today’s typical users are equipped
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with very powerful machines compared to the past. Such end-point devices are even capable of providing demanding services to a certain extend. Exploiting their integration
in service provisioning can decrease significantly the service cost. Harnessing the power
of such devices has been the focus of a large part of the distributed systems research
community [Ora01].
Distributed systems adopting the P2P paradigm pose significantly more complex communication requirements than their C/S counterparts. Many pragmatic difficulties, e.g., the
presence of end-point devices with heterogeneous network, storage and computing capabilities make the development of P2P systems more challenging. More importantly, fundamental difficulties are introduced by three factors: (i) asynchronous concurrent events,
(ii) limited local knowledge and (iii) arbitrary failures. In addition, multi-party services
raise the need for flexible communication patterns among the participating entities. In
order to address the aforementioned issues, P2P systems develop dedicated virtual networks, the so-called overlay networks, on top of the physical telecommunication networks
[LCP+ 04] [CF04]. Overlay networks are a mandatory abstraction from physical networks
to both flexibly fulfill functional requirements such as connectivity maintenance, indexing
and routing, as well as to satisfy non-functional requirements, such as scalability, faulttolerance and load-balancing.
The goal of this thesis is to investigate the design of overlay networks and to quantitatively
evaluate efficient and adaptable topologies as well as communication mechanisms that
effectively address a large number of conflicting requirements for widely deployed, large
scale, dynamic and heterogeneous P2P systems.

1.2. Motivation
It has become clear from the preceding overview that P2P systems differ in their characteristics from their C/S counterparts. P2P systems offer a great potential for a new era
in distributed computing. However, currently deployed systems are mostly limited to file
sharing applications. There are many reasons that hinder the deployment of P2P systems
in a much wider range of application domains, mainly related to their complex nature and
the achieved dependability and performability. It is the aim of this thesis to address these
issues and provide solutions for a new generation of P2P systems. However, P2P systems are not the suggested solution for every distributed system. Instead, a careful study
can shed some light in whether it is preferable to follow the C/S or the P2P paradigm
[RBDR+ 04].
A vital abstraction of P2P systems is the employed overlay network topology, which is supplied by embedded protocols, mechanisms and algorithms. Several approaches have been
proposed as communication schemes in order to provide efficient and scalable inter-peer
communication. These schemes are designed on top of the physical networking infrastructure as overlay networks. Their topologies and operating mechanisms influence greatly the
performance of routing and topology maintenance algorithms and hence, the efficiency of
the involved P2P system.
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However, designing such overlay networks is a challenging task. There is a set of requirements that has to be met in designing overlay networks, which may be effortlessly deployed
on top of the Internet while making use of available resources optimally. Present overlay
design approaches mostly concentrate on a subset of these requirements and ignore the
importance of others. Such single-targeted approaches are usually inflexible in adapting
to emerging requirements in a later step without compromising the already fulfilled ones.
Complete redesign is usually the only solution.
This argument may be demonstrated by briefly analyzing some well-known proposals.
Gnutella [Gnu05a] for instance offers a non-hierarchical P2P approach with minimum
maintenance cost. However, the employed flooding mechanism used for querying makes
Gnutella unscalable [Rit01] and caused a system breakdown in the end of 2000 when the
number of users increased considerably. Learning from the Gnutella approach two main
directions have been followed by P2P overlay network designers.
The first approach is represented by the redesign of P2P systems using hierarchical architectures. However, it is questionable whether the existing hierarchical approaches may
be still called P2P. The concept of super-peers, i.e., peers with additional capabilities, is
introduced in these systems. Super-peers form usually the backbone of the overlay network having normal peers placed around them. The architectures of eDonkey [eDo05]
and KaZaA [LRW03] may be considered typical representatives of this design direction.
The basic drawback of this approach is the requirement for the existence of super-peers,
which subsequently imposes new requirements on the system. Super-peers have to operate legitimately since their actions have greater effect in overlay operations. Further,
super-peer failures are more severe than normal peer failures. Also, malicious behavior of
super-peers has far greater impact compared to the behavior of peers in non-hierarchical
P2P systems. Additionally, there is lack of incentives for super-peers to serve the rest of
peers. Super-peers may also become performance bottlenecks if there is not a sufficient
number of them.
The second approach is based on Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs). As their name implies,
they are distributed structures that use hash functions to index items that should be
mapped on the overlay networks. Globally Unique Identifiers (GUIDs) are assigned to
peers, which take values from the same key space as the indexed advertised resources. A
minimum distance function is usually used to map items to responsible peers. DHT-based
systems aim at providing very efficient routing of messages to their logical destinations.
The cost of the routing mechanism grows logarithmically with respect to the size of the
overlay network for most of the proposed approaches. This worst case bound applies
usually both to the number of hops required for routing in the overlay network as well as
the size of the routing tables at peers. Thus, each node is assumed to have a relatively big
number of connections (for large-size systems) that grows logarithmically with the system
size. Although this requirement increases the robustness of the overlay network, it may
be hard to be fulfilled by nodes with low physical capabilities. Further, this solution may
become very inefficient in scenarios where high peer join/leave rates occur (which have been
empirically observed). Typical representatives of this approach are Chord [SMLN+ 03],
CAN [RFH+ 01] and Pastry [RD01a].
In order to overcome the large maintenance cost caused by the high attrition peer rate
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in the overlay network and the logarithmically increased connectivity size (with respect
to the network size) some alternative approaches were proposed only recently. Koorde
[KK03] (a variation of Chord) employs de Bruijn graphs [dB46]. The advantage of this
approach is the constant number of connections per peer. Though, this comes at the cost
of decreased robustness and a difficulty in incrementally extending the network size. A
logarithmic connectivity-based version of Koorde overcomes the robustness problem and
provides optimal lookup operations. However, it comes at the cost of high maintenance
overhead. A different approach, named Viceroy [MNR02], is based on the butterfly graph.
Viceroy requires only a constant number of neighbors with high probability. Though,
the construction and maintenance procedures are relatively complex. This brief survey of
available overlay networks for P2P systems reveals their shortcomings and identifies the
unaddressed challenges found in their design.

1.3. Problem Statement and Goal
As it has been discussed in the Preface and Section 1.1 of this dissertation, the P2P
paradigm offers characteristics not present in the C/S paradigm. Moreover, the aforementioned brief survey of available overlay networks for P2P systems reveals their shortcomings
and identifies the unaddressed challenges found in their design, thereby, motivating the
goals of this thesis. Existing solutions fail to meet in their entirety essential requirements
such as scalability, evenly distributed workload and support for heterogeneity, thus, mandating for a carefully investigated approach with high degree of adaptability in dealing
with their intrinsic tradeoffs. The problem tackled by this thesis is addressing the shortcomings and the unsolved challenges identified in the existing structured and hybrid P2P
overlay networks.
Accordingly, the goal of this thesis is to investigate and devise novel design mechanisms
for P2P overlay networks as well as to develop an efficient and adaptable overlay network
architecture. Moreover, it aims to develop the relevant communication mechanisms, which
effectively address a large number of conflicting requirements for widely deployed, large
scale, dynamic and heterogeneous P2P systems. The proposed architecture and mechanisms are quantitatively evaluated and compared with reference to alternative existing
solutions in several scenarios.

1.4. Approach
In this thesis we investigate mechanisms for overlay networks, which follow a hybrid approach in their design. The word hybrid is used in many disciplines, e.g., in biology, in
sociology, in linguistics, etc. In general, it is used to characterize "something derived from
heterogeneous sources or composed of incongruous elements" (Oxford Dictionary). Though
initially in the context of P2P systems the term hybrid P2P system was used to describe
approaches that combined both P2P and C/S aspects, its usage was broadened to cover
further combinations of heterogeneous approaches. The hybrid approach selected for our
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system combines the benefits of DHTs with role specialization methods into well-defined
groups of peers.
In general, carefully designed hybrid systems are claimed to be intrinsically better than
pure approaches. They allow for the synergistic combination of two or more techniques
with additional strengths and reduced weaknesses than either technique alone. Nevertheless, not every arbitrary system combination provides superior solutions but careful
selection is required.
In order to justify our decision to follow a hybrid approach, we compare them with nonhybrid solutions in a general, abstract way, avoiding references to specific concrete systems.
On the one hand, hybrid systems have increased complexity since they are combinations of
more than one approaches. Moreover, they are merged in a possibly constrained way that
reveals the advantages of each sub-component. Hybrid systems naturally follow in time
the non-hybrid approaches that should be first well understood and both their benefits
and drawbacks have to be established. On the other hand, hybrid systems may be better
designed since their designers learn from the limitations and the mistakes of the pioneered
pure approaches. Carefully designed hybrid solutions can show high adaptability to environmental conditions. Usually, they are designed considering these conditions and they
may reveal certain scenario-aware advantages or avoid related limitations. Performance
may be greatly increased and new characteristics may be added to the constrained pure
alternatives. Apparently, as it will become clear throughout this thesis, hybrid approaches
are the only viable way to address the large number of (usually) conflicting requirements
raised in large-scale, dynamic and heterogeneous P2P systems.
More specifically, the rationale in our approach is to reduce the high maintenance cost
by having a small, fixed number of inter-peer connections and subsequently routing table
sizes (at least for the majority of the peers). For this reason the usage of appropriate
dense graph structures is suggested. Additionally, clustering mechanisms are utilized to
provide a stable network topology. Going a step further a role-based scheme is introduced
to deal with the heterogeneity of peers’ capabilities and user behavior. This scheme fits the
contribution of each node to its capabilities and aims at the maximization of the cluster
efficiency by providing appropriate incentives for each role. Thus, it effectively balances
between supporting heterogeneity and evenly distributing the load balance.
The predictability of peers’ behavior is a challenging issue. Improper assignment of demanding roles to unreliable peers may result in a highly ineffective system performing
worse than equally assigning every role to each peer. In order to address this issue we use
the burn-in approach. Burn-in is a standard engineering method used to identify defected
components used in integrated circuits (ICs) production. Using burn-in, engineers can test
the newly manufactured components under certain environmental conditions and remove
the defected components. Similarly, we capitalize on the observed empirical measurements, which indicate that the probability of peers departing from the system (departure
or failure rate) is very high at the initial phase after joining the system and decreases as
the time proceeds. We invest on conditional reliability techniques to stochastically both
increase the endurance of the formatted clusters and minimize the maintenance cost.
Further, advanced mechanisms are applied to reduce the operation cost, by exploiting the
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details of their communication scheme. For instance, an efficient caching mechanism is
developed to reduce the routing effort in scenarios where queries are unevenly distributed.
The developed approach does not require additional signaling protocols and may be incrementally deployed to any structured P2P overlay network since it is activated by merely
modifying locally the routing semantics. The mechanism considers in its design the observed peer reliability measurements to avoid providing inconsistent cached information.

1.5. Contribution
As described in the previous sections, this dissertation addresses the challenges in designing overlay networks for large scale, dynamic and heterogeneous P2P systems. Our
contributions may be conceptively categorized and summarized as supplied in the following
list.
1. Requirements and design space.
The first step in designing an efficient system is to analyze the underlying requirements. By investigating a set of relevant applications, a rich set of mandatory features has been identified, which is needed for the valid operation of these applications
in a large-scale, dynamic and heterogeneous environment.
At a step before designing a novel architecture, we evaluate a plethora of existing
solutions against meeting the complete requirements set. In order to analyze the
different approaches systematically, a three dimensional design space is introduced
to classify the studied approaches.
2. Architecture.
A novel, hybrid topology architecture for large-scale, dynamic and heterogeneous
P2P systems is introduced. The well designed features of the architecture provide
the means to meet a large set of non-functional requirements. In addition, these
features effectively balance the potential trade-offs and allow to introduce additional
requirements, currently not considered. Scalability, expandability, fault-tolerance,
efficiency, load-balance and support for heterogeneity are the major requirements
tackled by this architecture. Moreover, the adaptive balancing of their potential
trade-offs is particularly considered.
3. Role model, peer behavior and optimal role assignment.
Addressing peer heterogeneity in a fair and well-balanced way is a challenging problem. We suggest a novel rich role model that maximizes the matching of peers’
physical capabilities and user behavior to the requirements of the roles. Peer roles
are identified based on the core functionality needed in each P2P overlay network
by decoupling the provided operations, i.e., message routing, item caching, advertisement indexing and topology maintenance.
An exhaustive investigation of the available empirical observations on peer availability has been performed aiming to characterize statistically the distribution with para-
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metric formulae. The lack of unique and widely acceptable parametric description
in the relevant literature motivated the development of a peer behavior model.
Using this model we explain the intrinsic characteristics of the underlying process
that drives peers’ uptime by taking into account practical aspects such as the heterogeneity of the peers. We have suggested a mixture of lognormal distributions to
accurately describe it.
Further, we have investigated in depth the details of applying the burn-in method
in the construction of efficient and reliable P2P overlay networks. A critical issue
that arises is selecting the optimal time to assign a demanding role to a peer,
so that both the risk of failure will be significantly decreased and the system will
benefit maximally from the reliability of the stable peers. A condition to effectively
apply the burn-in method is to have a decreasing failure rate in the peer lifetime. A
thorough exploration of the related reports in the literature acknowledges this fact.
A cost model has been constructed to provide the optimal burn-in time.
4. Caching mechanism.
In addition, a simple though efficient caching mechanism is suggested, which capitalizes on the adequateness of caching resources following non-uniform distributions.
Additionally, the approach exploits the considerable interest of the P2P users in a
relatively small subset of the available resources. The proposed solution extends
the capabilities of structured overlay networks without any additional maintenance
effort and very low additional routing cost compared to the original algorithms of
structured networks. The solution has been explicitly designed in a way where no
extension of the signaling protocols is required, thus, avoiding further increase of the
operation complexity found in structured overlay networks.
5. Simulation framework and performance evaluation.
Apparently, simulation is the most reliable and useful approach to evaluate complex scenarios for large-scale P2P overlay networks. We have developed a generalpurpose open architecture simulator for P2P overlay networks to quantitatively evaluate several network architectures, protocols and mechanisms. The tool utilizes the
aforementioned rich role model and separates the provided functionality in three
layers (user, overlay network and underlay network). Chord [SMLN+ 03], Gnutella
[PSAS01], JXTA [TAA+ 03] and Omicron [DMS04] have been effectively ported into
our simulator.
6. Performance evaluation.
The developed P2P overlay network is quantitatively assessed with multiple simulation experiments shedding light on its performance. The most essential mechanisms
are evaluated and compared with well-known alternative solutions, i.e., Chord. The
characteristics of specific graph structures are quantitatively evaluated and compared with theoretical approximations. Moreover, multiple sampling algorithms are
assessed on their ability to cover evenly the utilized graph structures. The observed
distributions are approximated with parametric formulae in order to reveal further
significant properties.
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1.6. Outline
The content of the dissertation is divided in nine chapters. Following this introductory
chapter, Chapter 2 supplies the functional and non-functional requirements, which are
identified in the context of P2P applications representing interesting use cases. The identified requirements form the set of metrics for evaluating the adequateness of existing P2P
overlay networks. Existing solutions are classified based on their design mechanisms and
are tested against the requirements to reveal their advantageous features, as well as their
shortcomings and limitations in Chapter 3. Special attention is paid in hybrid approaches
that appear to offer richer adaptability.
Thereby, a novel hybrid architecture for large-scale, dynamic and heterogeneous P2P overlay networks is developed in Chapter 4. This chapter offers the big picture of the system
and introduces all the relevant mechanisms, which are investigated in detail in the subsequent chapters. The details of the identified core roles are given in Chapter 5. There,
the utilized algorithms, protocols and mechanisms are described. In addition, common
inter-role scenarios are discussed in order to comprehensively explain their relationship.
Afterwards, Chapter 6 investigates a user behavior model to describe adequately the peers’
reliability and a cost-effective optimization method for efficient assignment of demanding
roles.
Thereafter, the open architecture P2P simulator is discussed in Chapter 7. The software
architecture of the tool, the provided functionality, the way users can extend the simulator
and add new overlay networks as well as the achieved performance are the focus of this
chapter. Then, the results collected by using the simulator are provided in Chapter 8.
Several experiments have been performed to accurately quantify the performance of our
system against a well-known existing solution (i.e., Chord). We conclude our work and
present directions of potential future research in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2

Overlay Network Requirements

It concerns us to know the purpose we
seek in life, for then, like archers
aiming at a definitive mark, we shall
be more likely to attain what we want.
Aristotle

Conceptual outline.
In order to design a meaningful and useful overlay network, it is imperative to investigate the requirements of P2P systems. In particular, it is necessary to consider
the requirements of several important applications and services to identify the common core functionality that has to be provided. File sharing services are without
doubt the most popular services deployed over P2P systems; thus, they are considered first in order to identify the critical requirements. Further, a promising as well
as challenging application type that is becoming more and more significant is massive multi-player games deployed over the Internet. Such applications have similar
requirements as large-scale Collaborative Virtual Environments. We further examine the requirements of such applications and select scenarios and use cases where
it is meaningful to opt for a decentralized P2P based approach over a centralized
C/S one. The focus is both on functional requirements (common core operations
and services that should be provided to the applications) as well as non-functional
requirements. Apparently, it is the latter type of requirements that raise challenging
issues in meeting them and addressing their (frequently) conflicting nature.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 motivates the necessity of identifying the system requirements before we attempt to provide any solution. Afterwards,
Section 2.2 describes two interesting application types and identifies the required
functionality. Then, important concepts from graph theory that find wide applicability in the design of communication networks are supplied in Section 2.3. Having
provided the necessary background, we investigate the functional and non-functional
requirements of P2P overlay networks in Section 2.4 and Section 2.5, respectively.
The probability of facing constraints in meeting the complete set of requirements
and the need for effective trade-offs are discussed in Section 2.6. The chapter is
summarized in Section 2.7.
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2.1. Motivation
Considerable research effort has recently been devoted to the design of structured peer-topeer overlay networks resulting in a plethora of approaches. However, not all of them offer
innovative features. In fact, a large subset of them focuses merely on scalability, ignoring to
address further important requirements raised by large-scale, dynamic and heterogeneous
environments. Thus, in order to avoid designing a system not addressing the relevant
issues, this chapter aims at presenting the most important requirements that should be
considered in the design of overlay networks. It is important to consider real scenarios in
the analysis to ensure the usefulness of our approach. Therefore, we consider two significant
application types (file sharing and Collaborative Virtual Environments) to identify the
crucial requirements. Also, we study their potential cross-effects that are caused by certain
combinations of solution mechanisms. Some initial work in supplying a benchmark-based
approach for evaluating structured overlay networks is provided in [RRK03]. However,
further steps are needed to supply a useful application-driven benchmark-based tool.
The main task in designing an overlay network is constructing the graph that represents
the topology characteristics (the nodes and their connectivity pattern). In order to provide
an efficient solution the designers have to consider the core (basic) services and operations
that may be deployed over this graph. Core services and operations are for instance the
routing of messages or the maintenance of the desired graph structure. As an example
of the close relationship between the graph structure and the operation of core services
consider the (trivial) case of a graph that forms a star. In this topology, the central
node represents a so-called communication hot-spot and a central point of failure. For
this reason, both static and dynamic characteristics of the graphs have to be considered.
Further, the additional requirements that are imposed by the deployed core services of
the overlay networks are examined. Service deployment and related requirements have
been already addressed in telecommunication services [ITU94], therefore, we consider the
collected knowledge in order to define the requirements for this work.

2.2. Applications and Services
2.2.1. File Sharing Applications and Services
In the pre-Napster era, file sharing was mostly performed using centralized approaches
such as HTTP and FTP services or decentralized ones such as newsgroups. However,
the revolution accomplished by the wide utilization initially of the Napster1 system and
later of other P2P systems following more comprehensively the P2P paradigm resulted in
popular file sharing systems, which are generating the majority of the traffic in today’s
Internet. As an example, some network traffic reports from the Abilene backbone network
are shown in Figure 2.1(a) [Abi04]. Also, the traffic measurements shown in Figure 2.1(b)
[Has04] demonstrate the importance of file sharing application.
1

The architecture of Napster is not a purely P2P system but a hybrid combination of both P2P and C/S
paradigms. Chapter 3 discusses multiple effective combinations of hybrid solutions.
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Traffic in Tbyte per week

Unidentified
Data transfers
File sharing

(a) Abilene network backbone traffic reports [Abi04].

(b) IP backbone traffic [Has04].

Figure 2.1.: Backbone traffic measurements.
We have analyzed the requirements for a file sharing scenario [DLM03] within the MMAPPS
project [Str04]. The following list summarizes the general functionality needed by every
P2P file sharing application.
• System participation. Users must be able to join the system initially. A bootstrap
phase may provide an active peer to forward the join request to. Since peers are
autonomous entities departure can simply happen by disconnecting from the system
(though this may have considerable consequences to the state of the system).
• Sharing files. Users must be able to select which files they wish to advertise so
that remote users may find them.
• Providing files. When a remote user requests a local file, this file must be uploaded.
Scheduling mechanisms may provide fair sharing of local resources when the demand
is high.
• Finding files. Finding files is a required step before a user may be able to download
it. Assuming a large-scale system, global directories may not be a viable option in
providing this function.
• Rating files. Since users may arbitrarily share files of unknown content and quality,
a rating system may be needed to collect information about the shared files and the
relevant users.
• Parallel downloading. Efficient download performance is very crucial for this
application. Downloading in parallel from multiple users may increase the achieved
throughput.
• Monitoring contribution. Monitoring the contribution of each peer is an essential
feature, especially in cases where users are reluctant in providing local resources
voluntarily. Advanced accounting systems may be used to provide fairness and
efficiency [LDMS05].
• Forming subgroups. The ability to form user subgroups may allow the creation
of special communities with rules accepted by all members.
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However, not every single function of the above list must necessarily be offered by the
overlay network. Certain operations are end-to-end issues, involving only the service
provider(s) and the service consumer(s). Also, some functions are offered by advanced
services that may be designed on top of the basic primitives provided by the middleware.
Further, some aspects like parallel download may become more efficient if the overlay
structure is involved, however, such functionality is out of scope of this thesis. Content
replication [On04] may increase the availability of specific content and provide better
quality services. In general, Content Management Systems (CMS) [MT04] is a crucial and
interesting application area that may be benefit by P2P technologies.
In addition to the above functionality, there is a set of non-functional requirements that
must be fulfilled by the P2P system. This set includes scalability, fault-tolerance, loadbalance, support for heterogeneity and efficiency. These requirements will be discussed in
later sections of this chapter.

2.2.2. Beyond File Sharing
Seeking to examine an interesting application type beyond file sharing, we selected to
examine the adequateness of P2P technology in Collaborative Virtual Environments and
Massive Multiplayer Games.
Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVEs) are very demanding systems, since they integrate multiple media types with various demanding network requirements and a large number of frequently interacting users. Several architectures have been proposed in the past to
deal with the communication overhead and the management of the collaboration sessions.
Basically, two major directions have been followed: (i) the traditional C/S paradigm and
(ii) the all-to-all server-less approach. However, both of them have limitations in terms of
scalability. C/S approaches require additional server resource capabilities, as the number
of clients increases. All-to-all approaches have high bandwidth requirements in order to
enable communication among the participants and even harder to solve problems, such
as global information consistency. Further, additional issues have to be addressed, e.g.,
fault-tolerance or heterogeneity of the participants. Network-layer multicasting could (if
available) improve the efficiency of the all-to-all approach.
Additionally, a significant research effort has been focusing lately in designing Massive
Multiplayer Games (MMGs) based on P2P technology. The game industry seems to be an
important driving factor for the future research on this field. In particular, Knutsson et
al. [KLXH04] developed SimMud, an experimental MMG prototype on top of FreePastry
(an open source P2P platform based on Pastry [RD01a]). FreeMMG [CBG03] is an open
source initiative to support MMGs. Also, a scalable publish/subscribe system for Internet
games called Mercury [BRS02] has been developed, and Iimura et al. [IHK04] developed
a system to support multiplayer online games.
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Table 2.1.: CVE content classification.
Synthetic
Content Type
• Environment
Description
• Events

Information
Type
Static
Transient
Dynamic

• State

Persistent

Driving
Requirements
Storage Space
Latency,
Ordering
Maintenance,
Consistency

Communication
Pattern
Locally
Accessed
Streaming

Update

Unicast
Fetching

Pull

Pull
Push

Content description and characteristics
The media sources that compose the rendered scenes in CVEs have heterogeneous characteristics and delivery requirements. Here, we focus merely on the maintenance and
delivery of Synthetic Graphics Media Sources. Table 2.1 provides a coarse classification of
the synthetic graphics content, expanded to include the related characteristics and delivery mechanisms. A brief tutorial on the essential concepts found in CVEs is supplied in
Appendix C in order to provide a smoother introduction to the rest of this section.
• Environment Description. The synthetic media content describing CVEs is statically
defined. Such content includes immutable landscape description. Landscapes can
be defined by vendors that provide the applications or can be user-defined, created
by usually available editors. Role Playing Games (RPGs) are common examples of
such applications (though the technology used is usually proprietary).
• Events. Another important information type (related to the synthetic media content)
is the captured interaction of the users with the content itself and their navigation
inside the world. Depending on the application, delivery of such events may become
very demanding in terms of tolerated latency. However, concepts such as AoI and
Locales reduce significantly the generated network overhead, making their implementation more feasible. Multicast-based communication mechanisms are common
in delivering such content. Users in the vicinity of the event sources subscribe to
receive the transient information.
• State. An additional dynamic information type is the announcement of the active
event sources so that users can subscribe to receive the event streams and the state
of (possibly inactive) mutable objects. Mutable object descriptions are initially
included and retrieved, similarly to the static content introduced above. However,
users can interact with the mutable objects and modify their state. While the
interaction itself is described by a series of events available to the subscribers of that
source, the result is important to be captured and be available to users beyond the
spatiotemporal limits of the Locales and time, even when no active user is interacting
with that object. Such a spatiotemporal evolution from transient to persistent state
information is described in Figure 2.2. As an interesting example, consider a snowed
landscape where a couple of avatars is walking on. The two users can immediately
observe their footprints left on the virgin snow via the streaming of the generated
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events. Assume that shortly after those two avatars left the specific Locale a new
one enters that area. The marked footprints on the snow must be available for
observation.
Here, we focus on maintaining and providing the last type of the aforementioned information. It should be noted that such type of information triggers the subscription of a
listener to transient information generated by the media source, if the source is active. In
addition, event streaming may be an interesting use case to examine, however, it is out
of the scope of this thesis. Multicast mechanisms either native [Rim04] or overlay based
may be required. Physical network support by ISPs [Hec04] can improve considerably the
performance.
Time

Persistent
(Aggregated state)
Transient
(Event streaming)

Event Origin

Distance

Figure 2.2.: Evolution of event handling.

Usage Patterns
A very important factor in designing an optimal architecture for CVEs is to take into
account the way information is required at and updated by the participating users. As it
has been explained in Appendix C, Locales partition the virtual world in order to reduce
the required information that has to be delivered to each end-point device. However, as
users move from Locale to Locale, they should be informed about the status of all mutable objects that belong to the entering Locale. Frequently changing Locales increase
significantly the information that should be delivered, thus, introducing a potential bottleneck for centralized approaches. In such scenarios, P2P approaches may perform more
efficiently assuming an appropriate overlay network design. In contrast, mutable object
states are updated at rates that satisfy the needs of the application, whenever users interact with them. Pre-fetching techniques may be used to reduce the probability that the
lookup query in the P2P network may be delayed more than the tolerable time threshold.
Summarizing, it is common that while update operations are performed on single objects,
read operations are grouped to all the objects of a Locale.
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Graph theory concepts are widely used to evaluate the static (as well as the dynamic in
many cases) properties of communication networks. It is necessary to supply the crucial
graph theory term definitions, before studying the relevant requirements of P2P overlay
networks. Further knowledge on the topic may be gathered from graph theory textbooks
such as [Jun99], [Ber62], [Kau67], [Min78].
A graph G is a pair G = (V, E) consisting of a set V 6= ∅ and a set E of two element subsets
of V . The elements of V are usually called vertices in graph theory; however, throughout
this dissertation, the terms nodes or peers are used instead. An element e = {u, v} of
E is called graph edge with end vertices u and v. We say that u and v are incident
(alternatively adjacent or neighbors) to each other. The terms connection or link are also
used to describe an edge in this dissertation. Edges can be directed (uni-directional) or
undirected (bidirectional). A graph in which each graph edge is replaced by a directed
graph edge is also called a digraph.
For any vertex u of a graph, the degree (deg u) of u is the number of edges attached to
u. A graph is said to be regular of degree r if all local degrees are of the same number r.
The order or the size |V | of a graph V is the population of its vertices. A path in a graph
is defined as a sequence of nodes where each element is adjacent to the previous (with
the exception of the first). The distance d(u, v) between two vertices u and v of a finite
graph is the minimum length of the paths connecting them. If no such path exists (i.e., if
the vertices lie in different unconnected components), then the distance is set equal to ∞.
The length maxu,v d(u, v) of the "longest shortest path" between any two graph vertices
(u, v) of a graph is called the diameter of the graph. A cycle of a graph G, sometimes
also called a circuit, is a subset of the edge set of G that forms a path such that the
first node of the path corresponds to the last. Girth is the length of the shortest graph
cycle (if any) in a graph. An interesting metric to evaluate the resilience of a graph is
the bisection width [Lei91], which is defined as the minimum number of edges between
any two equal-size partitions of the graph. The bisection width metric can determine the
resilience of a graph to be split into large components by removing individual nodes.
Digraphs have been extensively used in interconnection networks for parallel and distributed systems design (cf. [HW97], [LS96]). Digraphs received special attention from
the research community aiming to solve the problem of the so-called (k, D) digraph problem. The goal is to maximize the number of vertices N in a digraph of maximum out-degree
k and diameter D [FYdM84]. Some general bounds relating the order, the degree and the
diameter of a graph are provided by the well-known Moore bound [BT80]. Assume a graph
with node degree k and diameter D; then the maximum number of nodes (graph order )
that may populate this graph is given by Equation 2.1:
N ≤ 1 + k + k2 + . . . + kD =

k D+1 − 1
.
k−1

(2.1)

Interestingly, the Moore bound is not achievable for any non-trivial graph [BT80]. Nevertheless, in the context of P2P networks, it is more useful to reformulate Equation 2.1 in
a way that provides a lower bound for the graph diameter (DM ), given the node degree
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and the graph order [FL92]:
DM = dlogk (N (k − 1) + 1)e − 1 ≤ D.

(2.2)

The average distance (µD ) among the nodes of a graph may also be bounded by the
following inequality [SR94] (which is approximated in [LKRG03]):
DM −

DM
k(k DM − 1)
1
+
≈ DM −
≤ µD .
2
N (k − 1)
N (k − 1)
k−1

(2.3)

Further, a d-regular graph is a (d, c)-expander or has a c-expansion (for some positive
c) if and only if for every subset U ⊂ V of size at most |V |/2. Expander graphs have
been investigated also for P2P overlay networks [GMS04], [LS03], [GPU01], particularly
focusing on their ability to expand exponentially by increasing linearly their diameter.
Two particular classes of graphs have been adapted by several researchers for overlay
network design: The well-known small-world graphs and the scale-free graphs. Their
properties fit well with the effective operation of loosely structured overlay networks. An
excellent survey on the issues of aforementioned graphs can be found in [WC03]. However,
lexicographic (i.e., de Bruijn) graphs [dB46] have been found to have more promising
properties and they employed as the core network structure of the proposed architecture.

2.3.1. Small-world Networks
Often in the discussion between unfamiliar people the expression "What a small world!"
is used to describe the discovery that they have a common friend or relative. Apparently,
social experiments have been performed examining the human relationships and the degree
to which the small-world phenomenon can be observed [Mil67]. Moreover, similar associations have been observed in a number of complex systems, e.g., the World Wide Web
[Ada99] and the human neuroanatomy system [SCKH04]. Several researchers have investigated the properties and the underlying organizing principles of these networks [Kle02],
[Kle99], [WC03], [New00].
From a graph theoretic point of view, a small world network is a graph exhibiting a high
clustering coefficient, but low characteristic path length (diameter). More precisely, the
clustering coefficient CC of a graph is the metric to characterize a network as having the
small-world property. It is defined as the average fraction of pairs of neighbors of a node
that are also neighbors of each other. Suppose that a node i in the network has ci neighbor
nodes. Apparently, at most ci (ci − 1)/2 edges can exist among them, and this occurs when
every neighbor of node i is connected to every other neighbor of node i. The clustering
coefficient CCi of node i is then defined as the ratio between the number Ei of edges that
actually exist among these ci nodes and the total possible number:
CCi =

2Ei
.
(ci (ci − 1))

(2.4)

The clustering coefficient CC of the whole network is the average of CCi s. Obviously,
CC ≤ 1 where the equality holds if and only if every node in the network connects to
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every other node. In a completely random network consisting of N nodes, CC ∼ 1/N
(which is very small as compared to most real networks). On the other hand certain
structures of regular graphs have a high clustering coefficient. Typically, small world
networks combine two characteristics that are attractive for P2P systems (i) relatively low
diameter and (ii) high connectivity (resulting from the high clustering coefficient).
The properties of small-world networks have been exploited in the context of P2P networks
by multiple approaches, e.g., the DIET network [HWBM02], the Swan network [Bon02],
the Symphony network [MBR03], as well as in an improvement of the original Freenet
network [ZGG02].

2.3.2. Scale-free Networks
The distribution of the node degree in a network is a significant factor for several network
properties. A number of real life complex networks, e.g., income of individuals, genera,
Internet file sizes [RH02], the World Wide Web, metabolic systems, paper co-authorship,
movie actors [AB02], cognitive sciences [SCKH04], etc. appear to have a power law2
distribution of the form P (k) = k −y where for the most typical cases 1 ≤ y ≤ 3 [WC03].
Apparently, for one of the most well-known P2P networks, the Gnutella network, it has
been shown that its nodes follow a power law distribution (though not built implicitly into
its design) [ALPH01], [Kab01] [PSAS01], [NG01], [ALH02]. The underlying mechanism
for this evolution is the preferential attachment
P mechanism, where the probability Πi of
connecting to peer i with degree ci is Πi = ci / j cj . Peers tend to connect to well-known
peers with higher probability ending up in the so-called "rich get richer" phenomenon.
Networks that have power law distributed node degree are called scale-free networks.
While such networks have desirable characteristics such as relatively small diameter and
can effectively support heterogeneity, they are vulnerable to attacks and diseases dissemination [Ald03], [BB03]. Moreover, a node with high degree holds an important position in
the network. A possible removal of the node can drastically change properties such as the
diameter and might result in multiple smaller graphs (network fragmentation). Moreover,
if the graph is considered as a communication network, nodes with high degree are involved
in delivering a large amount of traffic, ending up to potential traffic "bottlenecks".

2.3.3. Lexicographic Digraphs
An interesting class of digraphs are the lexicographic digraphs, which includes the de
Bruijn and Kautz digraphs [BSGL96]3 . de Bruijn graphs belong to a very important class
of graphs; they have asymptotically optimal graph diameter and average node distance
[LKRG03]. Thereby, they are employed in the design of our work. Before we present the
way de Bruijn graphs are used in the scope of this work, the topology of those graphs and
the way routing algorithms operate are described.
2
3

Refer to Appendix A for more details on the power law distribution.
de Bruijn graphs are less dense than Kautz graphs but they are more flexible since they do not have any
limitations on the sequence of the represented symbols in every node.
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Figure 2.3 shows a directed de Bruijn(2, 3) graph denoting a graph with a maximum
out-degree of 2, a diameter of 3 and order 8. For graphs with fixed out-degree of 2 the
maximum number of nodes is always limited by 2D 4 . The graph contains 2D+1 directed
edges in this case. Each node is represented by a D-length (D = 3 in this example) string.
Every character of the string can take k different values (2 in this example). In the general
case, each node is represented by a string such as u1 u2 ...uD . The connections between
the nodes follow a simple left shift operation from node u1 (u2 ...uD ) to node (u2 ...uD )ux ,
where ux can take one of the possible values of the characters (0, k − 1).
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Figure 2.3.: Directed de Bruijn(2, 3) graph.
de Bruijn graphs have been suggested to model the topology of several P2P systems,
though, as it will become clear in the consequent chapters, we exploited them in a different
way. Considerable examples of P2P systems that use de Bruijn graphs are Koorde [KK03],
D2B [FG03a] and Optimal Diameter Routing Infrastructure (ODRI) [LKRG03].

2.4. Overlay Functionality
The common supplied functionality of P2P overlay networks is mainly focusing on the
following functionality discussed in this section. The provided operations may be divided
in two categories, based on the criterion whether it is a user-triggered functionality or
system-triggered functionality. A user may not necessarily be a human being, but instead
may be a bot or an agent or an advanced service or application that is designed to use
system’s functionality. System-triggered functionality consists of activities that aim at
achieving efficient system operation. Table 2.2 summarizes the common functionality.
More advanced functionality such as application layer multicasting, anycasting or mobility
may be offered by higher infrastructure levels such as the Internet Indirect Infrastructure
(I3) [SAZ+ 04], which is built on top of Chord.
4

The Moore bound determines always maximum upper bounds on the size of the graphs that are not
reachable for non-trivial cases.
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Table 2.2.: Classification of common overlay operations.
Category
User-triggered

System-triggered

Operations
Joining to and leaving from P2P overlay networks
Searching for available resources and services
Advertising local resources and services
Selective information dissemination (publish/subscribe)
Topology maintenance for minimum operational cost
Index caching for popular advertisements
Notify user about critical network events

2.4.1. User-triggered Operations
As a first step, a peer must join a P2P system. A bootstrap phase5 provides the necessary
"hooks" to initiate the joining procedure. Common approaches met in widely deployed
P2P systems include history-based mechanisms, word-of-mouth, well-known public Web
sites and well-known seed peers. Another alternative for particular cases may be the
multicast-based mechanism suggested in MPEG-4 DMIF [ISO99b], where users disseminate their existence in well-known multicast channels. Assuming that a peer has successfully obtained another valid address of a peer that is currently member of the system, the
second phase of joining may begin, where the peer may be randomly or deterministically
positioned at the overlay network.
While the join procedure is completed after a number of message-passing steps, in contrast,
peers may depart arbitrarily from the system due to their complete autonomy. It may
be advantageous for the system to provide incentives to peers to complete any pending
operations and notify their neighbors about their impending departure before it occurs.
However, such mechanisms are not typically met in most deployed systems.
The most important operation provided by a P2P overlay network is its ability to search for
advertised items despite the large size of the system. However, the semantics of the search
operation may differ resulting to various realizations. For example, file sharing systems
(e.g., Gnutella) usually offer a text-based search operation where the requestor floods the
network with messages that include the requested file name (or keywords) [CAN02]. Then,
it may receive back replies including advertisements, which have indexing information that
matches the query text. However, such an approach may be very costly in terms of required
communication load.
In cases where an advertisement may be uniquely identified (e.g., using a "perfect" hash
function), more advanced search mechanisms may be deployed. Such search operations
are termed as lookup operations [BKK+ 03]. The efficiency of lookup operations is limited
though in cases where the requested advertisement may be uniquely identified. This
shortcoming motivated researchers to investigate advanced mechanisms to provide richer
functionality for lookup operations. Such operations are called complex queries [HHH+ 02]
5

A bootstrap phase is required both in the initial P2P system deployment stage as well as in every peer
join attempt.
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or range queries [AX02]. SHARK [MS03b] is such a system, which capitalizes on grouping
the users based on their interests.
Nevertheless, before peers are enabled to search for useful advertisements, local peer resources and services must be advertised first. The advertisements may be stored locally or
remotely (or both). The advertised information may be as simple as a text field or a globally unique identifier (GUID) or even rich metadata structures. The indexing information
may hold the complete information or some aggregated summary.
Another useful operation is the ability to selectively disseminate information, the so-called
publish/subscribe systems, e.g., Scribe [CDKR02]. However, since such an operation is
similar to multicasting, it is out of the scope of this thesis and is not considered further.
Similarly, users may find useful to be asynchronously informed when important events
occur in the system.

2.4.2. System-triggered Operations
System-triggered operations aim at maintaining a useful state in the system so that usertriggered operations may be more efficiently performed. The most important systemtriggered operation is the maintenance of the targeted overlay network topology in order
to utilize structure-related benefits. For example, in Chord the complexity of the lookup
operation is upper bounded by the logarithm of the number of alive peers in worst case
scenarios, as long as the topology is stabilized to the targeted ring with valid fingers6 .
However, proactive mechanisms (mechanisms, which operate in advance targeting to predict the future state, thus, improving system performance) that are frequently used in
maintaining the perfect topology may cause significant amounts of traffic in scenarios
where peers join and leave very frequently. This aspect will be thoroughly examined in
the context of this thesis.
Moreover, caching (though an optional operation) may help reducing the operational cost
of the system. Apparently, caching is suggested in several distributed system technologies
(e.g., Web technologies [AFJ00], or distributed file systems such as AFS [How04]). Appropriate caching policies that consider the intrinsic characteristics of P2P systems have been
proven very useful, especially in scenarios where query distributions and resource popularity do not follow uniform distributions. A promising low-cost overlay network-unaware
mechanism is discussed in Chapter 5.
For many cases, it is useful to notify the user level to get a decision on a critical event,
which are of high importance for the user. For example, the user may be informed when
particular replies to posed queries are received in order to select further operations.
6

Chord is described in deeper detail in the related work provided in Chapter 3
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2.5.1. Scalability
The factors of scale have been investigated in depth in the context of traditional distributed
systems. Three basic dimensions have been identified: (i) the numerical dimension, which
consists of the number of users, objects and services encompassed, (ii) the geographical
dimension, which consists of the distance over which the system is scattered and (iii) the
administrative dimension, which consists of the number of organizations that exert control
over parts of the system [Neu94]. Modern P2P systems are challenging systems that may
scale enormously over all of the three identified dimensions. Peers may be distributed
globally and each user may have the absolute control of each own machine. Typical sizes
of P2P systems may reach several millions of users and it is envisaged to be extended to
billions. A simple definition for scalability is the following:
Definition 2.1. Scalability is the ease with which a system or component can be modified
to fit the problem sphere.
To compare the scalability of various algorithms, a variety of metrics have been developed
in the context of massively parallel computation. These metrics assume that the program
runs on a set of k processors with a given architecture, and that the completion time T
measures the performance. Three related kinds of metrics have been reported: speedup
metrics, efficiency metrics, and scalability metrics. The following definitions give the flavor
of the proposed metrics [SN93]:
• Speedup S measures how the rate of doing work increases with the number of processors k, compared to one processor, and has an "ideal" linear speedup value of
S(k) = k.
• Efficiency E measures the work rate per processor (that is, E(k) = S(k)/k), and
has an "ideal" value of unity.
• Scalability ψ(k1 , k2 ) from one scale k1 to another scale k2 is the ratio of the efficiency
figures for the two cases, ψ(k1 , k2 ) = E(k2 )/E(k1 ). It also has an ideal value of unity.
However, the significant peer heterogeneity and the highly unpredictable peer failure rate
observed in P2P systems make hard to accurately evaluate their scalability with such
formal metrics. Productivity is a cost-effective scalability metric, which is presented in
[JW00]. The system is scalable if productivity is maintained as the scale changes. Given
the following quantities: (i) λ(k) = throughput, (ii) f (k) = average value of each response/sec, calculated from its quality of service and (iii) C(k) = cost expressed as a
running cost/sec to be uniform with λ at scale k, then the productivity F (k) is the value
delivered per second and is given by F (k) = λ(k) · f (k)/C(k). The scalability metric at
two different scale factors k1 and k2 is defined as the ratio of their productivity:
ψ(k1 , k2 ) =

F (k1 )
.
F (k2 )

(2.5)

Scalability in the design of overlay networks may be measured both in time and space
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dimensions. However, there is always a trade-off. Time complexity involves the number of
hops that are required to forward the messages from the source node to the destination.
Space complexity is related to the size of the state that each node is required to maintain in
order to keep the overlay in a functioning state. This information includes the routing table
entries of the neighbor nodes as well as the indexing structures for the advertised items.
Additionally, the size of the messages and the overhead of the maintenance procedure
should be considered in order to evaluate the scalability of the overlay network.

2.5.2. Expandability
Expandability expresses how a system or a component can be modified to increase its
storage, communication or functional capacity at low cost.
Definition 2.2. Expandability of the topology is the ease with which the topology graph
can be expanded to larger sizes.
The topology is incrementally expandable if the definition of the topology allows graphs
of any size. Otherwise (if the size granularity is only greater than one) they are defined
as partially expandable. Some hierarchically recursive topologies allow graphs of specific
discrete sizes (such as powers of two). If a topology is incrementally expandable, a very
important question is how the structure of an instance of size n differs from the structure
of an instance of size n + k for some integer constant k ≥ 1.
An (n + k)-vertex instance can be obtained from a n-vertex instance by removing r(k)
edges (to get a subgraph of the larger instance) and by adding additional vertices and
corresponding edges to this subgraph. If r(k) = O(k), the topology is said incrementally
scalable [Tvr99]. Very few topologies are incrementally scalable. For example, 2-D meshes
are incrementally expandable, but not scalable.

2.5.3. Dependability
Dependability is an "umbrella" system property covering multiple attributes such as reliability, availability, safety and maintainability. A systematic explanation of dependability
consists of three parts as it is shown in Figure 2.4 [ALR00]. Dependability may be defined
as follows:
Definition 2.3. Dependability of a computing system is the ability to deliver service that
can be justifiably trusted [ALR00].
Dependability has been extensively explored in the context of dependable routing in mobile and ad hoc networks in [Hol04] and has been the topic of extensive studying by
standardization bodies such as ITU [ITU94].
Availability, Reliability and Fault-tolerance
ITU-T Recommendation E.800 defines availability and reliability as follows:
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Faults
Threats

Errors
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Attributes

Availability
Reliability
Safety
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Maintainability

Means

Fault-prevention
Fault-tolerance
Fault-removal
Fault-forecasting

Figure 2.4.: The dependability tree [ALR00].
Definition 2.4. Availability is the ability of an item to be in a state to perform a required
function at a given instant of time or at any instant of time within a given time interval,
assuming that the external resources, if required, are provided [ITU94].
Definition 2.5. Reliability is the ability of an item to perform a required function under
given conditions for a given time interval [ITU94].
Reliability R(t) is defined as the probability that the system continues to function throughout the interval (0, t). It is not necessary to (but it is often) assumed that the system is
functioning at time 0. Stochastically, let the random variable X be the time to failure of
the system. Then, the reliability of the system is defined as:
R(t) = P r{X > t} = 1 − F (t).

(2.6)

where F(t) is the distribution function of system lifetime. The Mean Time To system
Failure (MTTF) is defined as:
Z ∞
Z ∞
M T T F = E[X] =
tf (t)dt =
R(t)dt.
(2.7)
0

0

Reliability is often known as the cumulative distribution function (CDF) or the survival
function. Reliability (though closely related) is distinct from availability. An important
difference between the two concepts is that reliability refers to failure-free operation during
an interval, while availability refers to failure-free operation at a given instant of time,
usually the time when a device or system is first accessed to provide a required function
or service. The conceptual difference can be properly visualized with a Markov chain
example, as it is illustrated in Figure 2.5. In Figure 2.5(b) state S0 is an absorbing state
representing an unrecoverable failure, while S1 and S2 are transient states. In contrast,
state S0 in Figure 2.5(a) represents a recoverable failure.
In the context of core operations found in structured P2P overlay networks, reliability is
a more useful concept expressing more adequately the fact that after peers’ departure the
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Figure 2.5.: Availability versus Reliability: Markov chain examples.
component is considered as failed and there is no necessity to maintain further its state.
Such a modeling approach is adequate for the time scale the shared indexing information
is valid. Thus, we will consider the reliability attribute in the following system analysis.
Fault-tolerance is considered as a particular mean to develop the attributes that constitute
the dependability concept.
Definition 2.6. Fault-tolerance is the ability of a system or component to continue normal
operation despite the presence of hardware or software failures.
In terms of overlay networks, it expresses the resilience of the connectivity when failures
are encountered by the arbitrary departure of peers7 .
As it has already been mentioned, P2P systems have been studied extensively [SGG02],
[KWX01], [SW04a]. One main aspect among others is the observation of user behavior.
An interesting result is the fact that the majority of the peers tend to stay connected with
the system for a relatively short time. This results in a highly dynamic system with high
join and leave rates, which hinders fault-tolerant routing as it is also discussed in [ADS02]
and [HK03]. This kind of behavior imposes another requirement especially important
for structured overlays. Effects like overlay partitioning are possible in case where a
special overlay maintenance procedure is not in place. High maintenance costs to keep the
structure in a stable state and provide reliable services are some of the consequences.

Cooperation and Security
Before proceeding with the concept of security in P2P systems, it is crucial to characterize
the user behavior in such systems. Relevant peer characterizations are provided in the
context of rational behavior in P2P systems from an economy view point [SP03] and in
terms of dependable routing [Hol04], [HMKR04], [HSSS04]. Overlay network security is
highly relevant to node misbehavior. Revisiting the node classification provided in [Hol04]
four different node types may be identified: (i) Cooperative nodes, (ii) Inactive nodes, (iii)
Selfish nodes and (iv) Malicious nodes. Though the notion of inactive nodes is mostly
appropriate for wireless ad hoc networks, it may be of interest to P2P networks both
because P2P systems may be deployed in wireless ad hoc networks as overlay networks and
because ad hoc nodes have a peer-to-peer relationship at the network level. Nevertheless,
7

We abstract from the physical network failures
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selfish and malicious peers are of prime interest for the dependable and secure operation
of P2P systems, so their definition is given. Selfish nodes maximize their own gain.
Definition 2.7. A selfish node does not forward any data packets for other nodes except
for itself. The node cooperates during the route discovery cycle to maintain a correct
routing table and to be present in other routing tables [Hol04].
Malicious nodes reduce the utility of the network without regard for their own gain.
Definition 2.8. A malicious node abuses the cooperation among nodes to hinder operation
of the network [Hol04].
A useful definition for security is given below.
Definition 2.9. Security is the ability of a system to manage, protect and distribute
sensitive information [MAC04].
In the context of P2P overlay networks, security issues are basically raised by the presence
of malicious peers. Additionally, selfish peers may behave in a way that could have similar
results. Castro [CDG+ 02] and Sit [SM02] address the most important security aspects
in P2P overlays. They are mainly focusing on the forwarding operation, where malicious
peers can either drop the packages or forward them in wrong directions and on indexing responsibilities. Furthermore, [DGM02] focus on the Denial of Service (DoS) attack
problem. However, security issues are out of the scope of this thesis.

Persistence, Consistency and Integrity
Advertised content’s persistence, consistency and integrity is not a functionality that has
to be offered by the overlay network itself. For example, in the case of distributed storage
systems, an additional layer is suggested to be used on top of the overlay network, which
is responsible to handle such issues. Interesting examples of distributed storage systems
are the CFS [DKK+ 01] system, which is built on top of Chord and the PAST [RD01b]
system, which is built on top of Pastry. The general principles of distributed file systems
are studied in [TN97] and [BDET00].
However, providing consistent and valid indexing information about the advertised resources is a crucial requirement posed on P2P overlay networks. Index replication mechanisms and information updating mechanisms are needed.

2.5.4. Load-balance, Fairness and Heterogeneity
Definition 2.10. Load-balance in P2P systems is the extent to which the load is evenly
spread across nodes.
The load considered in this context consists of the effort required for the basic overlay operations, e.g., maintenance, routing, indexing, caching, etc. On the one hand, designing an
overlay network that avoids hot spots increases the performance and the fault-tolerance of
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the overall system. Appropriate mechanisms are required to evenly distribute the common
tasks among the peers (e.g., uniform distribution of advertised resources [BSS02]).
On the other hand, by taking into account the heterogeneous environment, not all of the
nodes are capable of offering the same amount of resources. A fair solution should provide
the necessary incentives and the weighted balance between the resource contribution and
the consumed overlay services. Fairness has been defined in terms of sharing network
resources, e.g., in multicast scenarios [Rim04] or in more general terms in [JCH84].
Overlay network design should take into account the heterogeneity in the physical capabilities of the peers and the user behavior. Designing schemes that require homogeneous
components can either decrease the system capabilities to those achievable by the weakest components or faulty/inefficient operation should be expected from the least capable
nodes. Moreover, the observed variation in user behavior (e.g., up-time patterns) [MTG03]
should be taken into account in the design of the overlay to increase the efficiency of the
systems.

2.5.5. Efficiency
Efficiency may in general be defined as follows.
Definition 2.11. Efficiency is the ratio of productive resource consumption and total
resource consumption.
Alternatively, in terms of computer systems the following definition may provide better
understanding.
Definition 2.12. Efficiency is the degree to which a system or component performs its
designated functions with minimum consumption of resources (CPU, Memory, I/O, Peripherals, Networks) [Glo04].
In the context of overlay networks, efficiency may be described in terms of routing and
physical network proximity. The actual packet routing from a source node to a destination
node is a service offered by the underlying network [Hec04]. The complexity of this layer
(resulting from the IP address assignment procedure) should not be repeated in the overlay
network. Combined with an appropriate node identification scheme the overlay routing
mechanism should be a simple operation. Based on the destination node address the
mechanism may return the closest neighbor to the destination.
Network proximity 8 consideration is a crucial factor in reducing the latency on the network
operations. Relative Delay Penalty (RDP) is a measure for the additional packet delay
introduced by the overlay on the delivery of a message between two nodes. It is defined
as the ratio of the latency experienced when sending data using the overlay compared to
the latency experienced when sending data directly using the underlying network. Link
stress is another metric that quantifies the usage of the underlying network from the
overlay. It is defined as the number of tunnels that send traffic over a physical link.
Links may be "stressed" despite the fact that the overlay traffic is well-balanced among its
8

Locality and vicinity are alternative widely used terms.
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nodes. For example, studies of the Gnutella system [SK03], [RFI02] observed that request
forwarding performed many "zig-zag" forwarding steps between nodes that are physically
located in North America and Europe. Many studies are focusing in optimizing this aspect
[RKY+ 02].

2.5.6. Autonomy
P2P systems are composed of a set of independent nodes that are not centrally controlled or
administered. Despite this fact many proposals adopted hierarchical solutions for efficiency
reasons (e.g., KaZaa [LRW03] and eDonkey [eDo05]). Such systems imposes additional
requirements on the supporting infrastructure. In the case of eDonkey particularly the
servers run different software. This is an even stronger requirement than potentially
assigning a super-peer role to certain capable peers. Flat approaches (either structured
like Chord [SMLN+ 03] and Pastry [RD01a], or unstructured like Gnutella [Gnu05a] and
Freenet [CSWH00]) are definitely preferable over the hierarchical alternatives since they
maintain peer autonomy.

2.5.7. Anonymity
Anonymity in computer systems is defined as follows.
Definition 2.13. Anonymity is the degree to which a system or component allows for (or
supports) anonymous transactions [Glo04].
This is a special requirement for certain applications that require anti-censorship features
or to increase the privacy of the participating users. Still, a node identification scheme is
required: Many solutions suggest the modification of certain important header fields during
routing in order to make hard the extraction of the identity of the message originator. Of
course, misusage of those systems is always an issue. Freenet [CSWH00], Free Haven
[DFM00], Achord [HW02], Hordes [SL00], Publius [WRC00], Tangler [WM01] and Tarzan
[FM02] are well-known examples of systems with strong anonymity features. Anonymity
is not directly addressed by the presented approach and is not in the scope of this thesis.

2.6. Constraint Requirements and Trade-offs
This section presents several critical effects and interferences between pairs of conflicting
requirements from the aforementioned requirement set in the context of P2P overlay networks. The degree at which the conflicting requirements may be fulfilled is discussed. The
following list is not aimed to be complete but to raise the conflicting requirements issue.
1. Fault-tolerance versus heterogeneity. In the context of P2P systems where
peers represent unreliable components, fault-tolerance is achieved mostly by the use
of redundancy and replication mechanisms. DHT-based approaches suggest a large
number of neighbors that usually increases logarithmically with respect to size of
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the system. While it has been shown that such an approach provides high faulttolerance [LBK02], it ignores practical limitations raised by peers of low physical
capabilities. Moreover, it should be noted that the aforementioned study makes
the assumption that peer availability follows a Poisson distribution, which does not
reflect the empirically observed reality [DMS05].
2. Scalability versus expandability. Certain topologies where the diameter increases logarithmically with respect to the size of the network have been proposed
to serve as P2P interconnection networks. However, many of these topologies can
not be defined for arbitrary network sizes. For instance "perfect" hypercubes or de
Bruijn networks may be defined for network sizes that increment exponentially. This
limitation is critical for P2P systems where participation cannot be controlled. Certain algorithms can modify the aforementioned topologies to make them incrementally expandable, though, the resulting topologies diverge from the optimal original
structures.
3. Heterogeneity versus load-balance. On the one hand, designing large-scale, selforganized systems may be a great challenge in scenarios where a large number of low
capability and unstable peers participate. Currently, only non-autonomous systems
(e.g., KaZaA, eDonkey) seem to work efficiently in wide deployments (with the exception of Overnet9 [Ove05]). Following such hierarchical solutions the workload is
unevenly distributed among normal peers and super-peers. On the other hand, following non-hierarchical solutions needs to go beyond the currently proposed schemes
to achieve efficiently fault-tolerant and stable overlays. Adaptive mechanisms are required to provide the maximum efficiency while preserving the autonomy of the
peers.
4. Anonymity versus security. Full anonymity in every aspect of the transactions
and high security levels are by themselves extremely challenging topics. Their combination is an even harder problem since in many cases designers have to decide
for either alternative. In a fully anonymous environment, malicious peers can act
freely while in a highly secure environment, strong identification is usually a requirement. Additionally, the identification scheme may set the level of anonymity and
user privacy. Taking as an example the use of native IP addresses, actions may be
mapped to users in a more direct way. On the other hand, an appropriately selected
identification scheme may be combined with cryptographic techniques to increase the
level of security in the system. It should be noted that although the proposed set
of design mechanisms does not address directly security and anonymity issues they
are critical requirements for many applications.

2.7. Summary
This chapter supplied the necessary requirements that have to be offered to applications
and services by P2P overlay networks targeting in widely deployed, large scale, highly
9

Overnet uses a modified version of Kademlia [MM02], but no complete documentation is currently
available.
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dynamic and heterogeneous environments. Starting with particularly interesting application use cases, we have extracted the relevant features and characteristics of P2P systems.
The applications (i.e., file sharing and CVEs) represent two of the most widely deployed
P2P systems today in the Internet. Thereby, the required common functionality has been
described in detailed. Additionally, the non-functional requirements that may set the success of a P2P system such as scalability, expandability, dependability and load-balance are
discussed. Relevant definitions and related examples from the P2P literature have been
supplied for each requirement.
Moreover, we trigger with a discussion the challenging issue of having several conflicting
requirements that may not be trivially solved. High adaptation and careful design are
the lines we should follow to effectively meet the complete set of them. The degree these
requirements are met by existing solutions is the focus of the following chapter.
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Chapter 3

Alternative Overlay Network Design
Approaches

Wisdom begins in wonder.
Socrates

Conceptual outline.
In this chapter, the properties of existing alternative overlay networks for P2P systems are examined. The aim of this step is twofold. First, interesting mechanisms
can be assessed and potentially employed in evolved forms adaptively and secondly,
the intrinsic limitations of the existing solutions may reveal the need for designing a
novel architecture. The latter is the goal of the following chapter. More specifically,
a three-dimensional classification of the overlay network design space is provided in
this chapter, capturing accurately the most critical design factors. Subsequently, we
examine the characteristics of the most relevant to our approach P2P systems. We
emphasize hybrid approaches since they are capable of addressing better the tradeoffs
between the non-functional requirements. In addition, hybrids may offer additional
properties not present in the original mechanisms. Thereby, the suggested design
of this thesis follows hybrid solutions to address multiple relevant issues, as it will
become more comprehensive in Chapter 4.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes the overlay network design
dimensions. Then, the important class of Distributed Hash Table based structured
overlay networks is discussed in Section 3.2, by additionally providing some deeper
details on important representatives. Afterwards, we focus and present some details on the design of interesting hybrid approaches in Section 3.3. The chapter is
summarized in Section 3.4.
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3.1. Overlay Network Design Dimensions
In order to meet the critical set of the identified (and possibly additional) non-functional
requirements for the operation of the P2P overlay networks, a great variety of approaches
have been proposed. Analyzing the design mechanisms that characterize the P2P overlay
networks, three major design dimensions can be identified to classify the proposed systems
(cf. Figure 3.1). An alternative three dimensional approach is supplied in [DGMY03].
• Overlay networks vary in their structural design from tightly structured networks such
as Chord [SMK+ 01] or Pastry [RD01a] to loosely structured ones such as Freenet
[CSWH00] or Gnutella [Gnu05b]. This design dimension is graphically depicted in
the projected axis of the design space in Figure 3.1. Tightly structured (or simply
structured ) overlays continuously maintain their topology, aiming at a "perfect"
structure, e.g., a hypercube or a butterfly topology. Structured topologies may
require high maintenance cost especially in the presence of a high churn rate. Also,
they deal uniformly with the shared objects and services provided by the system and
they are unaware of their distribution, a fact that might cause a significant mismatch.
Moreover, Distributed Hash Table (DHT) based approaches (which are the most
common mechanism to build structured overlay networks) cannot support easily
range queries10 . Alternative investigations include several mappings of local data
structures on distributed network topologies, such as tries [FV02] or modifications
of traditionally used topologies such as hypercubes [SSDN02], butterflies [MNR02]
and multi-butterflies [Dat02].
On the other hand, loosely structured (or simply unstructured ) overlays do not aim
to reach a predefined targeted topology, but rather they have a more "random"
structure. However, it has been observed that certain connectivity policies (i.e.,
preferential attachment) may result in topologies described by power-law networks
or networks with small-world characteristics11 . Unstructured topologies are typically
inefficient in finding published, rare items and the embedded searching operations
are in general considerably costly in terms of network overhead (most approaches
use flooding or at best, selective dissemination mechanisms[LRS02]). The observed
power-law topology (though it provides a graph with a small diameter12 ) distributes
the communication effort unevenly and introduces potential hot spots at peers with a
high degree since they become "hubs" in the resulting overlay network infrastructure.
However, in scenarios where the query distribution is non-uniform (i.e., lognormal,
Zipfian) unstructured networks may operate efficiently.
• Further, overlay networks may vary in the dependency of the peers on each other,
as it is shown in the vertical axis of Figure 3.1. Approaches such as Chord or
Freenet treat all of the participants equally and they are referred as pure or flat
10

Range queries are queries searching not for a single item that matches a specific key but rather for a
set of items, which are "close" to a description based on, e.g., metadata. Refer to the discussion in
Section 2.4.
11
The reader may refer to Section 2.3 for further details on power-law and small-world networks.
12
Small diameter is a desirable feature for a network topology in order to reduce the maximum number of
hops required to reach any destination in the overlay.
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P2P networks. On the other hand, hierarchical approaches such as Napster [Nap05]
or eDonkey [eDo05] separate the common overlay related responsibilities and assign
the majority (or all) of the tasks to a small subset of (usually) more powerful nodes
only, e.g., for resource indexing. This subset of peers is usually termed as "servers",
"super-peers" or "ultra-peers". The fault-tolerance of flat approaches is considerably
higher than approaches with hierarchical structure since failures or attacks to any
single peer do not have as significant consequences. However, such approaches do not
deal well with the heterogeneity of the participating peers both in terms of physical
capabilities and user behavior. The complexity of flat approaches is usually higher
compared to the hierarchical counterparts. On the other hand, hierarchical solutions
require a certain infrastructure and may be controlled easier by third parties than
the non-hierarchical alternatives. The operational load is unequally balanced among
the networked entities and high dependency exists among them.
• Finally, overlay networks can be designed either following deterministic or probabilistic (e.g., Bloom filters [Blo70]) approaches. The selection of the former or the latter
approach may improve the accuracy or the efficiency of the P2P systems, respectively. Also, a mixture of these mechanisms may provide improved results. A characteristic example demonstrating both probabilistic and deterministic mechanisms is
OceanStore [KBC+ 00]. Deterministic approaches provide repeatedly similarly consistent results (as long as there are no critical intermediate changes in the system)
and the provided operations can be well predicted and their cost is upper bounded.
On the other hand, probabilistic approaches tolerate some unpredictability on the
provided results, aiming to operate at a much lower cost than their deterministic
alternatives. Such variation is shown in the horizontal axis of the overlay network
design space in Figure 3.1.
Dependency
Pure (flat)

Hierarchical
Loosely structured

Probabilistic Deterministic

Determinism

Tightly structured

Structure

Figure 3.1.: Overlay network design dimensions.
It should be noted that several systems follow hybrid mechanisms in more than one dimensions. By doing so, hybrid designs aim to deal better with the limitations of the pure
approaches.
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3.2. Distributed Hash Tables
Structured overlay networks tightly control their topology and place the indexing information for the advertised resources at specified locations. Thus, subsequent queries can
be routed to these locations and lookup can become more efficient. The great majority
of modern structured P2P systems use Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) as a communication infrastructure13 . DHTs are powerful abstractions, where indexing information is
placed deterministically at the corresponding peers with a GUID (Nid ) closest to the data
object’s advertisement unique key (Rid ). Apparently, as their name denotes, DHTs are
distributed versions of the well-known hash table based data structures. DHTs use the
defined hash function to select the way resources should be treated. In fact, using widely
acceptable hash functions in distributed environments is a way to provide a communication
mechanism without the need to exchange messages.
DHTs provide a scalable way to store and retrieve data objects under given keys [HKRZ02].
Each key lookup is resolved in multiple steps, resulting in a multi-hop path to be taken
in the overlay. Thus, the core operation that is provided by DHTs is the following: given
a key, route efficiently the query to the final destination. However, since the topologies of
DHTs are usually constructed with specific constraints to provide the desired functionality,
they usually do not match the topology of the underlying network.
In principle, the following steps have to be taken to design a DHT-based structured overlay
network.
1. Define the key space (also called "virtual address space" [CF04]) and assign the
keys to the participating peers and the advertised resources. It is very important
that both the peers and the resources share the same key space. The length of the
identifier (m) must be large enough to make the probability of keys hashing to the
same identifier negligible.
2. Define the "distance" function D(Rid , Nid ), which may be used to map the resources
to the responsible peers, so that the distance function will take its minimum value.
The distance function may differ considerably both in structure and semantics based
on the particular system, e.g., XOR-based [MM02], prefix-based [RD01a], arc-based
[SMLN+ 03], etc.
3. Define the procedure supplied to peers for populating their routing tables in order
to provide highly efficient routing services. Apparently, this selection is based on
the targeted topology, e.g., mesh, torus, ring, hypercube, etc. In the cases where
peers have the freedom to select among a number of candidate neighbors, additional
constraints or optimization policies may be applied, e.g., optimal mapping to the
underlying network, observed reliability, etc.
4. Moreover, certain additional factors have to be considered, e.g., how to handle the
dynamic peer participation and the resulting effects, how to redistribute the responsibilities for the address space, how to provide resilient and fault-tolerant services,
13

Early approaches of distributed systems developed distributed structures based on Linear Hashing
[LN97], [LNS96].
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etc.
In the following subsections, several important DHT-based representatives are shortly
described.

3.2.1. Chord
Chord [SMLN+ 03] is an important reference point in the evolution of designing DHTbased P2P overlay networks. For this reason, Chord has been extensively studied and
additionally has been ported in the open architecture simulation tool for P2P overlay
networks14 . Pseudocode listings describing important procedures of the Chord network
are provided in Appendix B.
Chord uses consistent hashing [KLL+ 97] to assign keys to its peers. Consistent hashing
is designed to let peers enter and leave the network with minimal interruption. This
decentralized scheme tends to balance the load on the system, since each peer receives
roughly the same number of keys, and there is little movement of keys when peers join
and leave the system. In the steady state, each peer maintains routing state information
for O(logN ) other peers, where N is the population of the network. Node identifiers (i.e.,
Nidi for node i) are ordered on an identifier circle using a modulo operation (with operand
2m ), thus holding that 0 ≤ Nidi ≤ 2m − 1, for each peer. In this scheme, key Rid = k is
assigned to the peer whose Nidi is equal to or immediately follows k in the identifier space
(assuming that there is no peer j in the system so that k < Nidj < Nidi ).
0

Successor
Finger

(2m-1)/2

Figure 3.2.: Chord architecture.
Chord’s architecture is shown in Figure 3.2 forming a ring, which is enhanced with exponentially distributed shortcuts, called "fingers". Each peer is connected to its successor
in the ring. Maintaining correct successors is a system requirement for its correct operation. Further, while having correct successors provides valid system operation, maintaining
14

The architecture of the tool is described in Chapter 7.
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correct fingers (pointing to exponentially further away peers) provide efficient lookup operations. Correct fingers permit peers to halve the distance from the final destination on
each routing step. Thus, on each peer join or leave action the system needs to perform
O(logN ) topology maintenance operations, i.e., reassigning O(logN ) fingers and building
O(logN ) fingers for the newly joined peer. Moreover, in an improved Chord design where
fault-tolerance is targeted, additional O(logN ) predecessors copy their indexing information to the new peer [LNBK02].
While Chord’s architecture is an interesting approach and an evolutionary step from
the previously developed architectures (e.g., Gnutella [Kab01], eDonkey [eDo05], Freenet
[CSWH00], etc.) by addressing the lookup scalability problem very efficiently, it does not
consider every requirement found in highly dynamic and heterogeneous P2P systems. An
evidence for this argument is, for instance, the fact that while it is widely accepted in
the research community, it has not been deployed to any Internet-wide application. In
fact, Chord deals equally with each peer, requiring each one to maintain a considerable
number of fingers. More importantly, as peers remain connected with the system for short
time periods only, the triggered maintenance mechanisms generate considerable traffic.
Some applications have been constructed on top of Chord such as Cooperative File System
(CFS) [DKK+ 01].

3.2.2. de Bruijn Digraph-based DHTs
Since de Bruijn graphs are used in the design of our approach, some interesting alternative
approaches are studied here. Examples are systems such as Koorde [KK03], D2B [FG03b],
Optimal Diameter Routing Infrastructure (ODRI) [LKRG03] and "Half-Life" 15 [NW03].
Moreover, Rajaraman et al. [RRVV01] proposed a hierarchical, cluster-based approach
which uses de Bruijn graphs to organize the intra-cluster communication scheme. Koorde
and D2B are discussed in more detail.
Koorde is a proposal that deploys the Chord design over de Bruijn digraphs. The authors suggest the construction of de Bruijn digraphs with node degree proportional to
the logarithmic size of the network to avoid the robustness limitations of constant degree
connectivity. This requires a good estimation of the size of the network and it obligates
the most attractive feature of the de Bruijn digraphs (which is the combination of having logarithmic diameter and constant node degree). Koorde suggests the introduction of
"imaginary nodes" to address the incremental extendability limitation of the de Bruijn
graphs.
D2B is a content addressable network that employs de Bruijn graphs to construct its
overlay network. Although the proposed topology is a variation of de Bruijn graphs, they
provide an interesting graph operation analysis. In D2B a procedure is suggested that
allows nodes to have variable length identifiers of more than one symbol. This is even the
case for linked neighbors. The resulting digraph is not always a de Bruijn one.
15

In fact, the suggested system has not be given a name by its authors, thus, we provide a meaningfully
descriptive name here.
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3.2.3. Further Approaches
In this section, a short description of alternative P2P overlay networks is supplied to form
a complete picture of the design space.
Pastry [RD01a] makes use of Plaxton-like prefix routing, to build a self-organizing decentralized overlay network. Plaxton et al. [PRR97] proposes a distributed data structure,
known as the "Plaxton mesh", optimized to support a network overlay for locating named
data objects which are connected to one root peer.
Tapestry [ZHS+ 04] has similar properties as Pastry. It employs decentralized randomness
to achieve both load distribution and routing locality. In contrast to Pastry, Tapestry uses
a suffix-based routing mechanism. Moreover, the handling of network locality and data
object replication is performed in a different way. The architecture of Tapestry improves
the Plaxton mesh structure with additional mechanisms to provide availability, scalability,
and adaptation in the presence of failures and attacks (multiple roots for each data object
are used by Tapestry to avoid single point of failure).
Kademlia [MM02] is symmetrical DHT-based overlay that uses a XOR-based distance metric to construct its topology and assign the resource advertisements to peers. Kademlia’s
symmetrical architecture enables the usage of query messages for maintenance purposes,
thus, reducing the required out-of-band maintenance signalling. Kademlia allows peers to
select their neighbors from sets of peers sharing the same prefix. Kademlia, Pastry and
Tapestry have operation complexity comparable to that achieved by Chord.
The Content Addressable Network (CAN) [RFH+ 01] is a distributed decentralized P2P
infrastructure. The architectural design is a virtual multi-dimensional Cartesian coordinate space on a multi-torus (d-dimensional coordinate space). The entire coordinate space
is dynamically partitioned among all the peers (N number of peers) in the system such
that every peer possesses its individual, distinct zone within the overall
space. Each peer
√
maintains O(d) neighbors and the lookup procedure requires O(d d N ) steps.
SkipNet [HJS+ 03] and SkipGraph [AS03] are two very similar structured overlay networks
(though they have been developed independently) that extend skip lists [Pug90], a probabilistic data structure. While they are similar to Chord, their basic difference is that
they release the requirement that fingers must be exponentially distributed. SkipNet and
SkipGraph permit peers to have fingers that are randomly located shortcuts.
Viceroy [MNR02] is a structured network based on the butterfly topology. Viceroy requires
only a constant number of neighbors with high probability while its diameter is growing
up logarithmically. Though, the construction and maintenance procedures are relatively
complex.
AGILE (Adaptive, Group-of-Interest-based Lookup Engine) [MS03a] is a DHT-based
structured overlay network that invests on the human interests to design an efficient system. As its name suggests, AGILE clusters peers based on their interests (Group of
Interest - GoI). GoI are also discussed in [SMZ02] and are investigated in the context of
unstructured networks in [RKP02].
As it can be observed, the design of P2P overlay networks attracted a great interest
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from the research community. The list can be extended (though not exhaustively) to
include Kelips [GBL+ 03], Warp [JP03], AntHill [BMM02], P-Grid [ACMD+ 03], HyperCup
[SSDN02], Coral [FM03], and pSearch [TXM02]. Moreover, several interesting surveys
provide comparisons among most of the well-known systems (cf. [ATS04], [LCP+ 04],
[CF04], [HAY+ 05]).

3.3. Hybrid Topologies
The aforementioned design approaches are mostly focusing on accomplishing particular
goals, e.g., scalable routing. Their common design characteristic is that they target in
developing a single mechanism to reach their goal. Most of them can be clearly located
at a border point on each axes of the design space in Figure 3.1. Doing so, they have
limited abilities to successfully address the complex environment of large-scale, dynamic
and heterogeneous P2P systems. Apparently, it is beneficial to follow hybrid solutions in
dealing with the large number of the identified requirements. In fact, the solution suggested
in this thesis combines a number of mechanisms to achieve this goal resulting in a hybrid
solution. In this section we explore other existing hybrid approaches. Though initially
hybrid P2P systems were targeted at merging together the P2P and C/S paradigms in
different services (cf. KaZaA [LRW03], [LKR04] or eDonkey [eDo05]) they have been
extended to explore a much wider range of combinations.

3.3.1. JXTA
JXTA16 [TAA+ 03] defines a common set of protocols for building P2P applications to address the recurrent problem with existing P2P systems of creating incompatible protocols.
The main goal of JXTA is to define a generic P2P network overlay, which may be used
to implement a wide variety of P2P applications and services. While JXTA offers the
means to developers to design any kind of overlay network suitable to the needs of their
applications, JXTA itself develops a hybrid overlay network to orchestrate the deployed
applications and services. Peers in the JXTA network are self-organized into peergroups. A
peergroup represents an ad hoc set of peers that have a common set of interests, and have
agreed upon a common set of policies (membership, routing, searching, etc). However,
there is a global peergroup as a bootstrap point where all the specialized peergroups can
be advertised.
The JXTA specifications define the Resolver Service Protocol as a universal resource binding service. The Resolver Service is used to perform resolution operations found in traditional distributed systems, such as resolving a peer name into an IP address (DNS) or
binding an IP socket to a port.
The global JXTA overlay network provides a default resolver service based on rendezvous
peers. Rendezvous peers are peers that have agreed to index other peer advertisements
16

The name of JXTA come from the verb juxtapose, which means place things side by side to suggest a
link together or emphasize the contrast between them.
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to facilitate the discovery of resources in a peergroup. A peergroup can have as many
rendezvous peers as required to support the size of the peergroup. Rendezvous peers are
defined in the scope of peergroups to reduce the communication complexity. Any peer can
potentially become a rendezvous peer, unless there are security restrictions.
Rendezvous maintain an index of advertisements published by edge peers via the Shared
Resource Distributed Index (SRDI) service. Edge peers use SRDI to push advertisement
indices to their rendezvous when new advertisements are published. The rendezvous/edge
peer hierarchy allows resolver queries to be propagated between rendezvous only, significantly reducing the amount of peers that need to be searched when looking for an
advertisement. Such a structure is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
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RDV3

Edge Peer
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Figure 3.3.: JXTA overlay network.
Rendezvous Peers are organized into a loosely-coupled network to reduce the high maintenance cost that occurs in highly dynamic P2P systems. The JXTA approach separates
the cost of a DHT solution into index maintenance, and data access. It utilizes a hybrid approach that combines the use of a loosely-consistent DHT with a limited-range
rendezvous walker. Rendezvous peers are not required to maintain a consistent view of
the distributed hash index leading to the term loosely-consistent DHT. Each rendezvous
maintains its own Rendezvous Peer View (RPV), which is an ordered list of known rendezvous in the peergroup. However, inconsistency among the RPVs of different rendezvous
peers may occur. A loosely-coupled algorithm is used for converging local RPV, where
a rumor-based technique is employed to disseminate information about the rendezvous
peers. Seeding rendezvous are special rendezvous peers, which accelerate the RPV convergence, as all rendezvous should know about all seeding rendezvous of a peergroup.
However, as it is shown in [Pot05], large peergroups requiring several hundreds of rendezvous suffer significantly from the resulting inconsistency, which becomes a boomerang
to the performance of the system.

3.3.2. Brocade
The majority of DHTs assume that most nodes in the system are uniform in resources
such as network bandwidth and storage. As a result, messages are often routed across
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multiple autonomous systems (AS) and administrative domains before reaching their destinations.
Brocade is a hybrid overlay network proposal, where a secondary overlay is layered on
top of a primary DHT. The secondary overlay exploits knowledge of underlying network
characteristics and builds a location-aware layer between "super-nodes", which are placed
in critical locations in each AS of the Internet. Super-nodes are expected to be endpoints
with high bandwidth and fast access to the wide-area network and act as landmarks for
each network domain. Sent messages across different ASs can be delivered much faster if
normal peers are associated with their nearby super-nodes that can operate as "shortcuts"
to tunnel the messages towards their final destination, thus, greatly improving endpointto-endpoint routing distance and reducing network bandwidth usage.
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Figure 3.4.: Brocade overlay network.
The critical aspects in designing an effective Brocade overlay are the appropriate selection of super-nodes and the mappings between super-nodes and normal DHT nodes. A
straightforward solution is to exploit the hierarchical structure of network domains. Each
network gateway may act as a brocade routing landmark for all nodes in its subdomain. An
example of this mapping is shown in Figure 3.4. Super-nodes are organized in a different
DHT (i.e., Tapestry).
The routing operation works as follows. When a message reaches a super-node, the supernode can do a lookup to determine whether the message is destined for a local node, or
whether brocade routing may be useful. In the brocade overlay, each super-node advertises
the IDs on this list as IDs of objects it stores. When a super-node tries to route an outgoing
message which should be delivered out of the local AS, it uses the super-node DHT to
search for destination super-node. By finding the object on the brocade layer, the source
super-node forwards the message directly to the destination super-node, which resumes
normal overlay routing to the final destination.
Summarizing, Brocade is a hybrid system aiming merely to exploit the underlying network
topology to supply more efficient routing services. However, the load balance of the
network is unevenly distributed among the peers. Moreover, super-peers may either act
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maliciously or become targets of attacks.

3.3.3. SHARK
Pure DHT-based solutions rely on hash functions, which may map advertised items to
certain locations in the overlay structure (by assigning hash-generated identifiers both
to each item and overlay location). Such mechanisms (while they are very efficient) are
limited to single lookup queries of these identifiers. Range (or rich) search queries based
on keywords remain challenging features for such systems. However, usually users prefer
to specify what they are looking for in terms of keywords. For instance, a user of a file
sharing application could look for a certain genre of music and not for a particular song.
Additionally, multiple dimensions of meta-data are also highly desirable, for instance,
looking for a document released at a certain period and related with a specific topic.

Level 1

Level 2

Figure 3.5.: SHARK overlay network.
SHARK (Symmetric Hierarchy Adaption for Routing of Keywords) [MS03b] employs a
hybrid DHT solution for rich keyword searching. It extends the GoI concept of AGILE
(cf. Section 3.2.3) and arranges nodes into a multidimensional Symmetric Redundant
Hierarchy (SRH) scheme. The overlay topology matches the structure of the query metadata such as to exploit the alignment for query routing. Figure 3.5 [MS03b] provides an
illustration of the SHARK topology, where the descriptions are restricted to two levels and
two dimensions. Each node is assigned to a GoI according to the objects it stores and to
its prior request behavior. Each GoI represents a leaf in the hierarchy. SRH is a structure
that provides high redundancy so that all peers have symmetric roles in the overlay.
When a SHARK node initiates or receives a query, it forwards it to all neighbors whose
position meta-data exhibits a similarity greater than the predefined threshold. Further-
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more, it adds information on the current level and dimension in the hierarchy that has
been resolved to avoid duplication of queries. With a certain pruning probability, the
requesting or currently forwarding node may already itself be on the correct position for
the next hop, so that a "part of the tree can be pruned off" [MS03b] reduce the required
routing effort. The forwarding process is repeated until the query reaches the corresponding leaf position in the hierarchy. From there on, it is flooded (or disseminated by means
of more advanced techniques) throughout the GoI along the unstructured sub-network.

3.3.4. OceanStore
OceanStore [KBC+ 00] is a P2P storage system built on top of Tapestry [ZHS+ 04] to take
advantage of its scalable characteristics. However, OceanStore, employs an additional
probabilistic mechanism based on attenuated Bloom Filters, resulting in a hybrid solution
to improve even further Tapestry’s routing performance.
The Bloom Filters algorithm was initially proposed by Bloom in the early ’70s [Blo70] to
help word processors perform capitalization and/or hyphenation in a document. Bloom
Filters exploit efficiently the usually present non-uniform distribution of requests, where
a small set of items is requested much more often than the rest of the stored items. In
general, Bloom Filters are capable of answering questions of the type: "Is this item member
of that group"? The algorithm uses hash functions, though it requires less space and is
faster than a conventional one to one hash-based mapping algorithm. However, it allows
errors to happen. While negative replies to the aforementioned question are always correct
(the mechanism is capable of replying correctly that an item does not belong to a group),
it might provide false positive replies meaning that an item, which does not exist in a
group might be falsely reported as its member. The probability of false positive replies
can be configured with a number of parameters so that it is limited by certain predefined
bounds. For instance, a solution is to increase the size of the filter’s data structure.
OceanStore uses attenuated Bloom Filters to provide a fast probabilistic search algorithm,
where attenuated Bloom Filters are arrays of such filters. In the context of the OceanStore
algorithm, the first Bloom Filter (located at position ’0’) is a record of the objects contained
locally on the current node. The ith Bloom Filter is the union of all of the Bloom Filters
for all of the nodes at distance i through any path from the current node. An attenuated
Bloom Filter is stored for each directed edge in the network. A query is routed along the
edge whose filter indicates the presence of the object at the smallest distance.
When the fast probabilistic algorithm fails to provide the requested results, OceanStore
activates the Tapestry routing mechanism to forward the request to the final destination.
As a result, OceanStore provides replies much faster for the very popular items than is
using a Tapestry approach. However, the routing cost is increased for the cases where
Bloom Filters provide false replies. Moreover, the dissemination of Bloom Filters may
consume considerable bandwidth17 .
17

Apparently, we address this problem in the context of our work, by proposing a caching mechanism (cf.
Chapter 5).
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3.3.5. Hybrid PIER
PIER [HHL+ 03] is a distributed query engine built on top of CAN. Similarly to the goal
of OceanStore, in order to exploit the advantages of looking for popular items, a hybrid
system has been proposed for PIER [LHSH04]. Hybrid PIER benefits both from DHTs and
popularity-aware mechanisms, which are employed to get an improved overlay network.
Hybrid PIER overlay is composed of two components: (i) an UltraPeer-based Gnutella
network18 and (ii), a structured CAN where only UltraPeers may participate. The hybrid
search infrastructure utilizes selective publishing techniques that identify and publish only
rare items into the DHT (a decision taken by the UltraPeers). The search algorithm uses
flooding techniques for locating popular items, and structured (DHT) search techniques
for locating rare items.
As long as the distribution of object replicas in the system follows a long tail distribution,
such a hybrid system performs better than a pure DHT alternative. However, the indexing
and routing load is not evenly distributed.

3.3.6. Further Hybrid Mechanisms
In order to demonstrate the benefits of exploring hybrid mechanisms (though not directly
related to our work) several hybrid approaches are further listed, showing the interest of
the research community to this direction. A hybrid topology inspired by P2P overlays
and applied in mobile ad hoc networks can be found in [KW04]. Further, a two-tier hierarchical Chord is explored in [GEBF+ 03]. A hybrid topology that extends Chord to
increase the degree of user anonymity can be found in [SL04]. Moreover, an early comparison of some pioneering hybrid approaches such as Napster and Pointera is provided in
[YGM01]. Also, a hybrid protocol named Borg [ZH03] aims in scalable Application-level
Multicast, while a generic mechanism for the construction and maintenance of super-peer
based overlay networks is proposed in [Mon04]. A P2P overlay network simulator has
been implemented especially to augment the evaluation of a wide range of hybrid designing methods [DMLS04]. YAPPERS [GSGM03] is another interesting overlay network that
combines DHT concepts with unstructured networks. Lastly, a hybrid approach on deploying hybrid Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) based on an ad hoc P2P overlay and
a centralized infrastructure is described in [XCRK03].

3.4. Summary
A large number of important P2P systems (based both on pure and hybrid approaches)
has been examined in order to reveal their advantages and limitations, as well as the design
purpose they serve.
In summary, with respect to the non-functional requirements, the majority of the described
systems address the scalable routing issue. Additionally, fault-tolerance is a major issue
18

Based on Gnutella v0.6 protocol.
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addressed by several existing systems. However, the way fault-tolerance is tackled is not
considering in most of the cases the large amount of generated traffic. On the other hand,
it has been shown that loosely structured approaches result to highly inconsistent systems.
Further, supporting heterogeneity in peers’ physical capabilities and user behavior is another important requirement that is related with the load balance. Most systems either
ignore the heterogeneity and deal equally with every peer or define a clear separation of
the roles in the system, resulting to a highly unbalanced system (which is vulnerable to
attacks and with potential performance bottlenecks).
Hybrid P2P systems are interesting alternatives to pure system designs since they can
overcome the limitations of the original approaches. Exploitation has shown that hybrid
systems are usually the ones that are widely deployed and extensively used. It is the
purpose of the following chapter to explore a well balanced architecture addressing the
complete set of the identified requirements.
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Overlay Network Architecture

In the world of knowledge the idea of
the good appears last of all, and is
seen only with effort.
Socrates

Conceptual outline.
Up to this point the overlay network design space has been studied and the degree
at which existing solutions can address the identified requirements has been investigated. It has become clear that large-scale, dynamic and heterogeneous systems
are very demanding arrangements and designing an adequate overlay network that
meets the aforementioned requirements is a challenging process. In this chapter our
design approach (applied in a novel overlay network called Omicron) is described.
While most of the alternative proposed approaches aim to address mostly scalability
and performance requirements, Omicron is particularly sensitive to offer a balanced
solution by (additionally) addressing equally the intrinsic instability of the network
topology (caused by the dynamic peer participation) as well as the inherent peer heterogeneity (both in user behavior and physical capabilities). Effective mechanisms
and algorithms are devised to improve the adequacy of de Bruijn digraphs for P2P
systems and overcome their shortcomings. The architectural description of the solution is the main focus of this chapter, while a deeper consideration of individual
details as well as the modeling, analysis and performance evaluation of the system
are mostly the focus of Chapters 5, 6 and 8.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 motivates the architecture introduced in this dissertation. Then, the core components of the architecture are described in Section 4.2 and the basic mechanisms are introduced in Section 4.3. Subsequently, the architecture of Omicron is presented in Section 4.4 and the network
management procedures are described in Section 4.5. Finally, the chapter is summarized in Section 4.6.
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4.1. Motivation
The different existing overlay network design approaches described in Chapter 3 fail to
fulfill the complete set of requirements addressed in Chapter 2 for large-scale, dynamic
and heterogeneous P2P systems. The approach introduced in this thesis aims at providing
both a novel overlay network architecture as well as several algorithms and mechanisms
that can be utilized in a wide range of structured or hybrid approaches. The rationale
behind the presented approach is to reduce the high maintenance cost by having a small,
constant number of connections and routing table sizes (at least for the majority of the
peers). For this reason, the usage of appropriate graph structures such as de Bruijn is
chosen. These graphs are also called lexicographic19 . However, despite the well-known
and desirable characteristics of de Bruijn digraphs20 and their wide acceptance in the P2P
research community, their selection introduces a number of issues, such as non-incremental
expandability, potential instability of the network topology, larger average distance than
many other alternative graphs and variability of node identifiers.
Aiming at providing solutions to overcome the aforementioned shortcomings and efficiently
utilize the node density of de Bruijn graphs, appropriate algorithms and mechanisms are
introduced. In particular, the exponential expandability is addressed by developing an
algorithm that allows the network to form an "incomplete" de Bruijn graph at each node
addition, while still achieving the "perfect" graph structure at exponentially increasing
steps. Further, the topology instability issue (caused by the highly unreliable peers) can
be well addressed by introducing the concept of endurable clusters of peers. Endurable
clusters supply stable components to construct fault-tolerant de Bruijn graphs providing
the means to tolerate the unreliable nature of individual peers. Furthermore, the clustering
mechanism results in smaller de Bruijn graphs, thus, decreasing both the diameter and
the average node distance. Finally, a dual identification scheme is developed, where the de
Bruijn node labels are assigned to clusters, while peers are assigned persistent GUIDs.
Therefore, the shortcomings of de Bruijn graphs may be effectively tackled. The suggested topology is a two-tier structure where the inter-cluster structural organization is
designed as an incrementally expandable de Bruijn graph. However, aiming at addressing
additional overlay network requirements, a role-based scheme is introduced to deal with
the heterogeneity in peers’ physical capabilities and varying user behavior. This scheme
adjusts the contribution of each node to its capabilities and conditional reliability and
aims to efficiently increase the provided cluster utility by providing appropriate incentives
for each role. The intra-cluster organization depends on the assigned roles on each participating peer, which may be considered as a hierarchically structured community (though
not acyclic).
19

The family of lexicographic graphs includes an even denser graph structure than the de Bruijn, the
so-called Kautz graphs [BSGL96]. However, Kautz graphs pose restrictions on the combination of the
symbols that are used to label each node (aka the peer identifier). Thus, they are not adequate to
represent peers, to whom any possible identifier from the address space may be assigned.
20
de Bruijn digraphs have been introduced in Section 2.3.3.
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4.2. Core Components
Before the presentation of the core mechanisms for designing P2P overlay networks, it is
necessary to describe the basic components that are required for their realization. The
basic components are divided in two types: (i) common components used in every DHT
realization and (ii) supplementary components that are additionally introduced in this
thesis to provide the supplementary functionality for the comprehensive set of requirements
that are targeted by our approach.

4.2.1. Common Components
1. Identification scheme. One of the first tasks in designing an overlay network is
the selection of an appropriate identification scheme that may uniquely characterize
the involved entities. Peers are the most crucial entities that require unique identification. However, potentially more components might need identification, such as
clusters, shared resources, services, etc. Usually the identifiers are randomly chosen
from a large key space (address space). This selection may have a great impact
on other design requirements, e.g., on the efficient routing mechanism, the evenly
distributed workload, the accomplished security level or the supplied anonymity features. Advanced mechanisms might be required for the identification scheme to
support the notion of strong or weak identities or even anonymity in a totaly decentralized way. Nevertheless, hash-based techniques are the most usual methods
for generating global identifiers with a very high probability of uniqueness in a distributed way (without the need for a central authority).
2. Routing tables. The routing tables are vital components of the routing scheme.
They should be efficiently structured and able to effectively represent peer’s local
view of the complete graph topology. Also, they should be sufficiently powerful
to augment the efficient routing of every message independently of the destination
despite the constraints of the limited local view. Constant size routing tables are
preferable since their maintenance cost is not getting increased with the size of the
system.
3. Indexing structures. In some cases the mistaken view can be encountered that
structured P2P systems are designed to copy the advertised content and services
at their system-specific location. Nevertheless, structured P2P systems are merely
designed to hold indexing information about the actual location of the advertised
items. The structure of the employed indexing scheme is very crucial for the performance of the P2P system. Indices have to be designed in a way that allows for their
re-distribution and re-organization at low cost. In fact, peers may join and leave the
system dynamically so there may be frequent re-arrangements of the indexed and
indexing content. For example, Chord is utilizing the consistent hashing mechanism
[KLL+ 97] to accomplish this goal at low cost.
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4.2.2. Supplementary Components
4. ClusterMap. ClusterMap is a newly introduced concept employed to summarize
and describe the peers participating in a cluster21 . ClusterMaps may be realized as
tables collecting entries for each member peer. Every entry may hold information
about other peers’ GUID, its role in the system, the observed reliability and other
useful information that could be used by each peer to construct its local routing
table. In fact, ClusterMaps are supersets of Routing Tables, including the potential
peers of clusters that may become neighbors of a particular peer. ClusterMaps are
periodically disseminated to neighbor clusters as well as the cluster itself.
5. Roles. Roles have been already introduced in hierarchical and hybrid systems to
deal with the intrinsic heterogeneity of peers. However, they merely supply a C/S
model by identifying two roles: (i) that of a "superpeer" assigned the larger part or
the complete set of responsibilities (equivalent to a server in the C/S paradigm) and
(ii) that of a normal peer that usually has no responsibilities (equivalent to a client
in the C/S paradigm). The concept of roles can be significantly improved in order to
provide a better-balanced solution that can make optimal utilization of the available
resource and in parallel minimize the required operation cost; such a solution is
developed in this thesis. Role assignment shall be dynamic and efficiency-driven.
6. Rules. Rules can be a useful concept to improve the efficient collaboration of the
system without requiring a costly, detailed micro-payment system that accounts for
the contribution of each peer, while aiming to supply a well-balanced system. Simple
rules may achieve the same goal without requiring the maintenance of a demanding
accounting system (which is inappropriate for low level operations provided by structured P2P overlay networks, e.g., routing, indexing). Rules have to be embedded
and followed in each peer, thus achieving an effective collaboration in the absence of
a central system component.
7. Cache. Caching is not usually found in the supplied functionality of existing tightly
structured P2P systems. The main reason is that initially designers had assumed
a set of requests with a uniformly distributed popularity. Though this might be
a valid assumption for particular cases, the majority of empirical observations of
widely deployed file sharing applications revealed the opposite. Therefore, these
findings are considered in the design of our approach and an adaptive and effective
caching mechanism is introduced. Caches have limited size and the optimal size
value depends on the query popularity distribution and the observed peer behavior.
It may be safely assumed that the low requirements of the caching mechanism are
met by the great majority of the participating peers.

4.3. Basic Mechanisms
In this section, the description of the core mechanisms employed in our approach is supplied. First, the clustering mechanism is presented followed by the entity identification
21

Thus, this concept is required only in systems employing peer clustering mechanisms.
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scheme. Subsequently, the basic peer roles are identified (based on their provided functionality) and finally the resulting two-tier routing topology is described.

4.3.1. Clustering
Clusters have been introduced into the design of P2P systems in a variety of approaches.
JXTA defines the concept of PeerGroups [Gon02] to provide service compatibility and to
decompose the large number of peers into more manageable groups. Moreover, AGILE
[MS03a] and SHARK [MS03b] cluster peers based on the common interests of users. Also,
Considine [Con02] proposes multiple cluster-based overlays for Chord. The cluster construction in the latter proposal is based on network proximity metrics aiming to reduce the
end-to-end latency. Furthermore, even hierarchical approaches like eDonkey and KaZaA
might be considered as clustering approaches22 to a certain extent, where normal peers
are clustered around the super-peers. The purpose of this "clustering" is to transform the
costly all-to-all communication pattern into a more efficient scheme. However, by doing so
it introduces additional load-balancing concerns. In fact, this is a more general issue that
appears in every acyclic hierarchical organization. Thus, the cluster organization must be
restricted to non acyclic structures in order to provide even responsibilities distribution.
A desirable property of each overlay network is to have a topology that remains as stable as
possible over the time and minimize the related required communication cost to maintain
the ideal structure. However, in highly dynamic P2P systems that consist of unreliable
peers, the desirable stability cannot be attained. This is the most crucial motivating
factor for introducing the concept of clusters in the architectural design of the Omicron
overlay network. Clusters can be considered as an essential abstraction, which can be used
to absorb the high peer attrition rate and accomplish high network stability. They can
be considered as an equivalent mechanism to the suspensions used in vehicles to absorb
shocks from the terrain. In order to make more clear the involved concepts, it is required to
define peer reliability, network stability and cluster endurance. We define network stability
as follows:
Definition 4.1. Network stability SN (t) is the probability that the topology of the network
remains unmodified until some time t.
An equivalent peer reliability definition to the general Definition 2.5 provided in Chapter 2
is given below.
Definition 4.2. Peer reliability RP (t) is the probability that the peer survives until some
time t.
Assuming that the lifespan of a peer is modeled with the random variable X, then the
reliability of the peer is given by:
RP (t) = P r{X > t} = 1 − F (t).

(4.1)

where F(t) is the CDF of peers’ lifetime.
22

The calculated clustering coefficient for these networks as defined in Equation 2.4 is relatively high.
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On the other hand, a cluster is a virtual entity composed by several peers. We define the
endurance of a cluster as follows:
Definition 4.3. Weak cluster endurance ECW (t) is the probability that at least one peer
of the cluster will survive until some time t.
Definition 4.4. Strong cluster endurance ECS (t) is the probability that at least one peer
assigned a critical role of the cluster will survive until some time t.
The distinction between the two definitions is mandatory when peers assigned non-critical
roles cannot provide sufficient information about the responsibilities assigned to an individual cluster. For instance, if only a peer, which is assigned only with the Router role
survives after some time t it is not possible to supply replies on queries targeted to this
cluster. Though, this peer is sufficiently capable either to trigger a healing process so
that peers from neighbor cluster migrate to the critical cluster or to initiate a cluster
merging process. Nevertheless, it should first update the self-assigned roles to include the
Maintainer role. The endurance of clusters is calculated by the following equations.

ECW (t) = 1 −

K
Y
(1 − Fi (t)),

(4.2)

i=1

ECS (t) = 1 −

Kc
Y
(1 − Fi (t)),

(4.3)

i=1

where K is the size of the cluster, Kc is the number of peers with critical roles and Fi (t)
is the CDF of the ith peer in the cluster.
The concept of conditional reliability introduced later on in Chapter 6 can provide a more
accurate estimation of clusters’ endurance.
Clustering algorithms aim mainly at "partitioning items into dissimilar groups of similar
items". They require the definition of a metric to estimate the similarity of the items
in order to perform the partitioning procedure. Since an overlay network is a virtual
network, there is a lot of freedom in defining the optimal partitioning metric. In the
context of P2P overlay networks, the similarity of the peers forming an individual cluster
is that all the members are responsible for the same part of the address space, which does
not necessarily define a meaningful metric for assigning peers to clusters. Therefore, the
proposed clustering algorithm requires criteria other than the usual similarity metrics. The
key factors that motivate the construction/deconstruction of clusters are the following:
• Clusters should fulfill the endurance requirements.
• Clusters should have the smallest possible size in order to reduce the intra-cluster
communication complexity.
• Clusters should be divided when it is possible to create d other endurable clusters,
where d is the degree of the employed de Bruijn graph. Selective division should be
applied to maximize the endurance of each new cluster.
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• Clusters should be merged when their estimated endurance is lower than a predefined
endurance threshold.
Moreover, a hysteresis-based mechanism is required to avoid oscillations in splitting and
merging clusters. In order to describe the membership of peers in the clusters the ClusterMap concept is employed.

4.3.2. Entity Identification Scheme
A peer identification scheme is required in P2P systems to enable the establishment of
connections and provide the requested services. Further, in overlay networks based on
clusters, there is a need to identify the cluster themselves. Therefore, a dual identification
scheme is proposed to satisfy the identification requirements of the presented approach.
Peers are distinguished by a (GUID) that is created using secure hash functions23 . Such
peer GUIDs have constant length. Clusters are distinguished by dynamically modified
GUIDs that follow a de Bruijn-like value assignment. The peculiarity of this scheme is
that the length of the identifiers is adapted to the size of the graph. Moreover, the length
of de Bruijn identifiers may differ by maximum one for neighbor nodes in order to fulfill
the requirement of incremental expandability and of evenly distributed workload.
The benefits of this dual identification scheme are multi-fold. Nodes can be uniquely identified and their actions may be traced when this is desirable. Thus, peers are responsible
for their actions. In addition, peers cannot "force" responsibilities for indexing certain
items since the mapping is not depending on the peer GUID but on the cluster GUID.
Further, neighbor selection is not strictly defined. Thereby, peers can select their neighbors from neighbor clusters. This selection may be based on network proximity, trust or
other specific metrics.

4.3.3. Roles
One of the major goals of this work is to provide the mechanisms to support harmonic and
fair cooperation among heterogeneous peers. The first step towards this direction is the
introduction of peer clusters into the architecture that share the cluster responsibilities.
A naive approach that may handle heterogeneity is to assign weights to each node of the
cluster. The assigned weights representing their relative abilities can augment directing
the requests to the peers of each cluster proportionally (with respect to the assigned
weights). While this could be helpful to handle the routing effort it would still have high
requirements on each peer since all of them should to some extend participate in every
core service and operation. Moreover, micro-payment mechanisms would be required to
keep track of the contribution and the usage of the system in order to provide incentives
for peers to declare their real capabilities.
23

For instance, MD-5 [Riv92], SHA-1 [EJ01] or similar mechanisms can be employed. Though, as computers are becoming more and more powerful, this issue should be carefully examined in a deployed
system, since codes can be easier broken.
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To provide support for a fair and harmonic cooperation of peers with heterogeneous capabilities and behavior, a novel approach is proposed in this thesis that aims to fit the
contribution required by each peer to its physical capabilities and user behavior.
On the one hand, analyzing proposed DHT-based approaches (for example Chord, which
assumes homogeneous components) it can be observed that they require every peer to
participate in every core overlay operation. Peers should participate in the maintenance
of the overlay, in the indexing of the advertised items, in the routing of the requests to their
logical destinations, etc. Such an approach ensures a fair sharing of the effort among the
peers, which, however, remain as autonomous as possible. Though, considering the given
fact that peers do not have similar capabilities and that P2P systems are very unstable, it
is obvious that there are big challenges in the deployment of these systems. On the other
hand, hierarchical systems like eDonkey proved to be widely deployable solutions (despite
the fact that they are unfair, partly centralized and with limited peer autonomy).
The main motivation behind the approach introduced here is the fact that it is too costly
to design the system in a way where each peer participates in every operation. Therefore,
a set of basic operations is identified that can work independently from each other. These
operations are responsibilities linked to specific roles. The introduction of peer clusters
is an anti-scale mechanism that augments the design of the role assignment procedure.
Nevertheless, the following common basic operations/services have been identified24 .
• Overlay maintenance. Maintainers perform the most demanding operation since
peers are required to maintain complete routing tables, indexing information as well
as intra- and inter-cluster organization.
• Indexing. Indexers are required to handle the indexing responsibilities of the whole
cluster in an evenly balanced and co-operative way. Information redundancy is an
additional requirement in order to shield the system against the (mis-)behavior of
individual peers. Indexers may provide the final reply to queries when they reach
the destination cluster.
• Routing. Routing is the most simple operation where Routers should forward
messages to the neighbor clusters which are closer to the final destination. Combined
with the low requirements raised by the de Bruijn digraphs, the Router role is suitable
for any peer, even if it has very low capabilities and an unreliable behavior. Routers
participate only in the inter-cluster message forwarding service but they may not
have the required information to provide the final reply as Indexers have.
• Caching. Although caching is not a basic operation (it is rather considered an
advanced operation) it is included in the basic scheme. This decision has been
taken because of the low requirements it poses and the fact that it closes the design
gap between the Routers and the other more demanding roles. Caching can improve
significantly the performance of the routing system [DLH+ 05]. Cachers are expected
to perform caching of the indexing information for the most popular items in order to
reduce the effort of the Indexers. Studies indicate that the observed query popularity
24

For particular overlay networks, e.g., designed to provide application layer multicasting services, identification of additional roles might be required.
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follows a Zipfian distribution in deployed content-related P2P systems [LRW03].
Thereby, small size caches are adequate for providing replies to the majority of the
queries.
It is clear that different requirements are connected with each role (since this is also the
goal of the design). Table 7.1 provides a summary of the requirements for each role
in an increasing requirements order. Peers are "promoted" to adopt roles with higher
requirements as they prove their reliability and they fulfill the physical capability needs.
The resulting balanced system is inspired by the successful survival of ecological systems
where we can observe many (indirect) mutual dependencies in the food chain.
Table 4.1.: Requirements of Roles and servicing rules.
Role
Router

Cacher

Requirements
Routing table
Indexing
Inter-cluster (de Bruijn) No indexing

Inter-cluster &
to Routers

Indexer

Inter-cluster &
to Cachers, Routers
Maintainer Inter-cluster, to neighbor cluster Maintainers
& complete intra-cluster

Reliability

Small size
cache
Cluster indices

X

Cluster indices

X

Servicing
rules
Routers
Cachers
Indexers
Maintainers
Cachers
Indexers
Maintainers
Indexers
Maintainers
Maintainers

4.3.4. Incentives and Rules
The questions that arises is why a peer should adopt a Maintainer role that imposes much
higher requirements in terms of resource contribution and not the role of a Router that
obviously requires lower contribution? In order to provide a balanced distribution of the
cluster workload, a set of rules should be defined to give incentives to peers taking the
roles that fit best to their capabilities and behavior. This set of rules should be both simple
and powerful enough in order to be feasible and efficient. The following list provides such
a simplified set of rules where the term class is also used to denote a role.
• Always request the service from the class with the lower requirements when it is
available.
• Do not provide a service to a peer belonging to a class of lower requirements unless
no other peer of such a class in the cluster can provide it (ClusterMaps can be used
to check the availability of peers with different roles).
• Always provide higher priority in servicing classes of higher requirements.
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These rules may regulate the load distribution among the identified classes. For example,
a Router shall not forward a query to (or it shall not be served by) a Maintainer. Thereby,
Maintainers are not overloaded with routing requests. Similarly, when a request reaches
the destination cluster it should be routed to a Cacher initially so that Indexers will
not be overloaded. If the hit in the cache is false then an Indexer will be contacted to
provide the requested information and the Cache will be updated. Having reduced the
workload of Maintainers and Indexers, they may mostly perform the demanding operations
of maintaining the overlay and keeping the indexes updated. Additional operation related
rules can be defined.
The aforementioned solution is a practical heuristic approach that may provide useful results. However, further analysis is required to quantify those results and provide a solution
with finer granularity in fairness and efficiency that may be optimal. Distributed Algorithmic Mechanism Design (DAMD) techniques [FS02] are interesting alternative solutions,
which may be used to formally investigate the incentives domain; however, providing such
a solution is out of the scope of this thesis.

4.3.5. Two-tier Network Architecture
The suggested two-tier network architecture is a major step towards accomplishing the
fulfillment of the targeted requirements. It enables the effective usage of de Bruijn graphs
by successfully addressing their shortcomings. In fact, the successful "marriage" of two different topology design techniques (in a combination of a tightly structured macro level and
a loosely structured micro level) provide a hybrid architecture with several advantages.
1. Tightly structured macro level. Adopting the topological characteristics of de
Bruijn graphs, the macro level is highly symmetrical enabling simple routing mechanisms. Composed by endurable components it results in a relatively stable topology
with small diameter and fixed node degree.
2. Loosely structured micro level. On the other hand, the micro level supplies the
desirable characteristics to the macro level by following a more loosely structured
topology with a great degree of freedom in the neighbor selection. This freedom may
be invested on regulating and achieving a finer load balance, offering an effective
mechanism to handle potential hot spots in the network traffic. Moreover, localityaware neighbor selection may be used to maximize the matching of the virtual overlay
network to the underlying physical network. Finally, redundancy may be developed
in this micro level supplying seamlessly fault-tolerance to the macro level.
An example hybrid topology is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The structured level is a (2, 3)
de Bruijn digraph. Two nodes (representing peer clusters) are "magnified" to expose the
micro level connectivity pattern between them. Two different connection types are shown:
inter-cluster connections (indicated by solid lines) and intra-cluster connections (indicated
by dotted lines).
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Figure 4.1.: Two-tier overlay network topology.

4.4. Omicron Architecture
Employing the suggested set of basic mechanisms and the related components a novel
architecture has been developed, called Omicron25 . In the rest of this section a high-level
description of Omicron is provided to illustrate the most important details of realizing the
proposed mechanisms.
Following the proposed architecture Omicron is organized in a two-tier, hybrid approach.
Peers obtain a unique identifier from a large key space and they are grouped forming
endurable clusters. Clusters are uniquely identified with identifiers of variable length
following the aforementioned procedure. Figure 4.2 provides a snapshot of a cluster and
the connections of its peers to explain Omicron’s connectivity patterns both for inter- and
intra-cluster communication. Cluster identifiers are related with the left shift operation
that correlates neighbor nodes in de Bruijn digraphs (L represents their common label
part and CX the most significant symbol dropped by the shift operation).
• Roles in clusters. The Maintainer has a central position. Peers are required
to be stable to efficiently fulfill the requirements of this role. Moreover, since the
requirements of the Cachers are not much higher compared to the Routers it is
preferable for efficiency reasons to assign more Cachers than simple Routers.
• Inter-cluster organization. In this example peers are required to have a two
degree inter-cluster connectivity. Maintainers of neighbor clusters exchange lists of
participating peers in each cluster and this information is distributed to the peers.
25

Omicron is the name for the Greek letter ’O’; however, in the context of our thesis it is the acronym for
Organized Maintenance, Indexing, Caching and Routing for Overlay Networks. It expresses the rolebased organized peer communities forming endurable clusters in the proposed hybrid, two-tier overlay
network architecture.
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Figure 4.2.: Inter- and intra-cluster connectivity pattern.
Then each peer selects another one in the neighbor cluster to forward the messages.
The mapping can be randomized or follow a certain algorithm to maximize the
load-balance.
• Intra-cluster organization. In Figure 4.2 not all of the connections among the
classes are shown to increase figure’s legibility. For the same reason connections
between peers of the same class have been omitted as well. However, there is a clear
need for communication among Maintainers or Indexers to keep the routing tables
and the indexing information updated. Here a certain level of redundancy is used
to protect against failures.

4.5. Overlay Network Management
After having described the network architecture and the related mechanisms and components, the focus of this section is directed to the network management procedures. In the
resulting two-tier architecture two entities are used to construct the network topology:
individual peers and clusters of peer. Thereby, a set of efficient procedures to handle the
dynamic participation of the peers in the system and the resulting consequences in both the
endurance and the maintenance cost of clusters need to be defined. Three crucial requirements are driving the developed solutions: dependability, load-balance and efficiency.

4.5.1. Join Operation
A variety of bootstrap phases may provide an initial online peer PY that may trigger
the mechanism to accept the newly joining peer PX (cf. Section 2.4.1). Without loss of
generality it can be assumed that PY has been assigned the Maintainer role (otherwise
the request has to be simply redirected to another peer P´Y of the same cluster that has
been assigned the Maintainer role).
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Upon the reception of the joining request PY triggers a sampling procedure using an intercluster random walk. It contacts a Maintainer26 PZ of a randomly selected neighbor cluster,
which is recursively repeating this step making a random walk of length w = αlog(CS ),
where CS is the number of clusters in the system and α is a weight. It should be noted that
w is asymptotically equal to the diameter of the inter-cluster overlay network. The goal of
the procedure is to equally distribute the new peers in the deployed clusters considering the
internal state of each cluster, i.e., its endurance and its size. By performing a random walk
of length at least equal to the diameter of the network, every cluster has a probability
of being included in the sampling procedure of each join request. Moreover, having a
logarithmic number of samples provides a fairly good approximation of collecting the
state of all clusters, which would have been very costly in terms of communication traffic.
Thus, the selected approach can provide a well-balanced outcome with a low cost.
After performing the sampling procedure with the random walk, the appropriate cluster
is selected. In this phase, a newly joined peer is considered unreliable and it is merely
assigned the Router (and optionally the Cacher) role. Thus, the selected cluster is the
one with the least number of unreliable peers so that the load for the Maintainers of the
clusters is fairly equal.
The last Maintainer of the random walk indicates the newly joined peer the cluster it
should become member of (via an Accept message). Afterwards, PX is asking the provided
maintainer of the target cluster to connect and become a cluster member. As a reply, the
Maintainer provides updated ClusterMap structures of the cluster itself and the neighbor
clusters so that the PX can correctly build its routing table.

PY

PX

...

PZ

Join
(Sampling procedure via random walk)

Accept
Connect
UpdateClusterMap

Figure 4.3.: Join sequence diagram.

The whole process is illustrated in Figure 4.3 by a sequence diagram. Peer PZ represents
the Maintainers that participate in the sampling random walk. The selected Maintainer
receives the Connect message and replies by providing the necessary ClusterMap structures.
26

In the rest of the thesis a peer may be called with the highest assigned role.
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4.5.2. Expandability
De Bruijn graphs have been mainly proposed for interconnection networks of parallel systems that are much more stable compared to P2P systems. Further, they are usually
centrally administered. They represent excellent architectural structures for static environments, though. However, special adaptation is required to make de Bruijn graphs
suitable for dynamic environments. In terms of expandability this means that while "complete" de Bruijn graphs may be defined for exponentially increased network sizes k D , where
k is the degree of the graph nodes and D the graph diameter, it is not trivial transforming
them to incrementally expandable structures.
In order to address the incremental expandability of de Bruijn graphs, Fiol et al. [FL92]
proposed a theoretical approach named Partial Line Digraph. Tvrdik [Tvr94] described
some general algorithms that basically apply for Kautz graphs, but they could be applied
in de Bruijn graphs as well. However, these techniques are merely of theoretical interest,
though, their ideas may support the development of a practical approach. In fact, in the
proposed approach a heuristic method is developed to deal efficiently with this problem
requiring only local information. As it has already been mentioned, the nodes in the
following discussion represent clusters of peers and not individual peers.
More specifically, the one and two nodes cases are trivial cases and they are complete de
Bruijn graphs of diameter zero and one, respectively. Figure 4.4 pictures a de Bruijn(2, 2)
graph using solid links and white nodes. The extended de Bruijn(2, 3) graph using dotted
links and grey nodes can be obtained by transforming every link to a node and adding the
appropriate connections among them. The identifiers of the new nodes are defined by the
concatenation operation on the source of the directed link with the newly shifted bit that
leads to the destination. For example, the link that connects nodes (00) and (01) takes
(1) as transition bit, so the newly transformed node will get a (001) identifier.
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Figure 4.4.: Complete extension of a de Bruijn(2, 2) digraph to a de Bruijn(2, 3) digraph.
The incremental extension27 of the original graph to the extended one is shown in a
27

Actually, the suggested expandability algorithm does not supply a random graph for any graph size
n, ∀ n ∈ N∗ . It rather provides graph structures with size ń, where ń = (d − 1)n, ∀ n ∈ N∗ , which is
adequate for the needs of our work.
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detailed illustration in Figure 4.5. Applying the endurance-driven metric on the clusters
(a local operation performed in each cluster) some of them may get a high endurance value
(d times more than an appropriately defined endurance threshold). In order to keep the
intra-cluster complexity as low as possible, this cluster is being split in d new clusters.
The algorithm works as follows:
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Figure 4.5.: Extending a (2, 2) de Bruijn graph, by adding nodes incrementally.
1. Select the node to split:
• If all of the neighbor clusters have the same identifier depth, then split the initially selected group in k new clusters (by increasing their identifier depth). The
new clusters are constructed by concatenated the prefix of the initial cluster
identifier with one additional symbol. This symbol takes one of the k distinct values (0, k − 1) (different value for each new group). For example, in
Figure 4.5 (I), node (01) is split into (010) and (011).
• If there is at least one neighbor cluster with shorter identifier depth then this is
the cluster that must be split. Redistribute the nodes so that the cluster with
the lower identifier will have excessive endurance and repeat the previous step
on that group28 . As an example consider the case where cluster (010) fulfills
the endurance requirements and it can be split. Since clusters (11) and (10)
have shorter identifier length, one of them is selected to be split. The case is
demonstrated in Figure 4.5 (II), where cluster (10) is selected to be split into
28

Actually, this should be a rather infrequent event since (as described above) the proactive peer joining
procedure selects clusters with lower endurance resulting to a well-balanced system.
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(101) and (100). However, in this scenario peers are migrated to cluster (10)
before splitting. Further criteria can be applied in the case where more than
one neighbor clusters have shorter identifier length.
2. Set new connections:
• If the newly created nodes (clusters) have longer identifier depth compared to
at least one neighbor cluster, then place the same connections as the initial
cluster (both for incoming and outgoing links) to all of the d newly created
clusters. Incoming connections to the initial cluster are maintained for each
new one. This case is shown in Figure 4.5 (I) where both nodes (011) and (010)
have connections with nodes (11) and (10) as (01) did. Additionally, node (10)
has connections to both (011) and (010) since initially it had a connection with
(01).
• If the newly created clusters have the same identifier length as all of the neighbors apply the normal de Bruijn connectivity pattern to them and their neighbors. This case is shown in Figure 4.5 (IV) where the digraph has reached a
"complete" state (2, 3). It can be easily observed that all nodes have connections similar to the digraph in Figure 2.3.
3. Configure routing mechanism:
• If the neighbor of a cluster where the message should be routed to has longer
identifier length (which can only differ by one), make the decision based on the
two most significant bits instead of the normal operation that requires a single
bit selection. As an example, consider the case of node (10) in Figure 4.5 (I).
In order to route a message to either (011) or (010) it has to parse the next
two symbols of the key, while in order to route to (00) it must parse only one
symbol.
• If there is at least one neighbor cluster with shorter identifier length then (if
the destination cluster has similar identifier depth) it should make the decision
based on the two most significant bits. Otherwise it should select the next
neighbor by a single bit operation and ignore its own least significant bit. For
example, consider the case of node (100) in Figure 4.5 (III). In order to route a
message to either (011) or (010) it should parse two symbols of the key, while
to route the message to node (00), it should parse only one symbol and ignore
its least significant bit.

4.5.3. Overlay Stabilization
Removing a cluster is an operation that the system is configured to avoid. This is achieved
by carefully choosing the right cluster where a new peer shall join. In this phase attention
has to be payed to the maintenance of the endurance of the clusters, while additionally
considering the trade-off between the accomplished endurance and the cost for the join
operation. As it has been mentioned above, peers can for example do a random walk in
order to select the weakest cluster to join.
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However, there might be cases where the evaluated cluster endurance is decreasing to a
value lower than an appropriately predefined threshold. In such cases, a specific algorithm
performs the reverse procedure of creating new clusters and merges neighbor clusters in
order to minimize the cost of cluster "disappearance". However, a step before this action is
to try migrating reliable peers from endurable neighbor clusters. Nevertheless, Figure 4.6
shows two different cases of clusters that should be removed (since it is the only available
option in this scenario).
1. In the first case a cluster that has no neighbors with longer identifier depth is marked
as insufficiently endurable. In this scenario, the d "sibling" clusters that share the
same prefix of (kmax − 1) length should be merged into one cluster with (kmax − 1)
identifier length. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6 (I), where cluster (101) is unstable,
so it is merged with (100) to form cluster (10).
2. The second case occurs when it is required to preserve the system invariant of "neighbor cluster identification depth should differ only by one". If the insufficient endurable cluster has neighbor clusters with longer identifier depth then one of them
is selected from which peers migrate to the insufficiently endurable cluster. This
way the second case is transformed to that of the first case, since the insufficient
endurable cluster has the longest identifier depth. This scenario is shown in Figure 4.6 (II), where instead of removing the initially insufficiently endurable cluster
(11), peers from cluster (100) migrate to (11) and will result in a similar digraph
like case (I).
Connections and routing tables are accordingly updated to reverse the previously described
extension procedure.
Assuming sufficiently effective prediction of cluster endurance, the method introduced in
this thesis addresses fault-tolerance in a different way than the commonly used high connectivity pattern. Endurable clusters are used as components in the de Bruijn overlay
that have much lower join/leave rate than the single-peer based alternatives. It has been
observed in many deployed P2P systems (i.e., [SGG02], [KWX01], [SW04a]) that peers
which are connected for a long time tend to stay connected for longer. Taking advantage of
these measurements critical and demanding roles (i.e., Indexers and Maintainers) are assigned to predictably more reliable peers. This way the commonly introduced requirement
within the connectivity pattern where peers should maintain a number of connection that
is a logarithmic function of the overlay network size [LBK02] is relaxed. This procedure
is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
The degree for most of the peers is fixed. The only exception applies to peers assigned
the Maintainer role that have higher intra-cluster connectivity. Though, it is limited to
the cluster size which is assumed to have reasonable upper bounds. Supplying regularly
each peer with an updated ClusterMap provides multiple options to ensure intra-cluster
coherence. Therefore, the increased connectivity that is applied to obtain fault-tolerance
(among other desired properties) is related to the locally observed peer unreliability rather
than the size of the global P2P network. In addition, the maintenance cost is better
adapted to the network needs compared to the approaches that employ logarithmically
growing connectivity patterns. Moreover, the structured cooperation of the Indexers and
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Figure 4.6.: Removing unstable clusters.
Maintainers ensures the consistency and the availability of the indexing information.

4.5.4. Enhanced de Bruijn Topology
As it can be noticed in Figure 2.3, nodes (000) and (111) are self-connected. In fact,
each node of the form (u1 u2 ...uD ) where it holds that (u1 = u2 = ... = uD ), is a selfconnected node. Such nodes are less loaded with routing traffic since their incoming and
outgoing degree is practically D −1. This can be also empirically observed with simulation
experiments, as it is shown in Chapter 8. In order to reduce the lower node degree effect,
an enhanced de Bruijn structured has been advised. The enhanced structure connects
self-connected nodes to each other. For example, the de Bruijn graph shown in Figure 2.3
is modified as shown in Figure 4.7. The dashed connections between nodes (000) and (111)
can improve the routing load balance of the network. However, the routing algorithm has
to be changed accordingly.

4.6. Summary
The presented network topology design and the related components, mechanisms and algorithms provide a P2P architecture capable of effectively addressing multiple non-functional
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requirements identified in Chapter 2. Moreover, the solution supplies the desired functionality.
More specifically, using de Bruijn digraphs with asymptotically optimal network characteristics, scalability is inherent in the design. The size of routing tables is independent of
the system size and the number of hops required by the routing mechanisms to reach any
destination increases logarithmically with respect to the number of constructed clusters.
Moreover, the simple left shift operation offers a low complexity and efficient routing algorithm. Network proximity can be achieved using the clustering mechanism since peers
can select their neighbors among several peers belonging to neighbor clusters based on the
latency of their connection (though considering the rules for the different roles). Additionally, the support for peer heterogeneity is provided primarily by the role-based clustering
scheme. Effective load-balancing is also accomplished by the roles and the related rules,
while the desired incremental expandability is achieved with the introduced de Bruijn
digraph construction algorithm. The enhanced topology that removes the self-connected
links, which are present in the original de Bruijn digraphs, achieves a more evenly utilized
network.
There is a need to investigate in more detail some of the employed mechanisms in order to
develop a complete solution that may be deployed in real applications. This is the focus
of the following chapters by having a closer look at issues of scientific interest.
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Chapter 5

Protocols and Role Mechanisms

All things will be produced in superior
quantity and quality, and with greater
ease, when each man works at a single
occupation, in accordance with his
natural gifts, and at the right moment,
without meddling with anything else.
Plato

Conceptual outline.
The identification of roles for peers based on common, core operations is one of the
key features of the overlay network architecture introduced in Chapter 4. In this
chapter, the detailed description of the identified roles is provided. Their description
includes the communication protocols for those roles that need to co-operate in order
to supply a complete service. Additionally, the basic functionality is discussed and
the related algorithms used to provide the functionality are described in pseudocode.
Of particular importance is the identification of the common functionality required
by many roles. Moreover, the potential co-operation between roles is investigated. In
fact, roles assigned to an individual peer can communicate only with similar roles in
remote peers in order to keep their design as simple as possible. Therefore, an additional default role (called Connector) is introduced in this chapter. The Connector
provides the means to successfully implement the aforementioned inter-role communication constraint. Nevertheless, roles assigned to the same peer can freely provide
their functionality to each other via conventional method invocation mechanisms.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 motivates the need for the particular
roles introduced in this thesis. Then, the basic protocol functionality and the interpeer communication mechanism are discussed in Section 5.2. The description of each
role is given in the following four sections. The Router is described in Section 5.3,
followed by the discussion of Maintainer details in Section 5.4. Subsequently, the
functionality of the Indexer and the Cacher are given in Section 5.5 and Section 5.6,
respectively. Then, some common scenarios are described in Section 5.7 in order to
reveal the inter-role co-operations. Finally, the chapter is summarized in Section 5.8.
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5.1. Motivation
Specialization according to individual’s abilities is an advantageous policy to effectively
deal with heterogeneity of peers’ physical capabilities and user behavior. This direction
has been followed in the design of the P2P overlay network presented in this thesis, as it
has been discussed in Chapter 4. Most of the identified roles need to communicate with
other roles located in remote peers or locally.
Each individual role has different communication needs resulting in multiple different
protocols composed by several messages. However, it is worthwhile to investigate the
possible similarities that may be found in (by definition) different messages. Moreover,
there is a need to enable communication between asymmetrically composed peers (assigned
with different roles). Vital information should be delivered to each peer independently of
the assigned roles.
Further, the deeper investigation of the identified roles can provide better understanding of
the system operations. Studying the required functionality of each role, specific algorithms
and mechanisms can be utilized to fulfill the requirements. Of particular importance are
approaches that provide effective and low cost communication solutions. The network
topology is a critical factor for selecting communication schemes that effectively deal with
the utilized hop-by-hop paradigm.
Finally, the investigation of basic scenarios involving multiple peer roles is necessary in
order to make the inter-role relationships and the way they co-operate to provide the
targeted operations and services more comprehensive.
It should be noted that the goal of this chapter is not to provide a validated set of protocols that can handle every potential use case, including scenarios where peers behave
maliciously. Rather, the chapter aims to provide the necessary functionality in order to
demonstrate the validity of the overlay network design introduced in this thesis.

5.2. Protocol Basics and Inter-peer Communication
Several of the developed protocols follow the hop-by-hop paradigm to deliver the messages
to their destination. The assumed communication mechanism uses a local message dispatcher on every peer. The message dispatcher examines several message fields in order
to direct the incoming message to the appropriate instance that can handle it. Further
details on the developed message dispatcher can be found in Section 7.5.

5.2.1. Common Protocol Functionality
Inter-peer communication is implemented via a number of messages that constitute the
necessary communication protocols. A number of common fields appear in each defined
message. Table 5.1 provides the structure of an abstract message that defines the common
fields. Every concrete message is derived from this abstract message structure.
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Table 5.1.: Common message structure.
Field
Name
Scope
Type
Style
Initiator
Sender
Destination
TTL
Hops
Visited

Description
Name of the message.
Defines the related overlay network.
Relates the message to a specific role.
Defines the way the message is forwarded towards its destination.
Encapsulates the GUID of the peer that created the message.
Encapsulates the GUID of the peer that forwarded the message.
Encapsulates the GUID of the peer that should receive the message.
Time-to-live (optional).
Number of visited peers (optional).
List of traversed peers (optional).

The name field uniquely identifies each individual message (e.g., UpdateClusterMap,
LookupRequest, etc.). The scope of the message defines the related overlay network.
For example, an inter-cluster message has a different scope compared to an intra-cluster
message. The type of the message specifies the role that should handle the incoming message, e.g., a Router, a Maintainer, etc. The style of the message defines the forwarding
communication style, i.e., recursive or iterative. The style field is described in further
detail in Chapter 7 in the context of the developed simulation framework.

The initiator field encapsulates the GUID of the message originator. Supplementary
information is provided in the sender field that encapsulates the GUID of the most recent
peer that forwarded the specific message. The combination of these two fields provides
the essential information to enable efficient communication schemes for query-reply based
protocols. For example, a reply can be directly provided to the originator of any query
without requiring to reversely traverse the same path that the query passed through.
However, it should be noted that in particular cases the semantics of routing can change,
e.g., involving the caching mechanism described in Section 5.6. Thus, intermediate nodes
may be visited in order to deliver the reply, too. The destination is set to the next closest
peer in every hop based on the local routing table. Then, the message is forwarded to this
peer by using the underlying network.

Finally, some optional fields can provide additional useful functionality. For example,
setting the Time-to-Live (TTL) to a maximum value can decrease the generated traffic
(particularly useful when broadcasting mechanisms are utilized). However, it should be
noted that the scope of the message is limited when the TTL field is actively used. The
following two fields (hops and visited ) provide the means to construct non-oblivious messages. Thereby, it is possible to avoid cycles in the routing procedure, which is proven
to be especially useful for random walk based communication mechanisms (that require
single visit of peers).
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5.2.2. Inter-role Communication Model
Roles assigned to an individual peer can communicate only with similar roles in remote
peers in order to keep their design as simple as possible. Moreover, since peers have
different capabilities, different roles may be assigned to them. However, frequently there
is a requirement that a role assigned to a peer must deliver some information to a remote
peer that has not been assigned with the same role. For example, a Maintainer should
provide an updated ClusterMap to a joining peer that has been assigned only with the
Router role. In this case an additional mechanism is required to augment information
delivery. A simple way to implement this mechanism is to assign an additional basic
role to every peer, which provides the necessary message exchange, without altering the
semantics of the identified roles. Such a role can fill the gap in the inter-role communication
procedure.

PeerX
RoleA

PeerY
RoleC

Information
Delivery
Method Call
Message

RoleB

RoleB

Figure 5.1.: Inter-role communication mechanism.
The concept behind this mechanism is graphically illustrated in Figure 5.1. Assume that
Role A assigned to Peer X must deliver some information IA→C to Role C assigned to Peer Y .
Moreover, Role B has been assigned both to Peer X and Peer Y . Assuming that Role B has
been designed in a way that it can deliver the specific information IA→C between different
peers, an indirect communication takes place. Role A calls Role B of Peer X , which delivers
the information to its equivalent role in Peer X . Then, Role B calls a local method of Role C
in order to pass the information to its destination.

5.2.3. Connector
From the previous discussion, it becomes clear that a common role needs to be assigned
by default to each peer. Despite the fact that the Router role is assigned to each peer, it is
semantically inappropriate to be selected for this purpose. The aim of the common default
role is to increase the inter-operability between peers assigned with different roles.
An important feature of this role is to offer the means to dynamically update the roles
"installed" on each peer. Moreover, in terms of the adopted cluster-based approach, there
is a need to provide a mechanism to dynamically update the local ClusterMaps of each
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peer, as these structures evolve over time. In addition, a sufficiently rich mechanism is
required to establish inter-peer connections. Two peers are considered as neighbors only
if they have a mutually agreed established connection (which differs from the concept of
TCP connections). Connections can be considered either as unidirectional or bidirectional
based on the needs of the overlay network. Finally, peers should be able to periodically
check the validity of the established connections. This can be implemented, i.e., using
Ping/Pong messages29 . The following list summarizes the required functionality.
1. Dynamic establishment and tear-down of inter-peer connections.
2. Periodic checking of the validity of the established connections.
3. Dynamical installation of new roles on peers.
4. Dynamical updating of ClusterMaps on each peer.
Several messages are needed to provide the aforementioned functionality. A new peer
may initiate its participation in a P2P system by submitting a JoinRequest message,
which may be handled only by peers assigned with the Maintainer role. The first reply a
new peer receives after the request to join is the Accept message. The Accept message
includes a list of PeerAddresses that are candidate neighbors for the newly joined peer.
The list may include only one peer, e.g., consider the case of Chord where only the ring
successor suffices to establish the initial connection and then dynamically updates the
fingers. Alternatively, it may include a list of peers, e.g., consider the case of Omicron
where all the available Maintainers of the cluster may be provided to select one for the
initial connection. The structure of the Accept message is given in Table 5.2. It extends
the structure of the basic message provided in Table 5.1. In the rest of this chapter, each
defined message is derived from the common message structure.
Table 5.2.: Accept message structure.
Field
Common
PeerAddresses

Description
Derived common message structure (cf. Table 5.1).
Provides a list of valid peers that can become direct neighbors.

In order to install new roles at peers, the UpdateRoles message is used. It includes a list
of the new roles to be installed and it may be initiated only by peers that are assigned
with the Maintainer role.
Table 5.3.: UpdateRoles message structure.
Field
Common
Roles

Description
Derived common message structure (cf. Table 5.1).
Provides a list of additional roles that can be installed on the peer.

After receiving the Accept message, a peer requires a connection from an active Maintainer. At this initial connection phase as well as at further points in time (periodically
29

The Ping and Pong messages form a mechanism to actively check whether the remote party is still
available. Upon the reception of a Ping message, peers must promptly reply with a Pong message.
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defined or event triggered), peers receive UpdateClusterMap messages that include updated ClusterMaps. Their information is essential for the correct operation of each peer,
which updates its local routing tables and the established connections with currently active
peers. An UpdateClusterMap message may be sent only by peers assigned with the Maintainer role. The structure of an UpdateClusterMap message is provided in Table 5.4
Table 5.4.: UpdateClusterMap message structure.
Field
Common
ClusterMap

Description
Derived common message structure (cf. Table 5.1).
Provides an updated ClusterMap that can be used to update the local
routing table and the established connections.

In addition, four more messages have been defined for the Connector role. The Connect
and Disconnect messages are used to establish and tear-down connections, respectively.
The Ping and Pong messages are used to check the validity of the already established
connections. Their structure is simple including the common message fields and optionally
the local time a peer initiates the Ping message, which is copied in the Pong message as
well.

5.3. Router
Efficient routing is the most crucial functionality expected to be provided by a network
system. As it has been discussed in Chapter 3, the main aim of DHT-based structured
overlay networks is to provide efficient routing. The importance of efficient routing is
investigated in [RSS02] and [Gav01], where the authors raise questions on the optimal
routing that can be achieved. In terms of de Bruijn graphs, which appear to be one of
the most promising network topologies for P2P systems, the complexity of the routing
procedure increases logarithmically with the size of the system. This is formally denoted
as O(log(N )), where N is the number of nodes, holds when the node degree is fixed. For
cases where the node degree also increases logarithmically with respect to the network size
the resulting routing complexity is discussed in [KK03]:
D = O(

log(N )
),
log(log(N ))

(5.1)

where D is the diameter of the de Bruijn digraph.
The optimal routing procedure in de Bruijn graphs has been investigated by other researchers as well. In particular, de Bruijn graphs have been studied in [MY00], aiming
to combine short routing paths with fault-tolerant routing. Also, routing schemes for de
Bruijn networks mostly applicable for parallel systems have been considered in [HW97],
aiming to evaluate oblivious and non-oblivious mechanisms. Undirected de Bruijn graphs
have been investigated in [LS96], focusing on the computational complexity of the routing
algorithms. A pattern matching based approach for optimal routing is provided in [Liu90].
Finally, Sivarajan and Ramaswani provide a shortest path solution for de Bruijn digraphs
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[SR94]. The simplicity of this solution makes it an interesting approach. In fact, this
solution has been adopted and extended to fit the needs of our work.

5.3.1. Routing Algorithms
In order to construct a shortest-path algorithm for de Bruijn digraphs an operation
shift_match(shift, K, L) (where 0 ≤ shif t ≤ D) is defined in [SR94]. In terms of
Omicron, K = (k1 k2 ...kD ) is the GUID of the cluster that includes the particular Router
peer forwarding a message. L = (l1 l2 ...lD ) is the GUID of the destination key. The
operation on the two keys returns true if and only if:
(k1+shif t k2+shif t ...kD ) = (l1 l2 ...kD−shif t ),

(5.2)

and false otherwise. The operation is described in Algorithm 5.3.1.
Algorithm 5.3.1: Shift_Match(shif t, K, L)
for i ←
 1 to sizeof (K) − shif t
if (K[i + shif t] 6= L[i])
then
do

return ( false )
return ( true )

In addition, it is necessary to define an additional operation merge(shift, K, L) (where
0 ≤ shif t ≤ D). The operation returns the sequence of length D + shif t given by
k1 k2 ...kD lD−shif t+1 ...lD . In order to complete the routing of a particular message, L steps
are required, where
L = D − shif t.
(5.3)
Then, the shortest path is calculated by Algorithm 5.3.2. However, this algorithm does
not consider the enhanced de Bruijn digraph as shown in Figure 4.7.
Algorithm 5.3.2: shortest_path(K, L)
shif t = 0
while (shif t_match(shif t, K, L) == false and shif t < D)
do shif t = shif t + 1
return (merge(shif t, K, L))

In order to develop an algorithm for the enhanced digraph it is necessary to define the
following operations on the de Bruijn based GUIDs: (i) similarSymbol(K) and (ii)
inverseSimilarSymbol(K), where K is a de Bruijn based GUID. The first operation
returns the kD symbol of K if and only if ki = kD , ∀ i ∈ [(D/2) − 1, D], otherwise
a symbol that does not belong to the alphabet of the de Bruijn digraph. Similarly,
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the operation inverseSimilarSymbol(K) returns the k0 symbol of K if and only if
ki = k0 , ∀ i ∈ [0, (D/2) + 1], otherwise a symbol that does not belong to the alphabet
of the de Bruijn digraph. Algorithm 5.3.3 provides the enhanced_next_hop algorithm for
enhanced de Bruijn digraphs. The variable routingTable[s] represents the local routing
table structure, which provides the address of the next hop that matches the provided
symbol s. The entries of routingTable are populated based on the received ClusterMaps
of the neighbor clusters. It should be noted that the ’®’ symbol represents a character
not included in the alphabet of the de Bruijn digraph.
Algorithm 5.3.3: enhanced_next_hop(K, L)
shif t = 0
while (shif t_match(shif t, K, L) == false and shif t < D)
do shif t = shif t + 1
if (shif t == 0)
then
return (N U LL)
if (K.similarSymbol() 6= ® and
L.inverseSimilarSymbol() 6= ® and
K.similarSymbol() 6= L.inverseSimilarSymbol() and
shif t > D/2)
then
return (routingT able[K.similarSymbol()])
else
½
s = L[D − shif t]
return (routingT able[s])

Algorithm 5.3.3 is called on each Router to determine the peer of the next cluster that is
closer to the final destination.

5.3.2. Messages
This section provides a description of the messages that constitute the routing protocol.
Table 5.5 describes the structure of the LookupRequest message. It includes a key representing the GUID of the queried item. LookupRequest messages are forwarded towards
the cluster whose GUID matches best with the included key.
Table 5.5.: LookupRequest message structure.
Field
Common
Key

Description
Derived common message structure (cf. Table 5.1).
Includes the GUID describing the queried item.

Table 5.6 describes the structure of the LookupReply message. It includes a key representing GUID of the queried item and the related indexing information (IndexValue). It
is common technique to set the indexing information to merely the address of the owner of
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the related service or resource. However, the indexing information may include a long list
of addresses for very popular items. Efficient mechanisms can be introduced in deployed
systems to handle such scenarios. LookupReply messages are delivered directly to the
originators of the queries.
Table 5.6.: LookupReply message structure.
Field
Common
Key
IndexValue

Description
Derived common message structure (cf. Table 5.1).
Includes the GUID describing the queried item.
Includes the GUID of the indexing information that matches the key.

Table 5.7 describes the structure of the PublishRequest message. It includes a key representing the GUID of the queried item and the OwnerAddress of the advertised service
or resource that matches the provided key. The PublishRequest message is delivered
to the cluster that matches best with the included key and subsequently, the Indexers
update their local structures with the newly advertised item. Typically, advertisements
have an expiration timeout. It is the responsibility of the owner to refresh the published
information.
Table 5.7.: PublishRequest message structure.
Field
Common
Key
OwnerAddress

Description
Derived common message structure (cf. Table 5.1).
Includes the GUID describing the published item.
Includes address of the owner of the advertised service or resource
that matches the provided key.

After successfully advertising an item, the responsible Indexer provides a confirmation to
the originator of the advertisement using a PublishConfirmation message. Its structure
is described in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8.: PublishConfirmation message structure.
Field
Common
Key
Confirmation

Description
Derived common message structure (cf. Table 5.1).
Includes the GUID describing the published item.
Confirms the successful advertisement of the published resource.

5.4. Maintainer
5.4.1. Functionality
The Maintainer is the most crucial role of the Omicron architecture. As it has been
described in Chapter 4, it has the highest reliability requirements. Peers assigned with
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the Maintainer role constitute the backbone of the architecture. Their basic objectives are
to maintain the targeted de Bruijn structure between neighbor clusters and to orchestrate
the balanced organization of their cluster itself.
Depending on the observed peer lifetime, multiple Maintainers may be necessary to ensure
continuous maintenance of the topology. Maintainers are responsible for providing updated
ClusterMaps to the peers of the cluster and to the Maintainers of the neighbor clusters.
Requests for participation by new members are also handled by Maintainers. As it has
been described in Section 4.5.1, peers perform random walks to collect samples on the
endurance of the clusters and direct new peers to the clusters that have the greatest
need for them, resulting in a balanced network infrastructure. The performance of this
mechanism is evaluated with simulation experiments in Chapter 8.
Moreover, when the cluster population and subsequently the maintenance cost increase
considerably, the cluster is divided in d new clusters (where d is the degree of the de Bruijn
nodes), as long as the endurance requirements are met. Similarly, Maintainers trigger the
cluster merging operation when their population is crucially low. The merging operation
may be avoided if it is possible to migrate peers from neighbor clusters (without decreasing
their endurance to a value less than a predefined threshold).

5.4.2. Messages
This section provides a description of the messages that constitute the routing protocol.
Table 5.9 describes the structure of the SplitClusterRequest message. This message
is exchanged among the Maintainers of the same cluster to initiate the division of the
cluster (as long as the endurance requirements are met) into d new ones, where d is the
cluster degree (recall that cluster represent nodes in the constructed de Bruijn graph).
The SplitClusterRequest message includes a field with a list of the proposed new ClusterMaps.
Table 5.9.: SplitClusterRequest message structure.
Field
Common
ClusterMaps

Description
Derived common message structure (cf. Table 5.1).
Provides a list of suggested ClusterMaps by dividing the existing
cluster members.

Maintainers that receive a SplitClusterRequest message check the validity of the suggested division and confirm it using a SplitClusterConfirmation message. The structure
of this message is described in Table 5.10.
Table 5.10.: SplitClusterConfirmation message structure.
Field
Common
Confirmation
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Description
Derived common message structure (cf. Table 5.1).
Confirms the suggested cluster division.

5.5. Indexer
In certain scenarios it is necessary to merge existing clusters that do not fulfill the endurance requirements. In this case a Maintainer of the critical cluster sends a merging
request to a neighbor cluster using a MergeClusterRequest message. The structure of
this message is provided in Table 5.11.
Table 5.11.: MergeClusterRequest message structure.
Field
Common
ClusterMap

Description
Derived common message structure (cf. Table 5.1).
Provides the ClusterMap to be merged.

Maintainers that receive a MergeClusterRequest message process the included ClusterMap. If the particular cluster represents the best candidate among the neighbors it
accepts the merging request and it confirms it using a MergeClusterConfirmation message. The structure of the confirmation message is provided in Table 5.12.
Table 5.12.: MergeClusterConfirmation message structure.
Field
Common
Confirmation

Description
Derived common message structure (cf. Table 5.1).
Confirms the suggested cluster merging operation.

5.5. Indexer
5.5.1. Functionality
Indexers are important roles that maintain efficient structures of the advertised resources
and services. Their basic purposes are (i) to reply to incoming queries based on the
indexed information, (ii) to store new resource and service advertisements and (iii) to
synchronize the content of the local indexing structures with the content maintained by
neighbor Indexers of the same cluster.
The indexing mechanism can be as simple as a hash table where GUIDs are used as
keys and owner peer addresses as values. However, more advanced systems may need
more complex structures such as rich metadata to provide advanced functionality, e.g., for
range queries. The investigation of such mechanisms is out of scope for this thesis.
Moreover, depending on the type of the stored information, consistency can become a
crucial requirement. In scenarios where a small number of Indexers suffices to provide the
content, traditional consistency mechanisms can be efficiently applied [TN97].

5.5.2. Messages
This section provides a description of the messages that constitute the routing protocol. Periodically or after a certain number of indexing structure updates, Indexers syn-
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chronize their locally stored indexing information to achieve a certain level of consistency. UpdateIndexRequest messages are used for this purpose. The structure of an
UpdateIndexRequest message is given in Table 5.13. The included index can be the
complete indexing structure. Alternatively, peers may select to exchange only recent differences in order to reduce the generated traffic load.
Table 5.13.: UpdateIndexRequest message structure.
Field
Common
Index

Description
Derived common message structure (cf. Table 5.1).
Provides an updated index of objects for which the relevant cluster
is responsible.

Upon the reception of an UpdateIndexRequest message, Indexers check the validity
of the information. If they accept the incoming information they provide a confirmation using an UpdateIndexConfirmation message. Otherwise, they reply using a valid
UpdateIndexRequest message back to the originator of the received message. The structure of an UpdateIndexConfirmation message is provided in Table 5.14.
Table 5.14.: UpdateIndexConfirmation message structure.
Field
Common
Confirmation

Description
Derived common message structure (cf. Table 5.1).
Confirms the valid update of the local Index.

5.6. Cacher
5.6.1. Motivation
Structured overlay networks for Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems, e.g., Chord [SMLN+ 03], Pastry [RD01a], Tapestry [ZHS+ 04] and Omicron [DMS04], use proactive mechanisms to
provide efficient indexing functionality for advertised resources. The majority of their
implementations provide theoretical upper bounds on the communication cost in worst
case scenarios. Nevertheless, these bounds assume that the topology maintenance process
heals the divergence (caused by the dynamic participation of the peers) from the "ideal"
network structure, e.g., a hypercube or a butterfly topology. By modeling the topology
of a P2P network with a graph, the maximum distance between any two nodes is equal
to the diameter of the graph. In graphs representing networks such as Chord each node
maintains O(log(N )) neighbors, where N is the number of nodes. The diameter of these
networks is DCH = O(log(N )). The number of nodes may be equal to the population of
the peers (e.g., in the cases of Pastry or Chord) or equal to the number of the constructed
clusters of peers. An example of the latter case is the two-tier architecture of Omicron
DO = O(log(N/K)), where K is the average population of each cluster.
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Graph diameter defines the worst case shortest path between two peers. A more useful
metric to evaluate the communication cost for routing messages in structured overlay
networks is the average inter-peer distance. On the one hand, the average cost for graphs
such as the one representing Chord is µDCH = DCH /2 [SMLN+ 03]. On the other hand,
the average inter-peer distance for networks such as Omicron based on de Bruijn graphs
[dB46] is µDO ' DO − (k − 1)−1 , where k is the degree of the nodes [LKRG03]. However,
since the graph nodes in Omicron represent clusters of peers, the actual average inter-peer
distance is smaller than the average inter-peer distance in Chord.
Structured overlay networks have been designed mainly to overcome the intrinsic scalability issue of flat and unstructured networks, such as Gnutella v0.4 [PSAS01]. However, for
several reasons, structured overlay networks have not been utilized in widely-deployed P2P
systems (with the exception of the Kademlia network [MM02]). Instead, system designers opt for hierarchical or hybrid approaches where a subset of peers (usually termed as
super-peers, or ultra-peers) is responsible for indexing and finding the advertised resources.
Moreover, a number of mechanisms have been suggested to improve the performance of
unstructured networks, e.g., expanding rings or multiple random walks [LRS02], [YGM02].
The success of these mechanisms is based on the assumption of uneven popularity of the
available resources. In fact, this assumption is validated by a number of empirical observations of file sharing systems (cf. [SGG02], [GDS+ 03] and [BBR04]) where the popularity of
the resources is reported. While there is a disagreement on the exact distribution that describes the popularity of the resources (i.e., Zipf or lognormal), it can be safely concluded
that it is not uniform.
Therefore, an interesting debate has arisen lately on whether structured overlay networks
can perform efficiently if non-uniform popularity of resources is observed [LCP+ 04]. Apparently, structured networks perform equally well for any lookup request, thus, providing
upper bounds, though not exploiting effectively the query frequency. Some hybrid approaches have been suggested to address this issue, such as hybrid PIER [LHSH04] or
OceanStore [RK02]. Though, in these hybrid approaches the formation of two separate
overlay networks is suggested. On the one hand. the first overlay network is structured
aiming to deal with unpopular queries. On the other hand, the second overlay network
is unstructured targeting to deal with popular queries. The shortcomings and weaknesses
of these solutions are mainly (i) the increased complexity, (ii) the additional maintenance
cost that requires out-of-band signaling, (iii) the lack of adaptability to both uniform and
non-uniform distributions and (iv) the increased delay when the initial overlay network
selection for searching the resource fails and the fall-back alternative must be followed.
The aforementioned concerns are taken into account in the solution investigated in this
thesis. A simple though efficient mechanism is suggested that capitalizes on the adequateness of caching resources following non-uniform distributions and the higher interest of
the P2P users to a relatively small subset of the available resources. It extends the capabilities of structured overlay networks without any additional maintenance effort and
very low additional routing cost compared to the original algorithms for structured networks in worst case scenarios where the cache is not properly updated. No extension of
their signalling protocols is required. Thus, it avoids to further increase the complexity of
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their operation30 . Merely, we invest on existing information collected through the normal
network operation to improve the routing performance. The observed churn rate of P2P
networks is the most critical factor (together with the popularity distribution) for the successful application of a caching mechanism. Both factors are considered in the performed
simulation experiments provided in Chapter 8. While caching methods have been proposed for unstructured or hybrid overlay networks (cf. [Mar02], [LXN04]), these methods
lack investigation on the structured counterparts. Moreover, several caching mechanisms
have been extensively used for increasing the performance of Web technologies [AFJ00]
and some of them use the P2P paradigm [IRD02]. Also, caching mechanisms have been
utilized for content replication in P2P communities [Kan02].

5.6.2. Index Caching Mechanism Design
The rationale behind the caching mechanism is described as follows. Since peers participate
both in generating queries and routing them towards the destination, it may be advantageous to reuse the information gained from the replies they receive from locally generated
queries. Thus, peers may directly provide the position of the requested resource instead
of forwarding the query until it reaches the final DHT destination. Moreover, if peers
monitor the popularity of forwarded requests, they could additionally consider caching
the most popular of them, provided that they hold the necessary indexing information. A
simple mechanism to develop such indexing knowledge is to modify the semantics of the
routing procedure. For popular requests, intermediate peers may consider to store locally
the incoming queries and generate identical ones (though originated at the intermediate
peer) and forward them instead of the original queries. The received replies can be used
both to reply to the stored pending queries and to populate the local cache with useful
and popular information. However, the gathered information may be used for a maximum
amount of time tT h that depends on the peer uptime distribution [DMS05].
The proposed scheme is illustrated in Figure 5.2 using a Chord-like structured network.
There, at time t1 peer Q1 queries for a resource indexed at peer D (Figure 5.2(a)). Assume
that peer I considers that the specific query is popular. Then, instead of forwarding the
query, peer I generates an identical query that eventually arrives at peer D. Peer D
replies to peer I, which both updates the local cache and provides the reply to peer Q1 .
Apparently, peer Q1 may also update its local cache if it considers the query popular.
Afterwards, assume that at time t2 , with t1 < t2 < t1 + tT h (where tT h is the threshold
time indicating that the cache content is valid with high probability), peer Q2 queries for
the same item and peer I is in the path towards peer D. In that case peer I provides the
cached information to peer Q2 immediately, skipping the rest of the lookup steps towards
D (Figure 5.2(b)). Furthermore, peer Q2 may update its local cache if it considers the
query popular. However, in the latter case it is important to consider the "aging" of the
information as it is not directly provided by peer "D", but from a cached index. Peer Q2
has to set the lifetime of the entry in the cache to T´T h = TT h − (t2 − t1 ) so that it considers
the elapsed time since the advertisement of the item.
Two important factors drive the design mechanisms of caching. First, the scalability of the
30

Usually structured networks have more complex operation than their unstructured counterparts.
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Figure 5.2.: Lookup operation using cache indices.
solution can be only provided if the size of the information that is additionally requested
by each peer is constant. However, this constraint is not necessarily a practical limitation
since the proposed mechanism is designed to operate in systems where a small portion of
the resources is frequently requested. Thus, each peer can locally decide which resources
are popular by simply using a counter and the elapsed time since the first accounted
appearance. Therefore, the peer has the required information to estimate the rate items
are queried and maintain the c most popular resources.
The second critical factor that has to be considered is the high churn rate of the peers.
Nonetheless, conditional reliability mechanisms [DMS05] may reduce the side-effects, which
are deeply investigated in Chapter 6. Naturally, popular resources are being held by several
peers. Assuming that the responsible DHT nodes can provide back either the complete
set of these peers or an adequate subset of them, the intermediate peers have sufficient
information for locating a reliable peer that is still alive.
Key Expiration Frequency Window reset Indices Pending queries Marked
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

}

Cc

Figure 5.3.: Abstract description of the cache structure.
The proposed cache structure is illustrated in Figure 5.3. Each row contains information
for a single advertised resource. The first field includes the key of the resource. The second
field contains the Expiration timer set to the maximum lifetime of the cache entry. As it
has already been mentioned, to set the value of the expiration time, the "age" of the index
has to be considered. The third field is the Frequency field, which is a local counter that
indicates how many times a query for this particular item has arrived on the intermediate
peer. The value of the counter is reset periodically to zero and the Window reset field
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stores this time. The fifth field includes the list of collected Indices about peers that hold
the requested resources and may be directly contacted. The subsequent field contains the
list of Pending queries for this resource. Finally, the Marked field indicates that the cache
replacement algorithm has selected this entry to be removed from the cache. However,
the list of pending queries for this resource is not empty and the deletion of the selected
entry has to be delayed until the reply will be received and the pending queries replied.
Further, an additional characteristic that may successfully be exploited to increase the
efficiency of the structured networks is the fact that peers are also owners of resources.
In cases where the requested resource is being held locally on the intermediate peer, it
can safely be provided to the requestor. It may additionally be argued that instead of
developing the index caching mechanism, intermediate peers can provide the requested
resources themselves. Nevertheless, this possibility is application depended and many
factors have to be considered, e.g., copyrights, technical limitations and system design.
Moreover, if further constraints apply, e.g. find a resource or service provider in the
closest vicinity to the requestor, this solution may not provide optimal performance.

5.6.3. Algorithms
Several cache replacement policies have been developed to meet the requirements of different problems (cf. least frequently used (LFU) [RD90], least recently used (LRU) and
LRU-K [OOW93]). In fact, the replacement policy adopted for the index cache on each
peer is a variation of the LFU algorithm, which is further enhanced with timeouts on the
maximum lifetime of each entry. The latter improvement is mandatory for capturing the
dynamics of P2P overlay networks. The pseudo-code of the LFU variation is provided in
Algorithm 5.6.1. If there is an entry with 0 popularity and no pending queries, then this
entry is removed. Otherwise, the least popular entry is returned31 .
Algorithm 5.6.1: LFU_Replacement(cache, pendingQueries)
f ound = cache.get(1)
for i ←
 2 to cache.size()
queryList = pendingQueries.remove(i)



if (cache.get(i).popularity
== 0 and queryList.isEmpty())


½


cache.remove(cache.get(i))

then
return (null)
do


else
if
(f
ound.popularity > cache.get(i).popularity and




(
not
cache.get(i).isM
arked()))


©

then f ound = cache.get(i)
return (f ound)

The pseudo-code for filling a cache entry with information obtained from a reply is listed
in Algorithm 5.6.2. Upon the reception of the reply all the pending queries are further
31

The popularity of an entry on a particular peer is calculated by the number of related queries traversing
this peer over the last time window.
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replied. Moreover, if the cache entry is not marked, it is filled with the received index
information.
Algorithm 5.6.2: FillCacheEntry(cache, entry, pendingQueries)
queryList = pendingQueries.remove(entry.getEntryID())
for i ←
 1 to queryList.size()
lookupM sg = queryList.remove(1)



lookupM sg.setDestination(lookupM sg.getInitiator())
do lookupM sg.setSender(localGU ID)


lookupM sg.setV alue(entry.getV alue())


replyM essage(lookupM sg)
if (entry.isM
arked())
©
then © myCache.remove(entry)
else entry.setV alue(srcs)

Finally, the pseudo-code for retrieving a stored entry from the cache is listed in Algorithm 5.7.1. If the stored entry is older than a safety time threshold (that is set based on
the expected peer uptime) the entry is removed and a new one is created. Otherwise the
frequency field is updated. Further, if the frequency of the query is higher than a threshold
then, the message is stored as a pending query and a new lookup message gets created for
the queried GUID, if this is the first pending message32 . Moreover, if the size of the cache
has exceeded its maximum value, the least frequently used entry is either removed if no
pending queries are present or is marked for deletion at the arrival of the reply.

5.7. Inter-role Scenarios
In this section, some basic scenarios involving multiple peer roles are described in order
to make the inter-role relationships and the way they co-operate to provide the targeted
operations and services more comprehensive. In particular, three scenarios describing the
necessary steps to complete a lookup request, a resource advertisement request and peer
join request are discussed.

5.7.1. Lookup Request
In this scenario, the Router role is the main entity orchestrating the required steps.
Figure 5.4 shows the involved actions33 . The first step is triggered by an incoming
LookupRequest message (step 1). The local message dispatcher directs this message to
32

In this case, it should be noted that the returned entry contains no indexing information to indicate the
status of the query to the routing mechanism.
33
In the illustrated scenarios, cascaded oval shapes are used to indicate similar roles belonging to different
(neighbor) peers. Entities can communicate either by using message exchanging or by local method
calls.
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the Router, which checks whether the local cluster is responsible (step 2). The cluster
identifier and the requested key included in the LookupRequest message are compared to
make this decision. If the comparison result is positive then the request may be forwarded
to a neighbor peer in the same cluster that has been assigned with the Indexer role (step
2A), unless the Indexer role is assigned to the local peer, too.

Algorithm 5.7.1: GetCacheEntry(cache, id, pendingQueries, msg)
entry = cache.get(id)
if (entry== null)
entry = createN ewCacheEntry(id, null)
then cache.put(id, entry)

return (entry)
if (entry.hasExpired()
and ( not entry.isM arked()))

cache.remove(id)
then entry = createN ewCacheEntry(id, null)

© cache.put(id, entry)
else entry.updateU sage()
if (entry.f requency > F REQU EN CY _T HRESHOLD and
entry.getV
alue == null)

queryList = pendingQueries.get(id)



if (queryList.isEmpty())
½
lookupM sg = createLookupM essage(id)
then
then


f orwardM essage(lookupM sg)



queryList.add(msg)
if (cache.size()
− marked >= M AX_CACHE_SIZE)

removed
= LF U _Replacement(cache)




queryList
= pendingQueries.remove(removed.getEntryID())

if
(queryList.isEmpty)
then
©


then © myCache.remove(removed)



else removed.mark()
return (entry)

Afterwards, there are three options on how to proceed. The first alternative is followed
if the Indexer role has been indeed assigned to the local peer. Therefore, the Indexer
role is called and asked to checked whether the requested object has been published and
is currently available (step 3A). Then, the reply is provided back to the Router (step
4A). The second option is followed if the Cacher role has been assigned to the local peer.
Thereby, the Router checks whether the requested object is cached in the local cache (step
3B). Then, the reply is provided back to the Router (step 4B). The third option is followed
either if the Cacher role is not assigned to the local peer or if the requested object is not
in the local cache. In that case, the request is forwarded to the next peer that is closer to
the targeted cluster (step 5A). If the requested item is included either in the local index or
cache, the requestor peer is contacted and supplied with the requested information (step
5B), though.
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1. LookupRequest

5A. Forward LookupRequest
5B. LookupReply

Figure 5.4.: Lookup scenario steps.

5.7.2. Resource Advertisement
The second scenario, which is graphically shown in Figure 5.5 involves the Router and the
Indexer. This scenario is triggered by the reception of a PublishRequest message (step 1).
Similar to the previous scenario, the message is directed to the local Router, which checks
whether the local cluster is responsible (step 2). The cluster identifier and the generated
key for the advertised object included in the PublishRequest message are compared to
make this decision. If the comparison result is positive then the request may be forwarded
to a neighbor peer in the same cluster that has been assigned with the Indexer role (step
2A), unless the Indexer role is assigned to the local peer as well. Then, the Indexer role is
called and the local index is updated to include the newly advertised object (step 3). The
local Indexer sends UpdateIndexRequest messages to neighbor Indexers belonging to the
same cluster (step 4A). Based on the applied consistency policy, an additional action may
periodically take place at this stage. Nevertheless, the Indexer confirms to the Router that
the newly published object has successfully been advertised (step 4), which subsequently
provides the confirmation back to the originator of the PublishRequest message (step
5B). Alternatively, if the local cluster is not the appropriate place to advertise the new
object, then steps 3 and 4 are skipped and the Router directly forwards the request to the
next peer that is closer to the targeted cluster (step 5A).

5.7.3. Join Request
The third scenario is intrinsically different from the previous scenarios. It is triggered by
the reception of a JoinRequest message (step 1). Such a message can be handled only by
peers assigned with the Maintainer role. Thus, as it is has been described in Section 4.5.1,
this request is always redirected by other peers to Maintainers of the same cluster. The
scenario is graphically shown in Figure 5.6.
The Maintainer initiates a random walk randomly traversing selected neighbor Maintainers
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1. PublishRequest

Figure 5.5.: Resource advertisement scenario steps.
that are members of neighbor clusters (step 2). After the appropriate cluster for accepting
the new peer has been selected, the Maintainer must inform the joining peer. However,
roles installed at a peer can communicate only with similar roles in remote peers. Since
the new peer may not have been assigned with the Maintainer role, it is not possible for
the Maintainer to accept the new peer. Thus, the Connector role has been introduced to
fill this design gap. The Connector can provide three important pieces of functionality:
(i) connectivity functionality, (ii) new role installation functionality and (iii) ClusterMap
updating functionality.
1. JoinRequest

2. Random Walk

Peer
Indexer

Maintainer

3. Accept()

Router

Connector

7. UpdateRoutingTable()

4. Accept
Method Call
5. Connect
6. UpdateClusterMap
Message

Cacher

Figure 5.6.: Peer join scenario steps.
Therefore, the Maintainer calls the Connector to accept the new peer (step 3). Subsequently, the local Connector contacts the remote Connector and provides the acceptance
decision (step 4). Then, the new peer requests from the Maintainer to be considered as a
member of the same cluster (step 5). Afterwards, the Maintainer provides the local and
the neighbor ClusterMaps (step 6) to the new peer, which can populate its routing table
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with valid addresses (step 7).

5.8. Summary
The specialization based approach introduced with the role model provides a advantageous
mechanism to exploit heterogeneous populations of peers. This chapter has provided the
detailed description of the identified core roles by focusing on their functionality, the
employed algorithms and mechanisms as well as the related protocols.
The common characteristics of the utilized messages have been identified in order to develop them based on a base structure and furthermore, to handle them with common
mechanisms, i.e., message dispatcher. Moreover, an effective inter-role communication
model has been designed to unambiguously define the protocols used by each role. An
additional default role has been developed to provide the basic functionality required by
each peer of the system.
Special attention has been paid to design an efficient routing mechanism. The original
structure of de Bruijn graphs has been enhanced by removing the self-connected links of
particular nodes. Thereby, the optimal routing algorithms found in literature have been
adapted to take advantage of the new structure and to provide a better balance of routing
traffic.
Moreover, the adequacy of caching popular indices in intermediate peers along the paths
towards the responsible indexing peer(s) for structured networks is demonstrated in this
chapter. The proposed caching mechanism considerably reduces the routing cost in structured P2P networks. Compared to alternative proposals, the achieved performance improvement is combined with a set of additional attractive features. Since the mechanism is
locally applied to peers it can be deployed incrementally. Moreover, there is no need to introduce multiple specialized overlay networks operating in parallel or additional protocols
to update the cached information.
Inter-role scenarios have been provided to investigate the way roles co-operate and support
each other aiming at efficient system operation. Three particularly common scenarios
provide the necessary description of the required steps to accomplish a lookup request, a
resource advertisement request and peer join request.
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Chapter 6

Optimal Role Assignment

Do not trust all men, but trust men of
worth; the former course is silly, the
latter a mark of prudence.
Democritus

Conceptual outline.
The peer role model of the Omicron architecture has been introduced in Chapter 4
and subsequently investigated in more detail in Chapter 5. Moreover, we have seen
in Chapter 3 some alternative design approaches that assign distinguishable roles to
different peers aiming to address their heterogeneity. Admittedly, the assignment of
a role to a peer is a costly operation especially for demanding roles, i.e., Indexers
and Maintainers. Therefore, achieving optimal system operation requires to assign
the demanding roles to the most reliable peers. However, such a knowledge is not a
priori available. Conditional reliability mechanisms (aka. burn-in mechanisms) can
supply a technique to improve system’s performance and maximize the stability of
the network. A condition to apply this technique is related to peers’ departure hazard
rate. Thereby, it is mandatory to investigate the available empirical observations
and model peers’ continuous availability with a parametric distribution. Optimal
role assignment is the challenging procedure of selecting the appropriate assignment
time without having knowledge of each peer’s reliability. We develop a cost-effective
model for optimal role assignment and demonstrate its advantages to an example
P2P system. Moreover, the observed results are applied in the estimation of clusters’
endurance.
This chapter is organized as follows. The significance of this work is motivated in
Section 6.1, followed by an overview of the related theoretical background in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3 the empirical details of interest found in related literature
are analyzed and a basic matching of the observed data with single probability distributions is performed. In Section 6.4 a general peer life-cycle model is developed,
which is later customized to the characteristics of file sharing services to obtain a
meaningful parametric distribution that fits nicely the observation curve. Section 6.5
describes the optimization procedure and the achieved reliability performance. Using
the obtained results, Section 6.6 demonstrates the estimation of the endurance of a
cluster. Finally, Section 6.7 summarizes this chapter.
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6.1. Motivation
A large number of measurement reports studying P2P systems have found that the majority of peers participate for a relatively short amount of time only [MM02]. Such behavior
(which has been observed in Internet-wide file sharing applications) results in highly fluctuating and frequently unstable overlay network topologies.
Unstructured overlay networks, e.g., Gnutella v0.4, follow a reactive approach with respect
to the actions taken when peers join. Indeed, in the reactive approach there is a very low
cost at each peer arrival; however the communication cost increases significantly with the
rate that peers generate queries [PSAS01]. A number of techniques have been investigated
to decrease this communication cost and promising results have been reported especially
when requesting popular items [LRS02]. Though, in worst case scenarios they still perform
inferiorly compared to structured networks especially in scenarios of looking for unpopular
items.
On the other hand, structured overlay networks based on distributed hash tables (DHTs),
e.g., Chord [SMK+ 01] or Pastry [RD01a], follow a proactive approach. On each peer
arrival a number of actions takes place, viz. to place the new peer at an appropriate
position of the network topology, to update its neighbors’ routing tables, to reassign
the indexing responsibilities and to advertise the newly shared services and resources.
In more advanced systems, additional actions might be performed as well. Structured
overlays can provide much lower worst case upper bounds on lookup operations than their
unstructured counterparts34 . However, they suffer considerably from frequent peer arrivals
and departures and more specifically from the short durations some peers stay connected
to the system. The term peer uptime or simply uptime is adopted in the rest of this thesis
to denote the time a peer remains online after joining without interruption. Alternative
terms found in the related literature are peer on-time and peer lifespan. A limited study
of DHT-based structured networks is given in [LSG+ 04].
To elaborate further into the issue, consider a worse-case scenario where malicious users
deliberately exploit the proactive approach and attack a P2P system designed as a structured overlay network by frequently joining and leaving. Such attack scenarios have been
described in the P2P research community (cf. [CDG+ 02] and [SM02]). The potentially
large amount of advertised information on each join can cause a hard to defend distributed
denial of service (DDoS) attack. Moreover, based on the weaknesses of the replication
policy applied, vital shared information such as indexing structures or even more important data (e.g., trust-related accounts) might be lost as responsibilities are assigned to
malicious peers.
Apparently, hybrid overlay design approaches have the potential to handle more efficiently
the aforementioned issues. For instance, the core JXTA virtual network [TAA+ 03], the
KaZaA system [LRW03] or any other approach that incorporates the concept of superpeers can handle high churn peer rates more effectively. In the case of Omicron (that
employs a rich and well balanced role model), it is suggested to assign demanding roles
34

In most DHT-based approaches it takes O(log(N )) steps, where N is the active peer population
[SMK+ 01], [RD01a], [DMS04].
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that trigger costly actions to peers that have proved their stability, while still making a
profitable usage of the unstable ones. More specifically, taking advantage of the statistical
properties of the measured peer reliability, it is suggested to assign low cost roles to newly
joined peers. As peers remain connected for a longer time the hazard rate of departing
from the system is expected to be decreased. Costly roles are assigned afterwards to the
statistically more reliable nodes.
However, it is still a challenge to determine the reliable peers as early as possible. As
a matter of fact, similar problems have been addressed in other research domains, too.
For example, in the procedure of manufacturing silicon-based integrated circuits (ICs), a
high rate of the so-called infant mortality is exhibited. That is, ICs tend to show their
defectiveness very early in their operational lifetime. A standard engineering method used
to identify such defected components is called burn-in [KK83]. Using burn-in, engineers
can test the newly manufactured components under certain environmental conditions and
remove the defected components.
In this chapter, we investigate in depth the details of applying the burn-in method in the
construction of efficient and reliable P2P overlay networks. A critical issue that arises is
selecting the optimal time to assign a demanding role to a peer, so that both the risk
of failure will be significantly decreased and the system will benefit maximally from the
reliability of the stable peers. The investigation of this subject is the aim of this work.
However, a condition to effectively apply the burn-in method is to have a decreasing failure
rate in the peer lifetime. A thorough exploration of the related reports in the literature
acknowledges this fact; nevertheless, the numerous suggested distributions capturing the
peer uptime differ considerably. In this chapter, a representative set of empirical observations is decomposed and analyzed, thereby, following a different path for extracting the
distribution characteristics than the common treatment applied in most analysis cases.
Meaningful interpretations of the results are provided, taking into account the intrinsic
characteristics of the underlying process that drives peers’ uptime as well as practicality
aspects such as the heterogeneity of the peers.

6.2. Distribution Generative Models
Before proceeding with the analysis of the empirical observations, it is worthwhile reviewing some general but interesting results from the related probability theory literature. In
fact, there is a great debate in the more general Internet community on whether certain
quantities follow lognormal or Pareto distributions, e.g., the size of Web files [Dow01b],
[GLMT01]. As it will be more clear in the following section, opinions also differ on whether
approximating the peer uptime with either a lognormal or a Pareto distribution to get better results.
A thorough investigation of the relation between lognormal and power law distributions is
provided in [Mit03]. What is becoming clear from this work is that very similar generative
models lead to either power law or lognormal distributions, depending on seemingly trivial
variations.
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For instance, it is well known that the lognormal distribution follows the law of proportionate effect and may be the result of many small multiplicative factors. Taking an
example from biology, a way to describe the growth of an organism is by employing such
multiplicative processes. Assuming that the starting organism has size X0 , the size of the
organism can grow or shrink on each step j of the process by multiplying the size of the
previous step with a random variable Fj :
Xj = Fj · Xj−1

(6.1)

Such a process results in a random growth of the size that is independent of the exact
current size but is expressed as a percentage of it. Based on the Central Limit Theorem
[Fel71, page 258], as long as the factors Lk = ln Fk , 1 ≤ k ≤ j are independent and
identically distributed variables with finite mean and variance, it can be easily shown that
Xj asymptotically approaches the lognormal distribution.
Alternatively, if one assumes that there is a minimum size for the organism, say m, and the
size of the first range includes sizes between m and γm for some γ > 1, the second range
comprises sizes between γm and γ 2 m while the jth range contains sizes between γ j−1 m
and γ j m, we obtain a power law generative model. In particular, assuming that over each
time step the probability of moving from class i to class j depends only on the value j − i
(denoted as pij ) and setting γ = 2, pij = 2/3 if j = i − 1, and pij = 1/3 if j = i + 1, then
the equilibrium probability of being in class pk is 1/2k . Therefore, the probability of the
organism size being in a class greater than or equal to k is 1/2k−1 and the complementary
cumulative distribution function (CCDF) in equilibrium is given by:
P r{X ≥ x} = m/x

(6.2)

where x = 2k−1 m, which is a power law distribution [Gab99].
The difference between the two aforementioned models is that the latter (also known as
the Champernowne model) assumes a minimum organism size; thus, generating a power
law distribution. Assuming a minimum value can be valid for certain applications of the
model, e.g., the size of cities. In contrast, the organism size in the multiplicative model
can become arbitrarily small and therefore generating a lognormal distribution.
Similarly, for certain sets of empirical observations, it is difficult to distinguish whether a
lognormal or a Weibull distribution provides a better fit [Cai02].

6.3. Empirical Observations
6.3.1. Measurements Analysis
As it has been already mentioned in the introduction, a number of measurement reports
(cf. [MM02], [MTG03], [SGG02] and [SW04a]) have investigated the user behavior of the
"first-generation" of widely-deployed P2P file sharing systems. All of them agree that the
large majority of the population remains online for a short period of time only. However,
it is reported in these measurements that there is a subpopulation that tends to have a
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significantly longer uptime compared to the majority. In overlay network design, one can
capitalize on this stable subpopulation to attain more effective solutions.
More specifically, the following conclusion is reported in [MM02] : "The longer a node
has been up, the more likely it is to remain up another hour" 35 . Moreover, as it is stated
in [JP03], the measurements gathered in [SGG02] suggest that the peer uptime distribution follows a Zipfian distribution while a similar report in [SW04a] suggests a lognormal
distribution. A different study [CLL02] reports among others that peer uptime follows a
log-quadratic distribution36 and it is suggested to be approximated by two Zipfian distributions. Finally, Ripeanu [Rip01] discovered for the Gnutella v0.4 system that about 40%
of peers leave the network within less than 4 hours, while only 25% are alive for more than
24 hours. Summarizing these early reports, it can be concluded that the peer uptime distribution has in general a tail heavier than it is in the case of Poisson distribution; though
the exact parameters might depend on the specific observation period and the examined
system.
Nevertheless, these measurements have been performed more than three years ago and
may not accurately reflect the user behavior as it can be observed today (though they
are still cited frequently). The most important factor that makes the quantitative (and
in some cases qualitative) details of these results questionable is the evolvement of the
type of the shared media files. While in the past users mostly exchanged compressed
music files (the size of which is typically ranged between 3 and 10 MBs), today users
exchange compressed video files in DivX format (which are typically around 700 MBs)
or even MPEG2 encoded DVD format (which can be more than 4 GBs large)37 . There
is a change in the magnitude of the size of the requested material that is not matched
by a similar growth in the available network bandwidth. This naturally results in longer
downloading times and despite the fact that downloads can be safely resumed, a change
in the user behavior has been noticed.
For example, some newer measurements have been performed on the so-called "secondgeneration" P2P file sharing systems based on the Gnutella v0.6 network (cf. [SR04]
and [BQ03]), the KaZaA network (cf. [GDS+ 03], [LRW03] and [LKR04]), the eDonkey
network (cf. [MTG03] and [Tut04]) as well as the BitTorrent network (cf. [IUKB+ 04]
and [PGES04]). For instance, Stutzbach and Rejaie [SR04] studied Gnutella v0.6. They
suggest either a two-piece power law distribution38 or a log-quadratic one39 to fit the peer
uptime. The same network has been studied by Bustamante and Qiao [BQ03]. Here the
authors approximate the peer lifespan with a power-law distribution40 .
In [LRW03] the authors focus on the shared content found in the KaZaA network and
more specifically the file size distribution, the popularity distribution and the dynamic
35

It should be noted that this report analyzes the measurements provided in [SGG02] by observing the
Napster and the Gnutella v0.4 networks.
2
36
The suggested distribution is approximated by the curve y = 10−0.16x −0.61x+0.35 .
37
Two excellent books on the characteristics of numerous media types may be found in [SN04b] and
[SN04a].
38
For x < 118, p ∝ e−1.89684 logx and for x ≥ 118, p ∝ e−1.18356 logx .
2
39
The suggested distribution is approximated by the curve y = e0.148933 (logx) −0.125981 logx .
40
−1.0607
The suggested distribution is approximated by the curve y = 4338.8x
.
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availability of the content. What is interesting to note in this work is the file size cumulative
distribution (cf. Figure 5 in [LRW03]). The two-step curve clearly supports our arguments
on the evolvement of the shared content from mostly music files to a mixture of music
and video (or software) files. From a different study of KaZaA [LKR04] that focuses on
the connectivity of peers, one obtains additional information about the average connection
duration of the leaf-peers and super-peers. Additionally, the super-peers’ lifetime has been
monitored. Despite the fact that the provided measured distribution has a similar shape
compared to [SGG02], the average lifetime of the KaZaA super-peers is much higher (149
mins ' 2.5 hours). Finally, in [GDS+ 03] it is investigated how users’ behavior changes as
they age (termed as "attrition") in the KaZaA network. It is reported that new users are
more active than older ones, which eventually leave permanently from the system. As an
alternative explanation, we suspect that a subpopulation might obtain a different globally
unique identifier, i.e., in cases of installing newer versions of the software that cannot be
distinguished easily from the permanently departed peers.
BitTorrent, which is apparently one of the most popular P2P content file sharing systems
today, follows a different system design approach compared to usual P2P file sharing
applications. It uses the Web for content searching and only when a user has identified
an interesting search result it connects to the network. The Web approach combined with
the tracker-based architecture of BitTorrent have an important influence on the resulting
lifetime of the peers; peers that join the network have already found interesting files via
indirect means (the Web) and trackers have in general a longer lifetime expectation than
usual peers. Moreover, it should be noted that BitTorrent follows a policy of giving
higher priority to older users and apply a tit-for-tat accounting mechanism to motivate
users to have longer uptime. In [PGES04] it has been measured that half the trackers
have an average uptime of 1.5 days. The measurements found in [IUKB+ 04] describe the
sessions’ lifetime for sharing a relatively large size (1.77 GB) Linux Redhat distribution.
It is reported that the large majority of the peers downloaded the Linux distribution in a
single session, having an average duration of 8.1 hours. Thus, it can be safely concluded
that a large number of BitTorrent users are very stable. Similar behavior can be noticed in
a significant number of users of the DirectConnect network [SW04a], though this particular
report is not updated to reflect the additional stability that has been recently observed in
some hubs of this system.
Additionally, researchers performed some measurements considering the session duration between peers. Though session duration cannot imply that peers’ uptime follow
a similar distribution, it can provide some lower bounds for peer uptime. More specifically, Schollmeier [Sch05] processed the provided data in [SGG02] and accurately approximated the measured data with a two-parameter Weibull distribution (with parameters
β = 0.7, η = 90.9091). In addition, Schollmeier collected measurements observing the
hierarchical network of Gnutella v0.6. The session duration of both the leaf and the
super-peer nodes have been approximated also with a Weibull distribution, (with parameters β = 0.72, η = 800 and β = 0.42, η = 300, respectively). Furthermore, de Meer et
al. [MTG03] investigated the duration of each inter-peer connection and they accurately
modeled it using a mixture of two lognormal distributions, one for short lived connections
(with mean 1.85 and variance 9.99) and one for long lived connections (with mean 363 and
variance 129000). Finally, Tutschku [Tut04] distinguishes between signaling and content
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delivery sessions in the eDonkey network. The duration of the latter sessions is suggested
to be approximated with a lognormal distribution.

6.3.2. Critical Factors
Such a diversity in the results of the measurement reports implies that at present there is no
general valid model describing the peer uptime. Concluding from the previous discussion,
there are some important factors that have to be considered in building a model that can
describe adequately the user behavior and the way it is related to peer uptime. Some
of these factors are related to the performed measurements while others point to more
general issues.
Most of the measurements agree that the uptime distribution has a heavier tail than the
Poisson distribution. However, the exact distribution cannot be safely described and the
significance of the tail cannot be accurately evaluated. With the evolvement of the content
sharing systems a number of widely accepted related reports have partly become obsolete.
In particular, as the size of shared content gets larger (without a similar change in the
available access network bandwidth) peers tend to have a longer uptime. Furthermore,
the employed measurement techniques (i.e., crawler-based methods) collect (both left and
right) censored data since peers’ joining time takes place before they are captured by
the crawler and their departure occurs before such an event is observed. Moreover, the
total observation time of each reported experiment binds the ability to adequately and
accurately capture both tails of peers’ uptime distribution. Further, most of the investigations followed a cumulative distribution function (CDF) based fitting method to select
an appropriate matching distribution. While some of the results get good matches for the
head of the empirical distributions, they do not fit the tail correctly. Finally, it should
be noticed that the reported measurements have been performed on a single application
type, i.e., file sharing applications. There is a lack of reliable measurements in different
applications that could further augment achieving a general trustable model to adequately
and accurately describe the uptime for every P2P system.
In addition, there are key factors of more general concern to be taken into account. Particularly, the flat rate charging policies (i.e., for DSL connections) offered lately by many
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) demoted the former motivation of users to limit the usage of the leased network resources. Moreover, incentive-based methods in P2P systems
can significantly influence the user behavior provided that accounting mechanisms for
asynchronous service consumption and provision motivate users to behave having longer
term policies [LDMS05]. In fact, such mechanisms have been already deployed in the
latest versions of many aforementioned systems. The tit-for-tat mechanism of BitTorrent,
the contribution factor of KaZaA or the hordes formation of eDonkey are some of the
examples.

6.3.3. Empirical Fitting
Considering the distributions suggested by the research community, it is necessary to revisit the fitting phase to get some better insights on the validity of the different approaches.
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Most researchers fitted the empirical data based on the (linearly-scaled) CDF function.
As already mentioned, such methodology does not provide optimal fitting for the tail of
the distribution and can lead to questionable results. Alternatively, log-log CCDF graphs
can provide a more accurate graphical-based estimation of the fitting in both the head
and the tail of the distribution [Dow01a].
We performed a fitting of the empirical observation reported by Bustamante and Qiao
[BQ03] who provide their data freely on the Web41 . It should be noted that the observed
data include peers uptime that range in the interval (1300 seconds, 3.5 days) due to
unavoidable practical limitations of the crawler used to collect the data. Moreover, the
authors utilized the "creation-based method" [RLA00] to improve the validity of the results
at least for the interval of interest. Using this pessimistic method, only the entries that
begin in the first half of the trace are accounted. We note this point in our diagrams with
a vertical line to mark the validity area in the observations.
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Figure 6.1.: CCDF-based fitting with single distributions of the empirical curve.
The criterion for the fitting process is to match the observations as close as possible to
the "waist", which results in some error both in the head and the tail. The results of the
fitting are shown in Figure 6.1. It displays the empirical curve matched with a Weibull,
a lognormal and a Pareto distribution in a log-log CCDF graph. As it can be seen from
this figure, the Weibull distribution underestimates the survival function at the head of
the curve and has a much steeper tail. The Pareto distribution (which is suggested by the
authors) does not match well the head, but it fits nicely the waist and the tail. Finally, the
lognormal distribution fits well the waist, though it has an acceptable error in the head
and a steeper tail. The parameters of the fitted distributions are provided in Table 6.1
42 .
Driven by the need to have an alternative view on the matching results, we have inves41
42

The respective URL is: "http://www.aqualab.cs.northwestern.edu/download/lifeTrace.tar.gz".
The α parameter of the Pareto distribution is identical to the one suggested at [BQ03] by adding the
offset time period of 1300 seconds.
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Table 6.1.: Parameters of fitted distributions.
Distribution
Weibull
Pareto

Parameter 1
λ = 0.0233
α = 3038.8

Parameter 2
η = 0.449
β = 1.0607

µ = 8.28

σ = 1.56

Lognormal

Density probability function
η
fW b l (x) = ληxη−1 e−λx
fP rt (x) = βx−1 ( αx )β
fLgn (x) =

√ 1
e−
2πσx

(log(x)−µ)2
2σ 2

tigated the fitting of the aforementioned distribution in a log-log CDF graph where the
focus is placed on the interesting part of the head. The results of the matching are shown
in Figure 6.2 where the vertical axis is shifted to the right to avoid misinterpretations of
the early part due to the lack of data (which would probably be underestimated due to
practical limitations). The lognormal distribution provides the best approximation, while
the Weibull is also close. The Pareto distribution is certainly inappropriate. Thus, it can
be stated that the lognormal distribution provides the closest fit for the head while the
Pareto matches the tail well. So far only simple distributions have been considered. It
seems that there is enough room for an even better approximation, which will be further
investigated in the following section.
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Figure 6.2.: CDF-based fitting with single distributions (head) of the empirical curve.

6.4. Modeling
6.4.1. Peer Life-cycle Model
Based on the previous discussion on the collected measurements and the concluded factors,
a model of the user behavior focusing on the uptime distribution is being derived in
this section. The model is expressed in as general terms as possible. However, certain
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parameters are influenced both quantitatively and qualitatively by file sharing application
related observations.
Typically, a user is motivated to join a P2P network by the wish to use certain services or
resources. The user might have a general description of the required service or resource.
Therefore, the first action performed is to search for an available service or resource that
fits best with the initial description. Assuming that such a service exists and the user is
satisfied, there might be an optional negotiation phase (especially in cases where advanced
business models apply). Thereafter, the service consumption phase starts where the duration is context-depended. Additionally, the user might in parallel request further services
from the system. The user is expected to remain connected until the services consumption
is completed, motivated by the fact that the requested services are currently available,
unless an external event interrupts the ongoing sessions. Such a scenario holds especially
when there is a lack of availability guarantees and users adopt an opportunistic behavior.
Of course, satisfaction of specific quality of service (QoS) requirements might be critical
for the node uptime, e.g., above a certain transmission bandwidth for file downloading.
However, there is a probability of proceeding with unsuccessful steps in the aforementioned
scenario. For example, the requested service might not be found, the negotiation phase
might fail, the providing peer might depart before the service completion, the QoS might
drop below the required threshold, etc. In this case, the probability that the user will
depart earlier than expected is getting much higher. Though, replicated services is a
common feature of most P2P systems, however, in many cases the demand is also high,
thus, using up a potential surplus of available resources. Figure 6.3 provides a high level
graphical description of peer’s life-cycle capturing the basic states and their relationships.
It is inevitable that peers will leave the network at some time. This fact is reflected in
the transient nature of the top states and the absorbing nature of the bottom state. This
progressive model will eventually develop through the transient path to the absorbing state
with probability 1, although there might be backward movements and some reversibility;
there is still a clear direction in the development.

Transient
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Search

Absorbing

Negotiation

Service

Failure/
Departure

Figure 6.3.: Peer life-cycle model.
Despite the fact that such a high level description cannot provide a detailed mathematical model of a peer’s life-cycle (mostly because it cannot tractably model the potential
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"dynamics" as the process makes cycles in the transient states) it is an essential step to
construct more formal descriptions, e.g., based on Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs) [JMT94].
However, a detailed SPN-based model might have been very complex since it has to consider many factors and numerous application depended issues have to be taken into account. In fact, peer uptime is the time until the departure event occurs. This event is the
result of an underlying process, which is in most cases largely unknown. In certain realizations where application-specific events (i.e., initiation of a new file download) could be
captured and reported to the underlying overlay infrastructure, the structure of the underlying process can become clearer and augment its modeling. However, such a realization
is not always feasible and certainly not a straightforward procedure.

6.4.2. Swarm-based File Sharing Model
In order to derive a more concrete model to describe peers’ uptime, a specific application
has to be considered. In fact, we have to consider a service that matches the characteristics
of the one used to collect the available empirical data, thus, a file sharing application.
Advanced file sharing services employ the so-called "swarm" technique to increase their
performance. Using this technique, file sharing systems divide shared files into a number
of blocks, usually of constant size. As a result, peers can download in parallel different
blocks from different remote peers and increase the service throughput; every peer acts
as a server supplying multiple other receivers. However, bandwidth limitations (usually
forced by local policies or the access network) create the need for a queue on each peer
where requests for blocks are stored and wait to be serviced based on the implemented
scheduler that may be priority based.
An individual peer that joins a P2P file sharing network initiates a number of requests (in
parallel or in series) and waits to be serviced by other peers. The time it takes to download
the requested files is the result of a multiplicative process composed by mostly independent
events for each block (where dependencies might occur when multiple blocks are served
by the same remote peer). The achieved download bandwidth is a complex quantity to
be computed analytically. It is out of scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, intuitively it
can be stated that as this multiplicative process is progressing, the achieved throughput
is the metric that mostly determines the lifetime of the peer (unexpected interrupts or
faults can be another random source that terminates the process). Impatient or unsatisfied
users interrupt peer’s participation in the system. Furthermore, as there exist multiple
file sharing systems, users try in parallel to find the requested resources and they remain
connected only to the best performing system. Recalling our discussion in Section 6.2 and
based on the fact that no lower failure time can be defined since users can depart at any
arbitrary moment, a lognormal distribution can naturally be selected to describe peers’
uptime.
However, the investigation in Section 6.3 concluded that a pure lognormal distribution
does not match perfectly the empirical observations. Therefore, there is a need to consider
further factors that drive the underlying process.
A very important aspect not considered so far is the heterogeneity of peers. Therefore, we
have developed a mixture process of two lognormal distributions (since the lognormal dis-
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tribution fits well with the multiplicative underlying process) that can augment capturing
the heterogeneity. Two classes of peers have been considered, a stable one that represents
peers connected to high bandwidth connections (e.g., T3) and a less stable one (e.g., using
DSL connections). The ratio between those classes has been considered to be 20% stable
and 80% unstable peers to reflect reality adequately. Having these constraints the shape
of the mixture curve has been optimally fitted to that of the empirical one. Table 6.2 provides the estimated parameters for the two component distributions, namely Lognormal
A and Lognormal B. The former distribution represents the unstable peers and is called
the weak component, while the latter distribution represents the stable peers and is called
the strong component. The resulting matching is graphically shown in Figure 6.4 where
the almost perfect matching can be observed. Additionally, we have drawn the suggested
Pareto distribution for direct comparison.
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Figure 6.4.: Fitting of lognormal mixture distribution to empirical peer uptime.
Furthermore, the probability density functions (PDFs) of the mixture and the components
are shown in Figure 6.5(a); the CDF of the resulting mixture and the components is also
provided in Figure 6.5(b). As it can be observed, approximately 70% of the unstable peers
depart in less than two hours, while less than 35% of the stable peers depart at the same
period and nearly 62% from the mixture.
However, as the driving factors change, the resulting uptime distribution may naturally
evolve to a different shape. A general solution to address such unpredictable situations is
to approximate the shape with matrix analytic methods (Phase-type distribution) [Neu81].
The latest results in the related research area provide solutions that can efficiently handle even heavy-tailed distributions [HT00], [RDS04]. Though, Phase-type approximations
require in general a large number of parameters. Alternatively, one can consider different mixtures of distributions such as the double-Pareto [Mit04] or the double ParetoLognormal [RJ04]. We have selected the mixture of lognormal distribution because it fits
naturally by considering the evolvement of the underlying process and the heterogeneity
of the peers.
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Table 6.2.: Parameters of mixture distributions.
Distribution
Lognormal Mix.
(ratio: ρ = 0.8)

Parameter 1
µ1 = 8.39
µ2 = 9.57

Parameter 2
σ1 = 0.97
σ2 = 1.67

1.0

Lognormal mixture
Lognormal A
Lognormal B

0.00014

Density probability function
fM ix (x) = ρ · fLgn [µ1 , σ1 ](x)+
(1 − ρ) · fLgn [µ2 , σ2 ](x)

0.00012

0.8

0.6
0.00008

CDF
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(a) Lognormal PDFs.
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(b) Lognormal CDFs.

Figure 6.5.: Lognormal Mixture.

6.4.3. Peer Role Cost Model
As it has already been mentioned, P2P systems can either be designed without considering the heterogeneity of the peers (both in physical capabilities and user behavior) and
adopting the so-called "flat" model, or by taking into account the existing heterogeneity
and assigning different responsibilities to each peer (such approaches are usually called
"hybrid" or "hierarchical" 43 ). In the latter case, a well-balanced responsibility assignment mechanisms is mandatory to provide incentives to peers adopting the individual
roles. Apparently, many approaches, e.g., JXTA [TAA+ 03], do not consider this issue
and (arbitrarily in many cases) select a subset of super-peers. The workload is thereafter
unevenly distributed among the peers and almost exclusively assigned to the super-peers,
e.g., the maintenance of the overlay network, the consistency of the shared indexing mechanism, etc. More importantly, the expected residual peer lifetime is not considered as an
assignment criterion.
On the other hand, a richer and better-balanced role model has been proposed for Omicron
[DMS04]. Here four different core roles have been identified: the Router, the Cacher, the
Indexer and the Maintainer. Within the design of Omicron, peers form clusters and distribute the roles according to their capabilities. For example, low-capability peers assigned
the Router role are required to participate only in the message forwarding procedure, while
Cachers additionally maintain caches of popular shared items. Peers with higher capabilities can become Indexers and maintain the complete indexing structures assigned to their
cluster, while peers assigned the Maintainer role are responsible to maintain the topology
of the inter-cluster overlay network, as well as the balanced and stable structure of the
cluster itself.
43

Chapter 3 provides further details on hybrid and hierarchical overlay network design approaches.
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Naturally, the assignment of different roles to peers incurs different costs for the system.
For example, in the role model of Omicron, the Routers are required to construct only
a small routing table that contains sufficient information to usefully participate in the
message routing process. In this case, only a small amount of information must be provided
to the peer by the system. On the other hand, an Indexer must copy the complete index
of the shared items assigned to the cluster, which has considerably higher cost in system
resources.
As it has been mentioned already, there are two different kinds of constraints on assigning
a role to a peer, the system and the user constraints. As system constraints are considered
the physical capabilities of a peer, e.g., connection type, computation power, energy, etc.
As user constraints are considered the behavior and the resulting peer uptime. Since it
is less complex to handle the system constraints (i.e., announcing the provided resources
and setting bounds on the roles that can be potentially assigned to a peer) our discussion
here will consider only the user constraints, alas the peer uptime.
In the general case r different roles might be assumed. However, in a simpler scenario
(though adequately expressive and powerful) it can be sufficient to assume only two roles,
a lightweight one in terms of required stability that offers the combined functionality of a
Router and a Cacher (as described in the Omicron terminology) and a more demanding
one that offers the functionality of an Indexer and a Maintainer. The latter role model is
considered here, since it suffices to reveal the issues related to the peer burn-in optimization
procedure. Let us denote as r1 the former role and r2 the latter. The cost for assigning the
roles r1 or r2 to a peer is c1 or c2 , respectively. Deriving from the definition of the roles,
it holds that c1 < c2 . This inequality is part of the motivation to consider applying the
burn-in mechanism. Afterwards assigning a role to a peer, the system gains a utility from
this peer that increases with the time. Let us denote as fui (t) the instant utility function of
role ri at time t, which we assume that expresses the "net" profit (the operational cost has
been subtracted) for simplicity. For example, the instant utility of role r1 is the number of
messages correctly forwarded towards the destination and the number of successful "hits"
in the cache in a unit of time. Similarly, the utility of role r2 is the number of consistently
indexed items available for lookup requests and the maintenance of the optimal topology
to guarantee the minimum bounds on routing messages to any destination in the overlay
network. Since the utility increases with the time the peer offers the assigned services, the
total utility ui can be calculated by integrating the instant utility function over the time
period a role is assigned to the peer.
Z
ui =

tdeparture

tassignment

fui (x) dx,

(6.3)

where tassignment is the time role ri is assigned to a peer and tdeparture is the time this peer
disconnects from the overlay network.
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6.5. Burn-in Optimization
6.5.1. Conditions
Let us consider a lifetime random variable X used to model peers’ uptime with a continuous
distribution function F (t) = P r{X ≤ t, t > 0} and density function f (t). Revisiting the
model constructed in Section 6.4.1 the peer uptime is the time until a departure or a failure
event occurs; alas, the transition over the transient states towards the absorbing one. First
passage times analysis [Kul95, pages 162-185] is a suitable method for the investigation
of the hazard rate by studying the transition of the process from the transient to the
absorbing state.
The hazard rate (or failure rate) h(t) at time t is defined to be h(t) = f (t)/1 − F (t).
The hazard rate is a characteristic of the distribution, capable in many cases of providing
more precisely the dynamic features of a distribution than the cumulative, the survival
or the density probability function. More specifically, the shape of the hazard rate is the
result of the balance between two factors: the attraction of the absorbing state and the
general diffusion within the transient space. In general, it has been observed that the
shape of the hazard rate is a function of the distance between the starting point and the
state of absorption [AG01]. Small distance results to a decreasing failure rate (DFR),
large distance results into an increasing failure rate (IFR), while an intermediate distance
leads to a non-monotone hazard rate. It is well known that burn-in is useful for items
whose lifetime distributions have initially a high failure rate and then improve over time
[BS97]. The set of peers that survive the burn-in procedure has the same failure rate as
the original set of peers but shifted to the left. Generally, the decreasing failure rate of
the items is the effect of the heterogeneity in their lifetimes.
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Figure 6.6.: Lognormal Mixture Hazard Rate.
Considering the derived lognormal mixture distribution from Section 6.4.2, we draw the
resulted hazard rates in Figure 6.6. By examining the weakest component we observe
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a very sharp growth near zero reflecting the fact that the majority of unstable peers
perform their initial searching for interesting services. Users can tolerate a short delay to
get back the search results. As there is a possibility of not finding the requested resources,
unstable users may depart very early. However, their conditional reliability is getting
higher as they survive for longer time periods. In contrast, stable users are tolerable and
patient to longer delays; the hazard rate is much lower demonstrating their reliability.
The mixture distribution combines the characteristics of both components. It is very
interesting to observe the limiting behavior of the mixture that converges to the hazard
rate of the strongest component (in fact, this is a general property of mixture distributions
[BMS93]). It should be noted that the distribution mixture ratio ρ does not influence the
limiting behavior; though, it affects the convergence speed. On the other hand, the head
of the mixture hazard is mostly affected by the weakest component. Thus, by observing
the shape of the mixture, we can conclude that the required conditions for successfully
applying the burn-in method are fulfilled.

6.5.2. Criteria
Burn-in optimality criteria can be either performance or cost based. Performance models
rely on basic concepts on which cost models can be further developed. An overview of
important criteria is provided in the seminal work of Block et al. [BS97]. In fact, the most
basic concept considered in burn-in optimization problem is the mean residual lifetime
(MRL).
In general, for lifetime distributions that have a bathtub shape it has been reported that
the optimal time is before the time the monotonicity of the curve changes. A real valued
function g(t) defined on [0, ∞) has a bathtub shape if there exist 0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ ∞ such
that:

if 0 ≤ t ≤ t1 ;
 strictly descreases
is a constant
if t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 ;
g(t) =
(6.4)

strictly increasing
if t2 ≤ t.
In the above definition, if t1 = t2 = 0 then g(t) is strictly increasing, while if t1 = t2 = ∞
then g(t) is strictly decreasing.
The relationship between MRL and the hazard rate have been explored in [Mi95] specifically for cases where the hazard rate has a bathtub curve. In this case, the MRL has an
upside bathtub curve. Moreover, it is reported that in the special case where t1 = t2 = ∞
performance models based only on MRL are not sufficient to estimate the optimal burn-in
time and a cost model should be considered. This result holds also when the hazard rate
function has a roller-coaster shape and the last change has a decreasing slope (Mi [Mi04]
investigated the properties of such hazard rate curves and their relation to the shape of
MRL).
In fact, the shape of the mixture of lognormal distributions (Figure 6.6) can be described
as a roller-coaster curve with decreasing tail. Therefore, it is required to elaborate on the
cost model developed in Section 6.4.3 to determine the optimal burn-in time tb (otherwise,
considering only MRL related criteria the optimal burn-in time is infinity).
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A useful concept necessary for the following analysis is the conditional reliability Rt (y),
which is defined to be the probability that a component survives an additional interval of
duration y given that it has survived until time t. Thus:
Rt (y) =

1 − F (t + y)
R(t + y)
=
,
1 − F (t)
R(t)

(6.5)

where R(t) = 1 − F (t) denotes the reliability (survivability) function.

6.5.3. Mission Time Estimation
Generally speaking, the burn-in technique is employed to enhance the reliability by eliminating weak items from a population of items having heterogeneous lifetimes. In the
original definition of the term, the procedure includes an accelerated life test that is applied to the components incurring (sometimes significantly) additional cost. However, in
the case of P2P overlay networks, accelerated life tests are not possible and the mechanism
merely let peers survive for a burn-in time tb , which maximizes the probability that a peer
will survive for an additional time tm , the so-called mission time. Hence, the cost of the
procedure is merely the lost utility during time tb when the tested peer is not utilized
effectively by the system.
The problem we seek to optimize is formulated as follows. Assume that assigning a role to
a peer incurs a cost ca , which depends on the network quantities such as the population,
the advertised items, the number of neighbors required, etc.; nevertheless, this cost is
independent of the behavior of the individual peer. In order to design a cost effective
system, the utility gained by a peer must be greater than the cost required to maintain
the necessary changes. This raises a constraint on the minimum utilization time tm =
tdeparture − tassignment , the so-called mission time. In fact, for the efficient assignment of
role ri it should hold that :
ca ≤ ui .
(6.6)
Using (6.3) to replace ui we get:
Z
ca ≤

tdeparture

tassignment

fui (x) dx,

(6.7)

where tassignment = tjoin + tb . For simplicity, if we assume that the utility rate is constant
over time, i.e., fui (t) = uc , Inequality 6.7 becomes:
ca ≤ (tdeparture − tassignment )uc
ca ≤ (tdeparture − tjoin − tb )uc
ca
+ tb ≤ (tdeparture − tjoin ).
uc

⇒
⇒

The above inequality implies that the peer should survive for at least
The minimum mission time tm is then
tm = tdeparture − tjoin − tb =

ca
uc

ca
uc

+ tb time units.
(6.8)
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6.5.4. Cost-based Optimization
Having estimated the mission time tm , we need to consider a cost-based criterion to optimize the burn-in procedure, as it has been discussed in Section 6.5.2, since MRL alone is
not sufficient for this case.
The cost of not utilizing the peer immediately at the join time but waiting for the burn-in
time tb is cl , defined as:
Z tjoin +t´b
cl =
fui (x) dx,
(6.9)
tjoin

where t´b , 0 ≤ t´b ≤ tb is the time of not utilizing the peer.
The cost function of the burn-in procedure is given by:
E[Cb (tb )] = uc tb + cbf F (tb ) + cmf [F (tb + tm ) − F (tb )],

(6.10)

where the first term represents the lost utility cl for the burn-in period as calculated in
(6.9) for t´b = tb . The second term is the cost to recover from a failure during the burn-in
period tb assuming cbf cost units per time unit and the last term is the cost of failure
during the mission time tm assuming cmf cost units per time unit. Since cbf ¿ cmf , we
can safely ignore the second term, getting a simpler cost expectation function:
E[C̃b (tb )] = uc tb + cmf [F (tb + tm ) − F (tb )],

(6.11)

where F (t) is the CDF of the lifespan. Using (6.5), Equation (6.11) can be written as:
E[C̃b (tb )] = uc tb + cmf R(tb )[1 − Rtb (tm )].

(6.12)

The minimum cost occurs at tmin so that:
E[C̃b (tmin )]0 = 0,

(6.13)

which is the optimal burn-in time considering the burn-in cost. It should be noted that
for certain values of the cost and utility parameters as well as the reliability function, one
might compute that the minimum cost is observed for tb = 0. In such scenarios where
for maximum MRL the burn-in time must be tb = ∞ while for minimum burn-in cost the
burn-in time must be tb = 0, it is necessary to explore another criterion comparing the
cost and utility of the system with and without burn-in. Nevertheless, such scenarios do
not apply in the empirically observed P2P systems.

6.5.5. An Example Use Case
Aiming to a more comprehensive understanding of the derived results, we provide an
example use case. In this example a P2P overlay is explored. It is assumed that the cost
to assign a demanding role to a peer is ca = 10000 and the constant utility is uc = 2 per
second. The cost of failure within the mission time is cmf = 60000. From (6.8) we get
that the mission time is tm = 5000 seconds. Applying these values to (6.13) we derive
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Figure 6.7.: Burn-in cost.
the solution for the optimal burn-in time under the assumed parameters. In particular,
the solution for the optimal time of this example is tb = 6277.52 seconds and using (6.12)
the expected cost for the burn-in period is calculated (E[C̃b (6277.52)] = 23320.7937). A
graphical representation of the cost as a function of the burn-in time tb is provided at
Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.8.: Survivability comparison.
After calculating the required parameters, the focus is shifted towards how to examine the
benefits of applying the burn-in method in the resulting survivability of the P2P system.
Figure 6.8 shows the achieved survivability of the peers assigned a critical role, with and
without burn-in appliance. The advantage of the method is clearly displayed. It should be
clear though, that the burn-in appliance does not make peers better; the procedure does
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not affect the behavior of the peers. Instead, by capitalizing on conditional probabilities,
components that survive burn-in have a higher probability of having longer lifetime than
components without burn-in.

6.6. Cluster endurance
The weak cluster endurance ECW (t) has been defined in Section 4.3.1 as the probability
that at least one peer will survive after t time. Having estimated a realistic survivability
function for peers based on empirically observed systems, an estimation of the cluster
endurance is demonstrated in this section.
Assume that a cluster consists of 5 peers. Their observed up-time is provided in Table 6.3.
Based on the required burn-in time calculated in the previous section, it can be noted that
two of them have survived long enough to safely be assigned demanding roles.
Table 6.3.: Peer up-times configuration example.
Peer
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE

Observed up-time
500 seconds
1000 seconds
6000 seconds
11000 seconds
11000 seconds

Survived burn-in

X
X

1.00

Endurance

0.90

0.80
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0.60
Reliability based endurance
Conditional reliability based endurance

0.50
0

10000

20000

30000
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Figure 6.9.: Cluster endurance distribution.
The endurance of this particular cluster is shown in Figure 6.9. There, a comparison
between peer reliability and conditional peer reliability based endurance estimation is
provided. It can be noted that the conditional reliability based estimation provides a
higher endurance value, which reflects better the expected endurance since it utilizes better
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the available information. This is particularly important since as it has been observed the
uptime distribution does not follow a Poisson distribution; thereby, it cannot be considered
as memoryless.
A usual metric to estimate the reliability of a service in the telecommunications sector
is to calculate the expected elapsed time so that the service is available with probability
0.99999 (the so-called "five nines" rule). Thus, it is essential to calculate the time tf n
such that ECW (tf n ) > 0.99999. This time is the expected time that at least one member
of the cluster will survive with probability 0.99999. Using Equation 4.2 that provides the
weak cluster endurance and setting the reliability fi (t) of each peer to the conditional
reliability formula provided in Equation 6.5 we calculate tf n ≈ 2, 748.88. Similarly, using
the reliability function we get that tf n ≈ 2, 701.89. In both cases it is assumed that
the peer uptime distribution is given by the lognormal mixture distribution defined in
Section 6.4.2. The distribution parameters are given in Table 6.2. Figure 6.10 shows a
"magnification" of the top left area of Figure 6.9 to graphically illustrate the "five nines"
concept.
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Figure 6.10.: Expected time for endurable clusters (ECW (tf n ) > 0.99999).

6.7. Summary
In order to find the optimal time to assign a critical and demanding role to a peer, a number
of issues have to be addressed. The most challenging question was to define the peer uptime
distribution. While there are a plethora of empirical observations, researchers still debate
the appropriate fitting distribution. In fact, by considering similar discussions on different
Internet quantities such as the size distribution of Web files, it is observed that seemingly
trivial variations on generative models can result in different distributions. Moreover,
we investigated and collected the core factors that define the boundary within which the
empirical observations can be trusted. By primarily considering the heterogeneity of the
peers and the generative multiplicative process that drives the underlying process of peer’s
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lifetime, we provided some meaningful and natural interpretations of a representative
empirical curve. Apparently, the multiplicative process fits quite adequately with the
case of swarm-based file sharing services where many small factors influence its progress.
However, as the driving factors change, the resulting uptime distribution may naturally
evolve to a different shape that may be better approximated by different methods (e.g.,
matrix analytic techniques).
Elaborating on the derived hazard rate functions of peer lifespan, we examined whether
it is meaningful to apply the burn-in method on peers. Thereby, the necessary conditions
have been identified and the appropriate criteria have been selected. Further, a stochastic
framework has been constructed to compute optimally (minimum burn-in cost) the parameters of interest, viz. the optimal mission time and burn-in time. The results have
been applied to a parametric example of P2P system where the identification of peers with
statistically higher survivability allowed the assignment of critical roles to them, leading
to a globally more stable overlay network. Moreover, the estimation of the expected cluster endurance is demonstrated based on peer reliability and conditional peer reliability
methods, where the improved results of the latter method are observed.
The findings of this chapter (especially the parametrical description of peers’ uptime) are
important for the stochastic analysis of the P2P overlay networks.
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Chapter 7

Open Architecture Simulation Framework

Fast is fine, but accuracy is everything.
Xenophon

Conceptual outline.
Having described the architectural design of Omicron as well as the modeling and
analysis of the relevant communication mechanisms, it is necessary to evaluate
the accomplished system performance and compare it with existing alternative approaches. However, before providing the performance evaluation, the architectural
description of the developed simulation-based evaluation framework itself is supplied.
Since there was no suitable simulator available to meet the raised requirements, it
was necessary to develop a new tool. The open software architecture of our tool is
described both from functional and compositional point of view. The tool has been
designed to meet the needs of a plethora of P2P overlay networks and not merely
the particular needs of Omicron. However, its design is influenced by the rich role
model of Omicron, which constitutes an excellent approach to effectively implement
other systems (even systems that do not consider the heterogeneity of the peers).
In fact, both Chord and Gnutella have been implemented within the simulator. The
tool can export the simulation results in multiple formats suitable either for creating
meaningful graphs or detailed descriptions of the running simulations that may be
visualized by employing appropriate external tools.
This chapter is organized as follows. The need for a novel simulator appropriate for
P2P overlay networks is motivated in Section 7.1 and a brief overview of the stateof-the-art on P2P overlay simulators is supplied in the same section. Subsequently,
the architecture of the simulator is described in Section 7.2 including the functionality, the components and additional crucial information. This is followed by the
description of the underlying network model in Section 7.3. Then, the Omicron role
model is adopted and extended to meet the needs of several other P2P overlay networks in Section 7.4, followed by the description of the message handling procedure
in Section 7.5. Finally, the chapter is summarized in Section 7.6.
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7.1. Motivation
Up to this point the architecture of the P2P overlay network and the relevant communication algorithms and mechanisms have been described, modeled and analyzed. Therefore,
it is crucial to evaluate and compare their performance with existing alternatives in an
environment as pragmatic and viable as possible. The complexity of the overlay operations
and the great multitude of the objectives need to be provably assessed using simulative
and (to a certain degree) analytical techniques before proceeding to the expensive step of
system deployment. Thus, the most adequate approach for this performance evaluation is
to simulate the system using a sufficiently detailed model. Moreover, equally expressive
models must be developed for alternative systems. As it has been discussed in Chapter 3,
the design space of P2P overlay networks relatively large. Therefore, there is a need for a
general and powerful tool that can supply both rich design capabilities, as well as concrete
useful functionality to realize the plethora of networks. In addition, it should be efficiently
implemented in order to be capable of supporting simulation experiments of relatively
large sizes (several thousands of peers).
Nevertheless, developing a simulator is a process that poses a number of design and implementation issues. The depth at which a simulator models the problems should be sufficient
to get valid results. Additionally, it should provide sufficient functionality as well as be
able to extend and adapt its design to cover new concepts. However, when models become
large in size they require extensive support in memory and computation power to perform
the experiments. To balance out these trade-offs at the level of operational details an
effective design is required.
On the other hand, modeling P2P systems poses certain requirements on the ability to
capture the involved complexity. More specifically, effective mechanisms are required to
model the user behavior as well as the details of the communication protocols at the
overlay level. Further, detailed modeling of the underlying physical network is necessary
at certain occasions. To enable the simulation of complex approaches, advanced concepts
such as clustering mechanisms and role assignment should be supported as well.
Several simulators have been examined as potential candidates that could be used to
extensively assess the characteristics of diverse P2P approaches. Ns-2 [FV00] had been
initially considered mainly because of the great popularity of the tool and the provided
support. While Ns-2 is the default option for transport and lower network protocols
of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model, it proved to be inefficient for P2P
systems. The detailed model of the network routers and the transmitted packets, made
the simulation of large size P2P systems very demanding. Moreover, the duality in the
language requirements (both C++ and Tcl) made it less attractive.
J-Sim (formerly known as Javasim) [Tya02] has been another evaluated candidate. Its
layered-design appears to be a promising alternative that can enable the simulation of
larger systems. Initially, J-Sim had been used to provide the underlying network model but
due to the large resource consumption it has been replaced by a more lightweight solution.
A different approach, the Neurogrid Simulator [Jos03] has been designed specifically for
P2P systems so it offers a more efficient model. However, the fact that it has been initially
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designed for a specific system (Neurogrid) and the lack of sufficient documentation limits
its potential as a general-purpose P2P simulator.
Ptolemy [BCD+ 03] is a general-purpose simulator that offers a large variety of simulation
models. Though, it is not a lightweight solution appropriate for large-scale P2P systems.
Finally, some other simulators have been briefly examined, such as 3LS [TD03], Desmo-J
[PLC00], Simjava [HM98], myns [Ban02]. For different reasons, they have failed to meet
the posed challenging requirements.

7.2. Simulator Design
7.2.1. Functionality Layers
In order to address effectively the complexity of P2P systems, an analysis of their functionality in different layers has been performed to divide them in distinguishable parts.
Their functionality can be effectively represented b the following three layers 44 :
1. User behavior layer. This layer captures the actions taken by the users. This might
include their behavior using advanced services and express their co-operativeness or
their inclination to become free riders (a well-known phenomenon in the context of
P2P systems). In addition, this layer captures important information for the reliability and stability of the P2P overlay. It is very important to simulate accurately the
rates at which peers join and leave P2P overlay networks. Based on this information
prediction algorithms can be developed to optimize the operation of the overlays and
the usage of the related resources.
2. Overlay protocol layer. Overlay protocols (are application layer protocols for constructing the overlay networks and performing the related operations) are included
in this layer. More specifically, this layer consists of the communication protocols
of the overlay networks and the corresponding algorithms such as message routing,
dissemination of system-related information (e.g., estimated peer reliability), maintenance of the overlay structure, etc. This layer is the most significant one with
respect to the context of this thesis.
3. Network transmission layer. This layer captures the details of the physical network
(e.g., latency and bandwidth) and the related communication protocols that are
located at the four lower layers of the OSI model. Although in many cases the
details of this model are not of high importance for the researchers of P2P systems,
they can play an important role (especially in cases where network QoS is of great
importance such as media streaming within P2P overlays). This layer is responsible
for modeling the details of delivering packets between peers.
Figure 7.1 shows the functional architecture of the simulator. It is designed in a way that
can naturally capture the needs of the P2P systems as they have been analyzed. The Agent
layer represents and models user behavior, the Overlay layer includes the details of the
44

A similar functionality separation is proposed in [TD03].
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Figure 7.1.: Functionality layers.
P2P protocols and the UnderlyingNetwork is the layer that enables the attachment of a
variety of network models that can capture the physical network properties in a wide range
of detail levels. Finally, the architecture includes a core component of the simulator, the
SimulationEngine, in addition to the functional layers. The simulator has been designed in
a way that a great multitude of simulation engines, e.g., event-based or process-based can
be attached to perform the simulation. A default simulation engine is provided, though
users can exchange it with customized ones that may be more appropriate for certain
scenarios.

7.2.2. Components
The aim of developing this tool is to provide a general-purpose P2P simulator, which is
not dedicated to any specific P2P architecture or system. For this reason it has been
designed following a framework-like approach. As a first step, many different P2P overlay
architectures (structured, unstructured, flat, hierarchical, hybrid) have been analyzed to
capture their requirements.
Following this step, the most important components have been identified and developed
as well-defined entities in the software architecture of the simulator. The framework of the
simulator is based on the concept of plug-ins. More specifically, a well-defined interface is
supplied for each identified core component to offer the required functionality. Additionally, for each interface either a default implementation (in cases where it offers generalpurpose functionality suitable for any P2P approach) or an abstract base implementation
with general functionality is provided. Users can customize the concrete implementation
of each interface either by replacing the default component implementation or by providing specific extensions to the abstract classes. The process is straightforward since there is
a well-defined interface that can be seamlessly referenced in the implementation of other
components; changes are only locally required inside the component. As an example of a
component of this category, consider the Simulation-Engine. Users can replace the default
event-based engine with a process-based engine. An abstract base implementation with
general functionality is provided in cases where no default implementations can be proposed to fulfill the needs of each P2P overlay network. The base implementation has to
be extended to satisfy the needs of the particular system. The Agent class is an example
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component of this category that has to be extended.
The interaction among the default or the customized components takes place through their
well-defined interfaces, making the interaction process agnostic of implementation details.
Figure 7.2 illustrates the aforementioned design patterns of the core components.
Interface

Default
Implementation

Base
Implementation

Concrete
Implementation

Figure 7.2.: Component design pattern.
The extended analysis of many well-known P2P systems provided a comprehensive understanding of their structure. The most important identified concepts that have been
captured by the architecture of the simulator are supplied in the following list.
• Peer. It represents the peer itself encapsulating all the related components.
• GUID. Every peer can be uniquely identified using a globally unique identifier
(GUID). In many cases, no central authority exists to guarantee the uniqueness
of the identifiers so efficient distributed algorithms are employed.
• Overlays. They encapsulate the components that are related to the construction of
the overlay networks. In many cases peers participate in many sub-overlays (especially in cases of hierarchical approaches).
• Cluster Map. Many systems introduce the concept of clusters of peers where peers
are grouped together with respect to certain constraints, user interests or network
proximity-based requirements. Cluster Maps are entities that summarize the membership information of each cluster.
• Routing Table. Each peer maintains a number of neighbors in order to construct
the overlays. The Routing Tables encapsulate this information. The scope of each
Routing Table is the corresponding overlay network.
• Roles. In many cases, having identical responsibilities for each peer can lead to
inefficient systems. Many approaches propose the identification of roles appropriate
for different peers in order to overcome this problem.
• Message Dispatcher. Although this component is not very important from a conceptual point of view, it plays an important role in the correct and valid operation
of the peers. Peers that participate in multiple overlays and hold a number of different roles require a mechanism to direct the incoming messages to the appropriate
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receivers.
• Messages. A large number of different messages may exist in P2P systems. They
are vital components to develop the distributed nature of the P2P systems.
• Protocols. This concept represents the different overlay protocols. It is helpful in the
modeling of the systems. A protocol is constructed by a well-defined set of messages.
• Documents. Documents represent items of interest that can be shared between peers.
They are identified by GUIDs.
• Index. Indices are structures that summarize the location of the documents in the
P2P system. They can be detailed structures or can be modeled using appropriate
probabilistic methods to simulate their operation.
• Cache. Caches are document repositories of limited size. They can significantly
improve the performance of the overlay operations, e.g., in cases of Zipfian query
distribution.
• Link. Links encapsulate the details of the physical connections among peers. They
can include complex models for the latency and the bandwidth or simple models
that offer certain functions, e.g., in-order message delivery.
• NetworkWrapper. NetworkWrappers are general objects that adapt and hide the
details of the underlying network from the Overlay layer. The also encapsulate
Links.
Figure 7.3 shows the architectural components of each Peer. The multiplicity of the
particular entities is demonstrated with overlapping rectangles.
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Message
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Figure 7.3.: Core peer components.
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7.2.3. Simulation Engine
A framework approach has been adopted to allow the easy replacement of the default
simulation engine with customized engines. The requirements for the simulation engine
are efficiency and sufficient functionality. Figure 7.4 provides the software design of the
default simulation engine. The SimulationFramework is a general-purpose component that
is called by the Application to create certain scenarios (build nodes, agents, topologies,
etc.), start them and process the results of the experiments. The Simulator is an interface
that provides vital information about the status and the progress of the simulation. The
Scheduler enables the insertion of the active components into the simulator that can
generate events. It ensures the correct execution of those generated events in order to
provide valid experiments. The duration of each experiment is controlled by the scheduler
and the parameters defined by the Application. Peers add the generated events indirectly
via the NetworkWrapper interface. The events themselves are modeled by the so-called
Event class. They provide information such as scheduled execution time, content of the
messages, destination and originator. An efficient implementation of an ordered Queue is
used to store the generated messages and make them available for execution. Moreover,
Agents can generate Actions that are also added in the Queue of the Scheduler. Actions
share many similarities with the Events.
The default implementation of the simulation engine is single-threaded with respect to the
model actions in order to avoid the complexity of multi-thread programming. Costly I/O
operations can be performed by different threads to improve the overall performance.
Application

Peer

Simulation
Framework

Network
Wrapper

Simulator

Event

Scheduler

Queue

Figure 7.4.: Simulation engine.

7.3. Underlying Network Support
As it has been already described, the architecture of the simulator enables the easy adaptation of many components to fulfil a variety of functionalities. Holding the same axiom
for the underlying network layer, a general interface (NetworkWrapper ) has been defined
to encapsulate the details of the networking layer. A lightweight default implementation
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is provided that offers an adequate model with minimum complexity and demands in
resource requirements. The characteristics of this model are given in the following list:
• Reliable communication: Taking into account the fact that most of the deployed
P2P systems employ TCP as a transport protocol to exchange messages, this model
provides reliable communication in on an end-to-end basis. This means that no
packets will ever be dropped because of buffer overflows in routers.
• Peers may depart arbitrarily (fail): Peers may depart without prior notification.
This is the only type of failure that can take place in this simple model. Network
connectivity is assumed.
• In-order message delivery: Messages that belong to the same session are guaranteed
to be delivered in-order. Again, this follows from TCP like connection modeling.
• Probabilistic end-to-end delay: In this model links are entities that connect two
peers (end-to-end) as illustrated in Figure 7.5. The details of the physical network
are hidden in this model.

Link
Peer

Peer

Figure 7.5.: Link modeling.
Aiming to increase the ability to correctly set the end-to-end delay without modeling a
very detailed and complex underlying network, the following model has been developed.
The concept of SubNet has been introduced to model network Autonomous Systems (ASs).
Peers that belong to the same SubNet are assumed to be close in the network (few hops
away) and thus, the transmission delay among these peers is assumed to be short as well.
On the other hand, peers belonging to different SubNets have longer delay. The delay in
a packet switched network (i.e., IP based) is a function of the physical distance which is
a fixed delay and a is mostly effected by the network congestion and the length of the
constructed queues in the intermediate routers. The latter factor is dynamic and it may
be modeled stochastically.
The proposed model is transforming the peer delay into a two-dimensional Euclidean space
where each peer is mapped and assigned two coordinates. Naturally the distance between
two peers PA and PB (represented as Euclidean points where their coordinates are (xA , yA )
and (xB , yB ), respectively) is given by:
p
distanceAB = (xB − xA )2 + (yB − yA )2 .
(7.1)
Thus, the delay between PA and PB is a stochastic function of their distance:
delayAB = α · distanceAB + q(distanceAB ),

(7.2)

where q(x) is the congestion delay and α is a parameter that can regulate the distance
effect.
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The SubNet concept is illustrated in Figure 7.6. There, the peers are physically connected
to three different ASs. Their mapping to the abstract Euclidean space is shown in a way
that their relative distance can be adequately approximated.
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Figure 7.6.: Euclidean distance abstraction.

7.4. Roles
A novel characteristic of the simulator is the ability to support multiple roles for each peer
in an effective way. Roles represent responsibilities for certain operations, such as routing
or indexing. In order to achieve this an appropriate abstract framework is necessary. A
common role has been identified for each peer independently of the selected system to be
simulated. It is the Connector role, which provides the establishment of the inter-peer
connections (not necessarily in a TCP way). Its detailed description is given in Chapter 5.
The Connector is responsible to handle the creation and tear-down of each inter-peer connection. Moreover, it offers to ability check the validity of the connections using ping/pong
messages. Furthermore, the Connector offers the means to dynamically update the roles
"installed" on each peer. Finally, it dynamically updates the local ClusterMaps as they
evolve over time.
Table 7.1 provides the identified roles as they appear in the different node types of three
P2P networks. These P2P networks are representative systems of different design approaches. JXTA is a hierarchical system, Chord is a non-hierarchical P2P approach and
Omicron is a hybrid one. Five core operations are shown: Routing (RT), Caching (CH),
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Indexing (IX), Maintaining (MN) and Connecting (CN). The advantage of the role-based
approach is the simple reconfiguration of the responsibilities and the re-usage of the implemented modules in multiple ways. For example, users can share the same Indexing
mechanism between Chord-based and Omicron-based experiments. Alternatively, simple
JXTA peers can dynamically evolve to Rendezvous by installing additional roles.
Table 7.1.: Simulator roles and overlay networks.
Node type
JXTA Rendezvous
JXTA Peer
Chord
Omicron Router
Omicron Cacher
Omicron Indexer
Omicron Maintainer

RT
X
X
X
X
X
X

Operations
CH IX MN
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

CN
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

7.5. Message Handling
Messages are the entities that encapsulate the information to be exchanged among peers to
implement the overlay protocols. In complex systems such as JXTA, peers can participate
in multiple overlay networks, e.g., per peer group. Moreover, they can be assigned multiple
roles, e.g., Router, Maintainer, etc. Peers communicate with their neighbor peers for each
assigned role in every overlay abstraction. Each message carries a number of fields that
can augment this process to handle efficiently the large number of potential receivers. The
following common fields are included in each message:
• Style. The style determines the way a message is transmitted to the destination.
There are two different styles. The recursive style where the message is forwarded to
the most "promising" neighbor. Subsequently, this neighbor forwards the message to
the most promising neighbor of his until the message arrives at the final destination.
The second style is the iterative communication style. Also in this case, the message
is forwarded to the most promising neighbor. However, the selected neighbor replies
to the original peer with the address of the most promising of its neighbors instead
of forwarding the message directly. Then the original peer is responsible to contact
the new peer and get a new address until it reaches the final destination. Although
the second communication style is more costly in terms of latency compared to the
first one, it has the benefit that peers can check the progress of forwarding messages
themselves, thus, avoiding the problems that might appear with the presence of
malicious peers.
• Type. The type of the message determines the functionality that this message serves.
For example, it can be a maintenance or a routing message.
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• Name. The name discriminates the messages and enables the selection of how to
react to each one.
• Scope. The scope of a message determines the overlay through which this message
should be delivered to the destination. It might be possible that a destination node
might be reachable through different sub-overlays at different cost.
Figure 7.7 displays the common structure of each message. Moreover, this figure shows
how messages are handled when they arrive at a peer. The Message Dispatcher checks
the Type of the message and it passes it to the appropriate Role. Subsequently, the Role
examines the Name of the message in order to process it. After this, it performs the
appropriate local actions and it examines the scope of the message in order to select the
appropriate Overlay to forward or to reply to this message.
Overlays

Message
Scope
Name

Roles

Type
Message
Dispatcher

Function call
Check field

Style

Figure 7.7.: Message handling.

7.6. Summary
Though simulation alone is not sufficient to guarantee successful deployment of P2P systems over the Internet, it is a mandatory step in the development cycle in order to reduce
the deployment cost of unforeseen scenarios.
A well-developed simulator should carefully address the need for functionality and the
achieved performance. Moreover, an extendable and adaptable design is necessary to
enable the integration of particular systems with the general-purpose mechanisms offered
by the simulation framework.
The described tool has been designed to simulate network operations particularly in the
case of P2P systems. The role-based approach increases its suitability for a variety of
overlay network designs. The layered-based approach enables the attachment of various
underlying network models to fit the level of desired detail, e.g., J-Sim.
Furthermore, performed experiments show the efficiency achieved in terms of resource
requirements (memory and computation) for sufficiently large P2P networks. The high
adaptability of the simulator to a variety of simulation engines increases its suitability to
a vast number of modeling approaches.
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Currently four P2P systems have been ported for simulation: Gnutella, Chord, JXTA and
Omicron. Simulation is a preferable approach to compare P2P networks since identical
environmental conditions can be assured to obtain objective and comparable results. It
the focus of the following chapter to provide the collected results that have been produced
using the described simulation tool.
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Chapter 8

Evaluation Experiments

The test of any man lies in action.
Pindar

Conceptual outline.
Throughout this thesis, a novel architecture for P2P overlay networks has been designed, including a comprehensive set of algorithms and mechanisms. The targeted
requirements of this system have been analytically evaluated for several cases. However, in order to assess more accurately the performance of the system in more complex scenarios, simulation has been applied to validate the approach. The experiments
have been performed using the simulation framework described in Chapter 7. Most of
the them focus on the performance of Omicron. Nevertheless, it is not merely the absolute performance that matters, but the performance compared to other approaches.
Therefore, similar experiments have been performed evaluating Chord (wherever this
is meaningful) in order to provide a reference point for comparison. Moreover, in
order to demonstrate the general applicability of some mechanisms (i.e., the investigated caching mechanism), Chord has been selected as the assumed network topology
for these experiments. Some further results gathered by additional experiments are
provided in Appendix D.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.1 describes the general settings of the
simulation experiments. Afterwards, the accomplished scalability is quantitatively
evaluated in Section 8.2. The ability of Omicron to efficiently exploit the network
proximity is discussed in Section 8.3. Next, the focus of Section 8.4 lies on the
routing workload distribution where several quantities are evaluated. Following the
evaluation of the routing mechanisms, Section 8.5 investigates the performance of
multiple algorithms on their ability to sample adequately the endurance of each cluster. Then, the performance improvement when the proposed caching mechanism is
used is evaluated in Section 8.6. Finally, the chapter is summarized in Section 8.7.
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8.1. Experiments Description
The purpose of this chapter is to comprehensively evaluate the proposed P2P overlay network using simulation results. Its goal is to quantitatively evaluate the investigated system
and supplement the accomplished theoretical analysis. The evaluation process is based
merely on simulation experiments. Moreover, analytical approximations of the evaluated
quantities are carried out whenever possible in order to provide a direct comparison for a
range of input values.
The simulation experiments have been performed using the general purpose discrete event
simulator for P2P overlay networks presented in Chapter 7. The reported experiments are
based either on Omicron or on Chord. The characteristics of interest include the generated
traffic to locate and deliver the requested information, the distribution of the load among
the participating peers and clusters, the efficient use of the underlying network, etc.
The size of the evaluated P2P networks is ranging from 100 to 130, 000 peers45 . During the
performed experiments the size of clusters ranges between 2 and 16 peers. The degree of
the de Bruijn networks is mostly set to 2 and 4 connections per node. While it is possible
to set it to any arbitrary integer, the interest of our research lies in fixed, low degree de
Bruijn networks.
Networks are constructed as peers join in the so-called bootstrap phase. When the targeted population is reached, peers perform operations and statistics are collected. Events
are either randomly or periodically generated according to the needs of the particular experiment. Several random number generators are used to provide the appropriate input
rates, e.g., uniform, normal, lognormal, Zipfian, etc.

8.2. Scalability
Scalability is the most critical requirement for most P2P applications. In terms of core
overlay network operations, the cost of LookupRequest(s) is the metric we use to evaluate
the scalability of the network. It should be noted that the cost both for LookupRequest(s)
and PublishRequest(s) (as they are described in Chapter 5) is identical. In the rest of
this chapter we refer to such messages as queries. The focus of the experiments is mostly
on the way the communication cost increases as the network grows in size.

8.2.1. Impact on Shortest Path Distribution
In this section the quantity of interest is the distribution of the shortest paths between
nodes. This investigation reveals the relationship between the average shortest path and
the network diameter. Loguinov et al. [LKRG03] provide an approximation formula of
45

It should be noted that not many widely available simulators have such an ability to simulate network
models of that scale and model detail.
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the asymptotic distribution (PMF) of shortest paths in de Bruijn graphs:

p(n) ≈

k n k 2n−1
−
.
N
N2

(8.1)

Here N is the order of the de Bruijn network and k is the degree of each node. Unfortunately, the distribution of de Bruijn distances d(x, y) between two nodes x and y is very
complicated and there is no closed-form expression for its PMF [SR94]. Equation 8.1 is
exact when the diameter D ≤ 3 and very close to the real value for larger graphs.
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In the related experiments many different orders of Omicron networks have been evaluated.
Nevertheless, we provide only the results of two representative experiments to give a better
idea of the shortest path PMF. For these experiments, the size of the Omicron network is
set to N1 = 16, 384 and N2 = 131, 072 and the average cluster size is K = 8. The degree
of the network is set to k = 2. Therefore, the order of the de Bruijn network in these two
scenarios is M1 = 2048 and M2 = 16384, respectively (note that M = N/K). Figure 8.1
provides the graphical representation of the results. The analytical approximation given
by Equation 8.1 is drawn as a continuous function to demonstrate more comprehensively
the matching of the two approaches. Figure 8.1(a) displays the results for the small order
de Bruijn network (M1 = 2, 048) while Figure 8.1(b) displays the results for the larger de
Bruijn network (M2 = 16, 384). Note that the vertical y-axis is logarithmically scaled. One
can observe a very close fitting of the simulation results to the analytical approximation.
It is only the last hop that differs slightly. This deviation can be explained by the following
two facts. On the one hand, the theoretical values are merely an approximation of the real
values. On the other hand, the simulation environment encounters factors not present in
analytical methods, e.g., the network topology may temporarily differ from the targeted
structure.
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Figure 8.1.: Shortest path distribution.
It can be observed that de Bruijn graphs expand exponentially. The majority of the
shortest paths between pair of nodes is very close to the diameter of the network. This
explains the results of the following section on the average query length.
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8.2.2. Impact on Average Query Length
The average query length can be regarded as the most relevant metric to evaluate the
scalability of a P2P overlay network. Moore’s law defines lower bounds for k-regular
graphs as it is provided in Inequality 2.3. In fact, de Bruijn graphs are asymptotically
optimal graphs converging to this bound for sufficiently large graph order N and node
degree k. As it is shown in [LKRG03]:
1
,
(8.2)
k−1
where µDB is the average asymptotic distance in de Bruijn graphs and DDB is the diameter.
Since the diameter of the network is already close to the Moore bound (cf. Inequality 2.2),
the average distance cannot shrink much further.
µDB ≈ DDB −

Average query length

The relevant collected measurements include experiments involving both the Omicron and
the Chord networks. Initially, we consider only the scalability of the Omicron network with
varying average cluster size between three values (K 1 = 4, K 2 = 8, K 3 = 16). Figure 8.2
provides the graphical representation of the experiments. Both x-axis and y-axis are
logarithmically scaled to provide a more comprehensive view. The average query length is
constituted both of the inter-cluster routing (de Bruijn based) towards the targeted cluster
and the intra-cluster step to reach an Indexer. In the particular experiments routing is
performed by peers assigned only with the Router role. No Cachers are present in this
experiment, therefore, Routers access directly an Indexer of the cluster to get the queried
information. The close matching of the analytical approximation and the simulation results
can be evidently observed from this figure. Moreover, it can be stated that, as the size of
clusters grow exponentially, the average routing length decreases linearly. Therefore, as
the cluster maintenance cost grows exponentially, it can be safely assumed that there is
an optimal maximum value for the size of the clusters, beyond which the cost grows more
quickly than the utility.
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Figure 8.2.: Routing scalability.
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65536

131072

8.3. Network Proximity
Beyond the absolute performance of Omicron, it is essential to compare it with a widely
known system like Chord, which can be considered as a reference point. Figure 8.3 shows
the related simulation results. It should be noted that both X and Y axes are logarithmically scaled to provide a more comprehensive view. As it can be observed from this
figure, Chord outperforms the Omicron network configuration with average cluster size
K = 8 and node degree k1 = 2. However, it should be noted that Chord’s design requires a logarithmically increasing node degree. Though, by similarly increasing the node
degree of Omicron, the average query length is getting significantly smaller than Chord.
To analytically express this, if the diameter in Equation 8.2 is replaced by the formula of
Equation 5.1 we get:
log(N )
1
µDB ≈
(8.3)
−
.
log(log(N )) log(N ) − 1

Average query length

Chord’s average length approximation is given by µCH = log(N )/2. Therefore, for similar
node degree, Omicron achieves smaller average query length. In fact, for the network
order range described in Figure 8.3, by setting Omicron’s node degree to k2 = 4, Omicron
outperforms Chord. Again here, it can be noted the good matching of the analytical
approximation and the simulation results.
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Figure 8.3.: Routing scalability: Omicron versus Chord.

8.3. Network Proximity
The focus of the previous section is on the average shortest paths between nodes. The
length of the path is expressed in number of hops required to reach the final destination.
Each step contributes equally with weight 1. While such a metric expresses well the complexity of the designed network, it lacks the ability to capture the accomplished efficiency
on mapping the P2P overlay network to the underlying network infrastructure.
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In fact, many P2P overlay networks do not consider at all the efficient mapping in their
design. For instance, Chord’s algorithm determines uniquely the neighbor peers (both
successors and fingers) of each individual peer. Therefore, peers cannot select neighbors
that are closest.
In contrast, Omicron has this freedom since any peer with the required role in a cluster is
similarly adequate46 . It is the purpose of this section to explore this ability quantitatively
and observe the improvement in end-to-end distance.
In order to define the underlying network distance between two peers, the two-dimensional
torus model with Euclidian distances, which has been introduced in Section 7.3, is utilized.
The cost of a connection is analogous to their distance, which we shall call "virtual delay".
For the performed experiments, the Euclidian space
contains a 2 × 2 area. Therefore, the
√
maximum virtual delay between two peers is 2 delay units (remark the properties of
toruses). Also, it should be noted that the calculated distance ignores the random effects
introduced in the simulator to estimate the transmission delay.

Omicron network, closest neighbor, avg. cluster size = 2 | 4, degree = 4
Omicron network, closest neighbor, avg. cluster size = 8 | 16, degree = 4
Omicron network, closest neighbor, avg. cluster size = 16, degree = 2
Omicron network, random neighbor, avg. cluster size = 16, degree = 2
Chord network, simulation measurements
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Figure 8.4.: Vicinity exploration: Omicron versus Chord.
The performed experiments include four different Omicron configuration settings and a
typical Chord network. The average cluster size varies between 2 to 16 peers and the intercluster node degree varies between 2 and 4. Two different policies are utilized. The first one
is a random neighbor selection based policy, unaware of the distance between the peers. It
has similar effects to the policy of Chord. The second policy selects the closest one among
the peers of the neighbor cluster. However, in the performed experiments peers may select
only their neighbor Routers. Their connection to the local Indexer (belonging to the same
cluster) is locality unaware. The last selection has been introduced to reflect scenarios
where a small number of reliable peers assigned with the Indexer role are available. This
"greedy" algorithm is expected to perform more efficiently than the random selection
policy.
46

We ignore issues such as trust or reliability at this selection. However, they are important aspects for
consideration.
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As it can be observed from Figure 8.4, the Omicron network based on the random selection policy and the Chord network perform inferiorly compared to the closest neighbor
approach. In fact, their relative performance is analogous to the hop based distance
metric (studied in the previous section) since the large number of uniformly distributed
peers is the determining factor. In contrast, the closest neighbor based experiments exploit peer vicinity much more efficiently. In fact, the performance is even better when
peers (Routers) can optimally select their Indexer, too. Further, the non-monotone curves
observed in cases where the inter-cluster node degree is 4 is an interesting point. The explanation for this effect is based on the fact that some network sizes cannot be defined as
integral powers of the node degree (4). Therefore, the average cluster size varies between
two values (e.g., 2 and 4 or 8 and 16).

8.4. Routing Workload Distribution
Omicron has been specifically designed to deal efficiently with the heterogeneity of the
peers. In order to do this, several mechanisms have been introduced. However, it is
desirable to accomplish a relatively even distribution of the workload among peers assigned
with similar roles. This section focuses specifically to the distribution of the routing
workload, aiming to find potential bottlenecks that can degrade the performance of the
system.

8.4.1. Query Workload Distribution
In Section 8.3, we compared the accomplished efficiency in mapping the overlay connections
to the underlying network cost. It has been observed that vicinity aware neighbor selection
can considerable improve the observed end-to-end delay. However, it is interesting to
examine how the described greedy algorithm affects the routing workload distribution
among the Routers.
On the one hand, Figure 8.5(a) provides the query workload distribution for a typical
Omicron configuration, where neighbors are randomly selected. The order of the network
is N = 1, 024 peers, where the inter- cluster node degree is k = 2 and the average cluster
size is K = 16. A relatively even workload distribution can be observed. On the other
hand, Figure 8.5(b) shows the accomplished workload distribution when peers select their
neighbor based merely on proximity criteria. Apart from the connection policy, the two
networks are identical.
Obviously, the greedy algorithm has a negative effect on the load balance. For certain
pairs of peers the assigned relative workload ratio is as high as 50 (regarding the specific
network configuration described above). Exploring more deeply the details of the simulation experiments the critical factor has been identified, which results to this undesirable
effect.
For single peer nodes of de Bruijn networks, it is guaranteed that both the incoming and
the outgoing node degrees are equal and fixed (with the exception of particular nodes,
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Figure 8.5.: Query routing load distribution.

as it is discussed in Section 5.3. However, for cluster based de Bruijn networks there is
no such guarantee. In fact, only the outgoing degree is equal and fixed (k = 2 for the
investigated scenario). In contrast, the random neighbor based network is constructed by
enforcing also the equal and fixed incoming node degree, resulting in the observed load
distribution.
Therefore, it is rational to examine whether by applying this restriction to the vicinity
aware network (restricted closest neighbor), improved load distribution results could be
achieved. However, such a restriction results to non optimally selected neighbors. Figure 8.5(c) shows the results of such a scenario. Peers accept new neighbors as long as their
incoming degree is less than or equal to their outgoing degree. If a new connection request
arrives while they have reached their maximum allowed incoming degree, the connection
request is refused and the originator peer requests a connection from a different peer. It
should be noted that such a policy is not optimal. A better strategy can be exploited,
e.g., by disconnecting the furthest among the currently connected peers. Nevertheless,
even this simple policy can provide the desirable results as we can see in Figure 8.5(c).
Practically, the query routing load distribution is indistinguishable between randomly selected neighbors and the restricted closest neighbor selection policy. Further results for
much larger network sizes are provided in Section D.
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8.4.2. Workload Distribution and Efficiency
The experiments performed in the previous section evaluating the routing workload distribution revealed that the restricted closest neighbor policy has a desirable distribution.
However, it is not expected to exploit the network vicinity as efficiently as the greedy
algorithm. Therefore, it is essential to evaluate the ability of the new algorithm to exploit
network vicinity.
Further experiments have been performed (similar to the ones in Section 8.3). The network size varies between 512 to 65, 536 peers. Peers submit queries to randomly selected
destinations. The queries are forwarded to the targeted cluster via Routers belonging to
neighbor clusters; then, a local Indexer (of the targeted cluster) replies.
Figure 8.6 provides the collected results where the x-axis scales logarithmically in order to
provide a more comprehensive view. The three different policies are graphically displayed
with curves. As it can be observed, the restricted closest neighbor policy performance is
close to the greedy closest neighbor policy. It is expected that a more advanced policy that
disconnects the furthest among the connected neighbors can provide even better results.
Moreover, if the random neighbor Indexer policy is replaced by a vicinity based one, both
vicinity aware policies perform better.
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Figure 8.6.: Vicinity exploration versus load-balance.

8.4.3. Enhanced de Bruijn Topology
As it has been mentioned in Section 4.5.4, particular de Bruijn nodes that are selfconnected receive a significantly less routing workload compared to the rest of the nodes.
The provided solution develops an enhanced de Bruijn structure where self connected links
are removed and replace by others that connect these nodes (c.f. Figure 4.7). The focus
of this section is to evaluate the improvement accomplished with the new structure.
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The related experiments involve the two different de Bruijn digraphs. During this experiment, one peer per cluster (a Maintainer) submit queries targeted to each existing cluster
of the network (resulting in M 2 − M queries, where M is the number of clusters). The
collected measurements include the number of messages forwarded by each cluster (aggregating all the forwarded messages of Routers belonging to each particular cluster). The
node degree is k = 2 and the results shown in Figure 8.7 involve 512 constructed clusters.
The y-axis scales logarithmically in order to provide a more comprehensive view.
As it can be observed from Figure 8.7(a), self connected clusters having GUID (000000000)
and (111111111) receive 511 (M − 1) queries. This means that only the queries that are
targeted to these clusters arrive there and no further queries are forwarded to other clusters
(the initial submission of the query is not accounted in these measurements). Certainly,
this is not a desirable behavior.
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In contrast, by examining Figure 8.7(b) we note that the workload of the modified clusters
(by replacing their self-connected links) is considerable higher (twice the load observed in
the other scenario). It should be noted that Algorithm 5.3.3 used in this experiment aims
mostly at providing optimal shortest paths. By replacing this algorithm it is possible to
receive even better routing workload balance at the cost of longer paths. Such an algorithm
is described in [SR94].
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Figure 8.7.: Routing query distribution on de Bruijn graphs.

Aiming to explore the effect of the enhanced de Bruijn topology with a wider network
size range, we provide a comparison of the routing workload distribution between the two
topologies. Figure 8.8 shows the achieved load on the self-connected clusters where both
X and Y axes scale logarithmically in order to provide a more comprehensive view. As
it can be observed the enhanced topology distributes almost 50% additional load to the
self-connected clusters compared to the original structure for all ranges of the explored
network sizes. It should be noted that the x-axis is the size of the de Bruijn network and
not the size of the complete Omicron network.
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8.5. Maintenance Overhead and Accomplished Cluster
Coverage
When new peers request to join an Omicron-based P2P system, Maintainers perform a
number of operations in order to place the new peers in the network. The purpose of their
actions is to achieve a well balanced topology where clusters have sufficient endurance and
the total workload is minimized and well distributed.
Obviously, the best selection can be made when the endurance of each cluster of the
network is known. However, such a solution is very costly as the scale of the system
increases considerably. Therefore, as it has been mentioned in Section 4.5.1, Maintainers
perform a random walk collecting the endurance of each cluster in order to decide which
one is the best selection to direct the new peer to.
In this section, we evaluate the ability of four different algorithms to accomplish an effective
cluster coverage at low cost. Three of them are probabilistic and one is deterministic. All
algorithms start randomly at any peer, assuming that new peers randomly select their first
contact to send the request to. Even if the employed bootstrap phase does not comply
with this assumption, it can be easily achieved by performing an additional random walk
before the sampling phase begins.

8.5.1. Investigated Algorithms
Probabilistic Algorithms
The probabilistic algorithms differ both in length and neighbor selection policy. Their
description is provided in the following list.
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1. Random destination. This algorithm starts from any random peer, which randomly selects the final destination. This has the advantage of simplicity since it does
not differ from a typical query routing procedure. However, the number of covered
clusters is equal to the average query length evaluated in Section 8.2. Therefore, the
average random walk length is given by Equation 8.2, which is shorter than the network diameter. The achieved cluster coverage is very similar to the assigned routing
workload evaluated in Section 8.4.3.
2. Short random walk. This algorithm starts from any random peer by randomly
selecting only the next peer to follow among the neighbors found in the routing
table. The procedure is recursively applied until a random walk of length equal
to the diameter D of the network is reached. This algorithm has the advantages
of equal length random walks and better coverage distribution than the previous
algorithm since seldom reached clusters are more likely to be visited. However, its
implementation is more complex. It requires a non-oblivious routing mechanism to
avoid cycles in the random walk. Clusters should be visited only once.
3. Long random walk. This algorithm is very similar to the previous one. The only
difference is that the required length of the random walk must be twice the length
of the diameter (2 · D). It is expected that the longer random walk combined with
the cycle avoidance restriction will provide a much better cluster coverage. The
disadvantage of this algorithm is that it costs twice as much as the short random
walk.

Deterministic R-Shift Algorithm
The aforementioned algorithms perform random walks in order to sample the endurance of
the clusters. In this section, a deterministic algorithm is investigated in order to evaluate
such an alternative. It is assumed that the deterministic walk begins randomly at any
peer (as also assumed in the previous cases).
There are certain restrictions and guidelines in designing an effective deterministic walk
appropriate to sample clusters’ endurance.
1. The length of each walk must be as close as possible to its maximum value (the
diameter of the network).
2. The length of each walk should not differ considerably (independently of the position
of the initial cluster).
3. The cluster coverage should be as wide and as evenly distributed as possible.
There are several algorithms that can fulfill the aforementioned requirements. We have
designed one that is as simple as possible. It is called "R-Shift" algorithm. Basically, each
peer deterministically select the final destination by applying a right-shift operation at
the GUID of its cluster (note that the conventional routing in Omicron utilizes left-shift
operations). The new symbol at the right end of the GUID must be different than the
symbol at the left end before the right-shift operation. Formally, this operation can be
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expressed as follows.
rshif t(u1 u2 ...uD ) = u2 ...uD u1 ,

(8.4)

where the u1 is an operation that provides a different symbol from the available alphabet
(deterministically). For example, for binary de Bruijn graphs, it holds that 0 = 1 and
1 = 0. It is guaranteed that using the R-Shift algorithm all the clusters will be included in
the sampling since Equation 8.4 provides a direct and unique mapping of the input cluster
to the output cluster.
This algorithm is graphically illustrated in Figure 8.9, which displays a de Bruijn(2, 4)
digraph. Two different deterministic walks are shown. Assume that the two walks start
at nodes (0011) and (0101), respectively. Thereby, the R-Shift algorithm produces the
sequence (0011) → (0110) → (1100) → (1000) → (0001) for the first case, which is
traversed by Msg1. Similarly, the sequence (0101) → (1010) → (0100) → (1001) → (0010)
is traversed by Msg2. However, in certain cases the length of the path is smaller than the
diameter, e.g., (1101) → (1011) → (0110).
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Figure 8.9.: Deterministic R-Shift algorithm.
The described algorithms have different inter-cluster communication cost that determines
the sampling walk length. Table 8.1 summarizes this cost.
Table 8.1.: Sampling algorithms routing cost.
Sampling algorithm
Random destination
Short random walk
Long random walk
R-Shift

Expected walk length
1
DDB − k−1
DDB
2 · DDB
≈ DDB
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8.5.2. Cluster Coverage
The evaluation of the four sampling techniques is presented next. The most critical aspect
we encounter is their ability to visit evenly each cluster of the network. Figure 8.10 provides
the results for a specific Omicron configuration where the structured de Bruijn network is
composed of 2048 clusters and the inter-cluster degree is k = 2. Figure 8.10(a) describes
the coverage distribution (the number of times each cluster is sampled) for the random
destination algorithm. Similar results are provided in Figure 8.10(b), Figure 8.10(c) and
Figure 8.10(d) for the R-Shift algorithm, the short random walk algorithm and the long
random walk algorithm, respectively.
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Figure 8.10.: Sampling distribution using random walks.
As expected, the long random walk algorithm provides the most evenly distributed sampling where the majority of samples differ less than 10% from the mean value. The reason
for this lies on the fact that more clusters are sampled at every join, which is combined
with the cycle-removal mechanism (non-oblivious routing mechanism). Therefore, clusters
that are seldom sampled by other algorithms have a higher probability of sampling by this
algorithm.
Aiming at providing additional results on the ability of each algorithm to evenly sample the
network clusters, further experiments have been performed. In these experiments the size
of the de Bruijn network is modified between 64 and 16, 384 clusters. For each experiment,
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a number of join requests is generated that is related to the size of the network and the
utilized algorithm. The target is to generate approximately equal workload for all of the
algorithms. The mean value of samples per cluster are provided in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2.: Mean value of cluster coverage sampling.
de
Bruijn
network size
64
128
256
512
1, 024
2, 048
4, 096
8, 192
16, 384

Mean value
of samples
716.554
834.781
957.398
1, 078.584
1, 199.581
1, 319.604
1, 439.903
1, 559.918
1, 679.971

The quantity of interest in these experiments is the evaluation of the standard deviation of
the cluster sampling distribution for each algorithm. Figure 8.11 summarizes the results of
the experiments. It should be noted that the x-axis scales logarithmically in order to provide a more comprehensive view. As it can be observed, the long random walk algorithm
achieves the smallest standard deviation for the complete range of the evaluated network
sizes. Moreover, the short walk algorithm achieves better performance compared to the
random destination algorithm as the network grows. The standard deviation of the R-Shift
algorithm grows considerably more compared to the three probabilistic alternatives.
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Figure 8.11.: Standard deviation of sampling in de Bruijn networks.
However, the standard deviation provides an absolute value for the effect. In many cases, it
is more important to observe a relative metric that relates the standard deviation with the
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Coefficient of variation

mean value. Such a metric is the coefficient of variation, which is defined as CV = σ/µ,
where σ is the standard deviation and µ is the mean value. Therefore, by combining the
mean values provided in Table 8.2 and the standard deviation from Figure 8.11 we can get
the coefficient of variation for the experiments. It should be noted that the mean value
of the deterministic algorithm differed from the provided mean values set. Therefore, it is
not included in the provided report. Figure 8.12 summarizes the results on the coefficient
of variation. As it can be observed, the long random walk algorithm accomplishes always
a coefficient of variation less than 10%. Also, it is interesting to notice the decreasing rate
of CV for the short random walk algorithm. It can be stated that for a very large network
size, its performance approaches asymptotically the performance of the long random walk
algorithm.
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Figure 8.12.: Coefficient of variation of the cluster sampling mechanisms.

8.5.3. Cluster Sampling Inter-arrival Distribution
The aggregated behavior of the cluster sampling algorithms can be observed with the
experiments performed in the previous sections. However, it is essential to evaluate how
often each particular cluster is revisited in subsequent random walks.
As it has been observed in Section 8.4.3, self-connected clusters are the least frequently
used clusters with respect to their involvement in the routing procedure. Similar results can
be obtained from Figure 8.10. Also, by examining the details of the collected results, it has
been noticed that clusters with GUID, e.g., (011001001) or (0110010011) or (01100100110)
are among the most frequently visited clusters for each sampling algorithm (GUIDs with
lack of "patterns" in their digit sequence).
Let us define each random walk experiment as a "round". The event of interest EC is "how
many random walks (rounds) are necessary until a particular cluster C is sampled". Such
a quantity can provide vital information on whether the sampling algorithm is adequate
for its need.
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Therefore, further experiments have been performed aiming to evaluate EC , where the
GUID of cluster C is taking the values provided in Table 8.3. Collecting the experiment
results for these clusters, the diagrams of Figure 8.13 have been drawn to show the probability that the particular cluster will be sampled after a certain number of sampling
walks. In order to generate these measurements, the long random walk algorithm has
been employed.
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Figure 8.13.: Cluster sampling inter-arrival distribution.
It is interesting to observe that the cluster sampling inter-arrival distribution can be closely
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approximated by an exponential distribution of the form f (x) = λx−λx , x ≥ 0. The reason
for such behavior can be explained as follows. Let us call VC the event of interest, which is
visiting a particular cluster C during a random walk. VC is a Bernoulli random variable:
½
g(0) = P r{VC = 0} = 1 − p,
g(x) =
(8.5)
g(1) = P r{VC = 1} = p,
where p is the probability of success that depends on the cluster position in the digraph.
Each random walk is an independent event. If we let X be the number of the performed
events until a success occurs, then X is said to be a geometric random variable with
parameter p. Its PMF is given by:
h(n) = P r{X = n} = (1 − p)n−1 p,

n = 1, 2, . . .

(8.6)

The geometric distribution is the discrete equivalent of the exponential distribution. Therefore, the cluster sampling inter-arrival distribution can be approximated well with the
exponential distribution.
Table 8.3 provides the approximated rates of the exponential functions for the examined
clusters. As it can be seen from it, seldom visited clusters have a lower rate than frequently
visited clusters. Also, as the size of the network gets larger, the approximated rates are
getting smaller, which is expected since more clusters are available for sampling. However,
the peer join rate is getting higher, providing the necessary lower bound for the sampling
rate.
Table 8.3.: Exponential cluster sampling inter-arrival rate approximation.
GUID
(000000000)
(011001001)
(0000000000)
(0110010011)
(00000000000)
(01100100110)

Rate (λ)
0.0161
0.0347
0.00895
0.0231
0.00495
0.0123

8.6. Indices Caching Mechanism Performance
In this section, the proposed caching mechanism described in Section 5.6 is evaluated with
simulation experiments. In order to demonstrate the general applicability of the proposed
mechanism, we perform the experiments using the Chord network instead of Omicron.
The results are very similar in both of them. The goal is to evaluate the performance
improvement with respect to the routing workload by comparing the proposed indices
cache mechanism with the original network.
The population of the simulation network consists of 4, 096 peers distributed randomly
over a Chord ring with key range of 65, 536 values. Peers and resources share the same
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key range. Each experiment lasts approximately 30 minutes of simulation time. Peers
randomly select a resource to query every 20 seconds (asynchronously from each other).
The process is repeated 80 times resulting in a total number of approximately 327, 000
queries.
Peers start requesting the resources after a certain stabilization period. The probability
distribution of the resource selection follows a lognormal distribution with parameters
µ = 0.82 and σ = 2.9 following the guidelines in [BBR04]. The selection of the lognormal
distribution over the Zipfian distribution is motivated by the greater challenge of the
former since the popularity of the resources is more widely distributed. The implemented
lognormal generator produces randomly selected GUIDs limited to the aforementioned
key range. On average, approximately 4, 000 − 4, 100 different keys are generated on each
run.
Figure 8.14 displays a representative CDF of the resource popularity, where the resources
are sorted from the most popular to the least popular. From this figure, it can be concluded that the first 25 most popular resources contribute to approximately 80% of the
query load. Thus, an equivalently small cache size is adequate to store them and achieve
a high performance, provided that the popularity identification algorithm operates correctly. Nevertheless, in real experiments, the cache size may have to be bigger to capture
effectively the popular resources since the key range may be considerably larger.
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Figure 8.14.: Cumulative resource popularity distribution.
Figure 8.15 displays the reduced routing communication cost in terms of required hops, as
the percentage of the communication cost of the original Chord network. The communication cost is evaluated as a function of the cache entry expiration timeout. Two different
experiments have been selected:
1. Experiment A, where the F REQU EN CY _T HRESHOLD is 5, the maximum
cache size is set to 80 and the frequency counter is reset every 200 seconds.
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2. Experiment B, where the F REQU EN CY _T HRESHOLD is 3, the maximum
cache size is set to 300 and the frequency counter is reset every 100 seconds.
We can observe that the total communication load for query routing can be considerably
reduced using the caching mechanism down to 50% of the original load.
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Figure 8.15.: Cache routing load as a percentage of the original Chord network.
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Moreover, peers responsible for popular resources may become "hot spots" and potential
bottlenecks of the system. By utilizing the cache mechanism the load for replying to the
queries is getting more evenly distributed. Figure 8.16(a) displays the load balance in
the original Chord network, while Figure 8.16(b) shows the query replying in the cacheenhanced Chord network. It should be noted that the vertical y-axis is logarithmically
scaled. Moreover, many peers reply with cached values which are not considered in this
figure. Otherwise, since the number of replies is increased because the reply should be
provided first to the intermediate peer and then to the originator of the query, it would
have been misleading.
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Figure 8.16.: Load distribution for replying queries.
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8.7. Summary
This chapter has provided the quantitative results of the experiments performed on Omicron and Chord in order to evaluate their performance in several key scenarios. Mostly, the
focus has been put on aspects involving inter-cluster communication mechanisms, since
these scenarios have the largest complexity. The performed experiments vary in network
sizes and include network topologies composed of more than 130, 000 peers, demonstrating
the performance abilities of the developed simulation framework.
The ability of Omicron to meet several critical non-functional requirements for P2P overlay networks has been evaluated by simulation. The scalability of the routing process
follows accurately the analytical approximations provided in the literature, both for the
average and the worst case scenarios. Similar results are provided for the distribution of
the shortest paths between peers. Further, the ability of Omicron to efficiently exploit the
vicinity in the underlying network topology has been shown. Multiple algorithms have
been investigated to additionally provide an evenly-distributed routing workload. The intrinsic load balance-related limitations of de Bruijn digraphs have been evaluated together
with the suggested enhanced digraph topology.
Moreover, the maintenance overhead that is required to ensure network stability through
cluster endurance has been evaluated with multiple sampling algorithms. Both deterministic and probabilistic algorithms have been employed where the latter showed better
cluster coverage capabilities. In addition, the cluster sampling inter-arrival distributions
have been estimated revealing an interesting distribution property that can be further exploited by analytical means to obtain a stochastically described P2P network. Finally, the
usefulness of caching mechanisms for non-uniformly distributed queries has been evaluated
by applying on Chord the suggested mechanism found in Section 5.6. Thus, both the general applicability of the mechanism is illustrated and the improved routing performance is
shown.
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Conclusions and Outlook

Ithaka gave you the marvelous
journey. Without her you wouldn’t
have set out. She has nothing left to
give you now. And if you find her
poor, Ithaka won’t have fooled you.
Wise as you will have become, so full
of experience, you’ll have understood
by then what these Ithakas mean.
K. Kavafis, Ithaka

Conceptual outline.
The performance evaluation provided in Chapter 8 summarizes the results gathered
during the simulation-based experimentation phase. Thereby, it offers a necessary
proofs to justify the design decisions taken in Chapter 4 and quantitatively evaluate the algorithms and mechanisms described in Chapter 5. In this chapter, we
summarize the crucial aspects of the proposed overlay network design and the key
mechanisms. Further, we discuss the concluding remarks of this work and its importance for the research community. In addition, the described design opens new
directions for further research. Thereby, some appealing topics are presented aiming
to trigger the interest for deeper investigation in P2P overlay network mechanisms.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 9.1 summarizes the crucial issues
introduced in this thesis. Afterwards, Section 9.2 concludes the contribution of this
dissertation. Finally, Section 9.3 provides an outlook of this work aiming to trigger
interesting research topics for further study.
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9.1. Summary
This thesis addresses the architectural design of overlay networks to flexibly support the
communication needs of P2P systems. Its aim is to address a large set of crucial requirements, supplied with advanced algorithms and mechanisms. This is a complex procedure
especially when it targets large scale, highly dynamic and heterogeneous environments. In
such scenarios many trade-offs have to be considered between the large variety of distinct
requirements and characteristics. The research presented in this thesis has addressed the
most important of these requirements. Moreover, it has identified the related trade-offs
and conflicts as well as the limitations of the current approaches.
More specifically, a systematic identification of requirements relevant to P2P overlay networks, such as scalability, evenly distributed workload and support for heterogeneity is
provided in Chapter 2. The analysis of representative P2P application types is utilized in
this investigation in order to discover comprehensively the relevant requirements. Further,
a plethora of related design approaches for P2P overlay networks is given in Chapter 3.
Particular emphasis is put on structured and hybrid solutions.
To solve these issues, a novel architecture, called Omicron, has been developed that provides concurrently scalability, incremental expandability, fault-tolerance, stability, loadbalance and efficiency. In addition, the proposed system addresses the effective collaboration of peers with heterogeneous capabilities and behavior. This architecture is described
in Chapter 4.
Several key mechanisms are involved in the proposed overlay network architecture: (i)
an efficient overlay structure based on de Bruijn digraphs; (ii) a clustering mechanism
that partitions the peers into stable groups that form the components of the overlay; (iii)
a role adaptation scheme inside the clusters that effectively matches peers’ capabilities
and behavior with their responsibilities; (iv) a priority and rule-based service differentiation that provides appropriate incentives for the various roles; (v) a unique combination
of structure and randomization in a two-tiered topology, as it is achieved by the usage
of de Bruijn graphs and the freedom to select the neighbors; (vi) a dual identification
scheme that uniquely identifies each peer without any constraints and groups them under
the shared cluster identifier; (vii) an efficient caching mechanism that operates without
introducing any additional signaling protocol; (viii) a burn-in based mechanism that capitalizes on conditional reliability based methods to optimally assign roles to peers. The
aforementioned mechanisms are described in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
Further, a simulation framework has been implemented to evaluate the performance of the
Omicron architecture. The developed open architecture simulator is discussed in Chapter 7. In this chapter we describe the utilized software design patterns as well as the
core components and the provided functionality layers of the framework. Following the
simulator description, the performance of Omicron is evaluated and compared with the
respective performance of Chord using the developed tool. The collected results comprehensively demonstrate the improved performance of Omicron compared to the performance
achieved by Chord. The evaluation experiments and the collected results are described in
Chapter 8.
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9.2. Conclusions
A crucial lesson learnt in the investigation of P2P overlay networks is that they are complex
systems with several conflicting requirements. Their fulfillment is a challenging process
that can be better addressed with carefully designed hybrid solutions that provide flexibility
and adaptability. Multi-tier architectures are able to distinguish issues vertical to each
other and address them separately, thus, reducing the overall complication. However, a
wise selection of the minimum necessary layers is mandatory to reduce the unavoidable
cost of inter-layer co-operation and structure complexity.
Moreover, the well-known divide and conquer strategy is successfully applied in P2P overlay network design. Several mechanisms have been introduced in this thesis inspired by
this strategy. The goal of the clustering mechanism is twofold. The inter-cluster overlay
network has considerably smaller order than a flat network and the required redundancy
in providing operations and services is restricted to a small size community that can be
easier controlled. By identifying the common core roles and separating their functionality, it is possible to operate the system at significantly lower cost. The peer population
involved in providing particular operations and services is smaller, thus, providing more
scalable network characteristics. The specialization achieved with the role identification
mechanism grants a solution to handle the intrinsic heterogeneity of peers.
Further, the freedom introduced in the network architecture with the clustering and multirole mechanisms enables the flexible and efficient deployment of the overlay network over
the underlying physical network. The heterogeneous peer behavior can be exploited in a
positive way by identifying peers that are statistically more reliable. Therefore, these peers
form the backbone of the overlay network and reduce the cost introduced by reliability
unaware policies. Further, caching mechanisms are particularly helpful for non-uniform
query distribution scenarios. A simple caching mechanism introduced in this thesis reduce
the routing workload in structured P2P overlay networks without requiring out-of-band
signaling protocols. The solution considers peers’ uptime to validly maintain the cached
information.
Additionally, the role-based approach is especially beneficial for the development of an
open architecture simulator, which can be adaptively configured to meet the design guidelines of multiple P2P systems with different needs. The developed tool has proven this
statement by providing reusable components to build Omicron, Chord, Gnutella and JXTA
based environments and evaluate their performance.
The proposed architecture and the related mechanisms have been quantitatively evaluated
in order to meet a large set of the identified non-functional requirements. Omicron has
proven with its evaluation that it outperforms Chord. In addition, it has been designed
to efficiently meet a larger set of requirements than Chord can address.
In summary, the main contributions of this thesis is the novel architecture for P2P overlay networks that can adaptively and flexibly meet several non-functional requirements.
Moreover, novel mechanisms such as the introduced endurable clusters and the adaptive
role assignment supply the architecture with the efficient solutions to meet the identified
requirements.
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9.3. Outlook
The accomplishments described in this thesis advance the state-of-the-art in developing
P2P overlay networks. The presented set of mechanisms addresses the challenges described
in the introductory chapter. In addition, the described design opens new directions for
further research. Thereby, some exciting topics are presented in this section aiming to
trigger the interest for deeper investigation in P2P overlay network mechanisms.
Throughout this thesis de Bruijn digraphs have been proposed to be used as the core
topology of the constructed overlay network. As it has been already described, de Bruijn
digraphs provide asymptotically optimal network characteristics achievable even when a
fixed node degree is required. An interesting question is whether new graph structures are
possible that hold the desirable properties of the de Bruijn digraphs, while additionally
offer incremental expandability features.
The investigated burn-in based mechanisms capitalizes on conditional reliability concepts
to optimally assign costly roles to peers. However, the provided analysis is based on
empirical observations of widely deployed P2P file sharing applications. A challenging
research issue is to investigate solutions that can accurately predict peers uptime without
assuming a particular lifetime distribution.
Moreover, peers are autonomous entities with their own control mechanisms pre-configured
or interactively controlled by users. Throughout the experiments performed in this thesis,
peers act independently at any point in time. However, their actions are operations that
are expected by typical users. A concern that is worthwhile to be investigated in more
detail is how Omicron-based P2P systems can be protected from malicious peers, especially
when these peers have been assigned crucial roles, i.e., Maintainers.
Further, the workload assigned to each role depends considerably on the various rates particular actions occur. E.g., frequent queries increases the routing workload while frequent
peer arrivals and departures boost the maintenance overhead. Therefore, the workload for
each role may vary significantly. The development of advanced incentive mechanisms for
role assignment that consider the relevant attribute rates is an essential contribution.
Last but not least, the deployment of the presented architecture may reveal further hidden
challenges that can motivate the development of more advanced solutions applicable to a
variety of application scenarios.
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Appendix A

Discrete and Continuous Distributions

A.1. Weibull distribution
A random variable is said to have a Weibull distribution if its distribution is given, for
some λ > 0, η > 0 by:
η
f (x) = ληxη−1 e−λx .
(A.1)
The CDF of the Weibull distribution is provided by:
η

F (x) = 1 − e−(λx) .

(A.2)

A.2. Power law and Pareto distribution
A non-negative random variable X is said to have power law distribution if:
P r{X ≥ x} = cx−α ,

(A.3)

for constants c > 0 and α > 0. In a power law distribution asymptotically the tails fall
according to the power α. Such a distribution leads to much heavier tails than other
common models, such as exponential distributions. One specific commonly used power
law distribution is the Pareto distribution, which satisfies:
³ x ´−α
P r{X ≥ x} =
(A.4)
,
k
for some α > 0 and k > 0. The Pareto distribution requires X ≥ k. The density function
for the Pareto distribution is f (x) = αk α x−α−1 . For a power law distribution, usually α
falls in the range 0 < α ≤ 2, in which case, X has infinite variance. If α ≤ 1, then X also
has infinite mean [Mit03].

A.3. Lognormal distribution
A random variable X has a lognormal distribution if the random variable Y = lnX has
a normal (i.e., Gaussian) distribution. Recall that the normal distribution Y is given by
the density function:
(y−µ)2
1
f (y) = √
e− 2σ2 ,
(A.5)
2πσ
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where µ is the mean, σ is the standard deviation (σ 2 is the variance), and the range is
−∞ < y < ∞ The density function for a lognormal distribution therefore satisfies:
(log(x)−µ)2
1
f (x) = √
e− 2σ2 .
2πσx

(A.6)

Note that the change of variables introduces an additional 1/x term outside of the exponential term. The corresponding complementary cumulative distribution function for a
lognormal distribution is given by:
Z ∞
(log(z)−µ)2
1
√
P r{X ≥ x} =
e− 2σ2 dz.
(A.7)
2πσz
z=x
It can be stated that X has parameters µ and σ 2 when the associated normal distribution
Y has mean µ and variance σ 2 , where the meaning is clear. The lognormal distribution
2
2
is skewed, with mean eµ+σ /2 , median eµ , and mode eµ−σ . A lognormal distribution
has finite mean and variance, in contrast to the power law distribution under natural
parameters [Mit03].
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Appendix B

Porting Chord Algorithms into the Open
Architecture P2P Simulator

Chord47 [SMLN+ 03] is a well known DHT-based structured overlay network. In many
cases it is the reference point to evaluate the performance of novel approaches. Apparently,
Omicron performance has been also evaluated against Chord.

However, the original version of Chord [SMK+ 01] had several unaddressed issues that
were considered as "holes" in its design. Some of them have been addressed in the latest
journal publication of Chord [SMLN+ 03]. In this section, the algorithmic description of
the ported Chord in the open architecture simulator for P2P overlay networks is provided.
The functionality of Chord has been divided to fit the the core identified roles. The
original functionality required merely the instantiation of the Router, the Indexer and the
Maintainer roles. However, in the extended version of Chord [DLH+ 05] the semantics of
the Routing procedure have been modified and the Cacher role instantiated.

The pseudocode describing the processing of incoming lookup messages on each peer is
provided in Algorithm B.0.1. The objects indexer, router and cacher are instantiations of
the corresponding roles for the local peer. Moreover, lookup messages have been extended
to include the "KeyMeaning" (e.g. looking for a successor, a finger, a resource, etc.) in
addition to the required key value. The extended caching related operations are described

47

Refer to Section 3.2.1 for more details on Chord.
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in Chapter 5.

Algorithm B.0.1: ChordRouter::ProcessLookupMsg(msg)
initiator = msg.getInitiator()
if (indexer.isResponsible(msg.getKey()))
©
then processLookupReply(msg)
entry = cacher.getEntry(msg.getKey())
if (entry.getV
alue() not null)

entry.updateU
sageT imestamp()




msg.setV
alue(getSuccessor())



msg.setSender(getGuid())
then
msg.setDestination(initiator)




sendM
essage(msg)



return
if (initiator
© = getGuid()))
then processLookupReply(msg)
else if(msg.getKeyM eaning = P REDECESSOR)
msg.setV alue(getP redecessor())


msg.setSender(getGuid())
then
msg.setDestination(initiator)



sendM essage(msg)

if (msg.getKey().between(getGuid(),
getSuccessor(0)))





if
(msg.getM
eaning()
=
N
EW
_P EER)




©




maintainer.accept(msg.getKey(),
getSuccessor())
then

















 else if (msg.getM eaning() = F IN GER or



msg.getM
eaning() = IT EM )
then







msg.setV
alue(getSuccessor())








msg.setSender(getGuid())
else


then




msg.setDestination(initiator)










sendM
essage(msg)









dstLink = f indClosestN eighbor(msg.getKey())







msg.setSender(getP eer().getGuid())


else


msg.setDestination(dstLink.getDestinationID())






sendM essage(msg)

Similarly, the pseudocode of the procedure for processing the reply to a lookup message
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is provided in Algorithm B.0.2.
Algorithm B.0.2: ChordRouter::ProcessLookupReplyMsg(msg)
if (msg.getKeyM
eaning = P REDECESSOR)
½
addSuccessor(msg.getV alue())
then
maintainer.notif y(msg.getV alue(), N OT IF Y _P REDECESSOR)
else if(msg.getKeyM eaning = IT EM )
entry = cacher.isQueryP ending(msg.getKey())
then if (entry!
© = null)

then cacher.f illCacheEntry(entry)
else if©(msg.getKeyM eaning = F IN GER)
then maintainer.f ixF inger(msg.getKey(), msg.getV alue())
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Appendix C

Basic Concepts of Collaborative Virtual
Environments

Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVEs) have been developed into an interesting research topic during the last decade. International bodies have specified standards to model
their content such as VRML [ISO97], MPEG-4 Systems [ISO99a] or their architecture such
as High Level Architecture [ANS00].
The media sources that compose the rendered scenes in CVEs have heterogeneous characteristics and delivery requirements. Two general media types may describe the content:
naturally captured media sources and synthetic graphics media sources. Synthetic media
are described by a number of hierarchically correlated objects (e.g. using the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) or the BInary Format for Scenes (BIFS) [ISO99a]). While
VRML and BIFS describe the objects that compose the rendered scenes, the rendering
itself is implemented with graphics packages such as OpenGL or Java3D [DAS+ 00].
CVEs may result in complex systems that are very costly to maintain and operate in presence of large users population. A useful mechanism to cope with the scalability problem
is the concept of Locales [BWA96]. Locales are defined as integral partitions of the whole
world. This way they provide more manageable portions of content to deal with. Neighbor
Locales are linked to enable the transition among them.
Similarly, users’ ability to experience the surrounding world is limited to reflect reality.
In most approaches, a so-called Area of Interest (AoI) is defined as the spatial area of
the world that a user can experience. In many cases, AoI is equivalent to the Locale that
intersects with their position (additionally could be also the neighbor Locales). Users’
presence in the virtual worlds is modeled using avatars, a graphic representation.
In many cases Virtual Environments contain intelligent entities that interact with the
users actively when they approach them. Such entities are called Bots (or Non Player
Characters (NPCs) in game terminology). NPCs differ from normal objects (e.g. those
that compose the landscape of the virtual world) in two main aspects: (i) they have a
state that can be modified in an interactive way by the users and (ii) they can stimulate
events that are experienced by users in the vicinity. In addition to NPCs, a number of
passive objects might have a state that could be modified by user actions. Such objects
are called mutable.
Figure C.1 illustrates the aforementioned concepts. In this figure only neighbor Locales are
connected, however, based on the rules that govern the virtual world, non-neighbor Locales
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Locale

Mutable Item
Avatar

NPC

AoI

Figure C.1.: Modeling Concepts in Virtual Environments.
can be connected as well (i.e. through teleport devices). Moreover, mutable objects can
belong to more than one Locales or can be moved to any of them.
CVEs are usually composed of multiple media sources such as synthetic graphics, animations, audio and video. Standardized documents such as MPEG-4 Systems [ISO99a]
describes the scene composition specifications. Moreover, MPEG-4 DMIF [ISO99b] describes an integration framework to deliver the media sources to the destination end-points.
COSMOS [DG00] is a reference implementation of the aforementioned specifications that
integrates the rendering of synthetic graphics, animations, audio and video and employs
multicast mechanisms to deliver the content among the collaborating end-points.
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Appendix D

Additional Simulative Results
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This appendix provides additional results to supplement those discussed in Section 8.4.
The network size of the larger experiments is 65, 536 peers. The results are shown in
Figure D.1. Here, one can observe a similar query routing workload distribution as the
one provided in Figure 8.5. The greedy closest neighbor policy shows a much larger
standard deviation compared to the random neighbor policy and the restricted closest
neighbor policy. It should be remarked that the y-axis scales logarithmically in order to
provide a more comprehensive view of the results.
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Figure D.1.: Query routing load distribution on large networks.
The results shown in Figure D.2 supplement the results described in Figure 8.10. The
network configuration parameters are different, though. In this experiment, 4, 096 clusters
have been constructed. Also, the inter-cluster degree has been set to 4.
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Figure D.2.: Sampling distribution using random walks.
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Appendix E

Simulator Performance Evaluation

Memory (MBs)

Time (Sec)

Although the performance of a simulator is highly related to the details of the embedded
model, the efficiency of the implementation itself plays an important role for the acceptance of the tool. Using profiling tools, the implementation and in some cases the design
of the tool has been improved. Figure E.1 provides two graphs that demonstrate the resource consumption during a number of experiments. As it can be easily seen from those
graphs, both the memory consumption and the execution time increase linearly with respect to the size of the topology. This is very important and proves to a certain degree
the validity of the implementation. Initially, J-Sim was selected to model the details of
the underlying network. Although this solution offered a rich model, the performance was
heavily decreased. The analysis of the results of profiling the used resources while using
the simulator showed that approximately 75% of the CPU and memory was consumed
by the J-Sim component. Thus, this led to the development of the lightweight approach
described in Section 7.2.3. The selection of the heavy J-Sim based solution is still available
in cases where a very detailed model is necessary. However, in order to evaluate better the

Peers (1000)

Peers (1000)

(a) Memory

(b) CPU time

Figure E.1.: Simulator Performance.
information provided by these graphs it is necessary to describe the experiments in more
detail. They include the construction of Omicron overlays and the construction of clusters
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with peers assigned to Omicron roles. They have been performed using a laptop at 1.0
GHz speed and 384 MB memory. The employed JVM is JDK1.4. In summary, it can be
derived that it takes less than a minute time and less than 200 MB of memory to construct
a complex overlay like Omicron of size 100.000 active nodes. The observed linearity in
terms of physical resources promises simulation experiments sized as large as half a million nodes in moderately more powerful machines dedicated for simulation. In order both
to demonstrate the results and observe/debug the simulated experiments, graphical tools
are necessary. A variety of graph tools can be used to draw static graphs. However, the
graphical animation of the experiment provides additional information about the experiments, which can add great value. For this reason, the simulator can generate Nam-like
traces that can be consumed by the Nam tool (Network animator). Since Nam has been
designed to fulfil the needs of Ns-2 [FP01] and its implementation is based on C++ and
Tcl languages, an alternative tool named Javis (Java Visualizer) [Gam00] proved to be
more useful for the needs of the simulator.

Figure E.2.: Javis screen-shot animating a Chord network construction.
Javis is capable of tracing Nam-files, but with more easy to understand software architecture. Javis has ben enhanced to fit to the needs of the P2P simulator in three ways:
• Support directed links. Javis and Nam support only bidirectional links.
• Control overlay topology. P2P overlay networks can be displayed easier.
• Remove failed nodes and links. Javis as well as the original Nam have no ability to
remove failed nodes and links.
Figure E.2 shows a screen-shot of the enhanced Javis animating the creation of a Chordbased P2P overlay network.
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Appendix F

Abbreviations

AGILE
ACPH
ADPH
AoI
APH
AS
BIFS
C/S
CAN
CCDF
CDF
CF
CFS
COSMOS
CPH
CPU
CTMC
CV
CVE
DAMD
DDoD
DMIF
DPH
DSL
DTMC
DFR
DHT
DNS
EM
GB
GoI
GUID
HTML
IC
IFR
IP

Adaptive Group-of-Interest-based Lookup Engine
Acyclic Continuous Phase-type
Acyclic Discrete Phase-type
Area of Interest
Acyclic Phase-type
Autonomous Systems
Binary Format for Scenes
Client/Server
Content Addressable Network
complement cumulative distribution function
cumulative distribution function
Canonical Form
Cooperative File System
Collaborative System based on MPEG-4 Objects and Streams
Continuous Phase-type
Central Processing Unit
Continuous Time Markov Chain
Coefficient of Variation
Collaborative Virtual Environments
Distributed Algorithmic Mechanism Design
Distributed Denial of Service
Delivery Multimedia Integration Framework
Discrete Phase-type
Digital Subscriber Line
Discrete Time Markov Chain
Decreasing Failure Rate
Distributed Hash Table
Domain Name System
Expectation-Maximization
Giga-Byte (230 bytes)
Group of Interest
Globally Unique Identifier
Hypertext Markup Language
Integrated Circuit
Increasing Failure Rate
Internet Protocol
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Abbreviations
JDK
JXTA
JVM
LFU
LRU
LST
MB
MGF
MIMD
MMAPPS
MMG
MPEG
MRGP
MRL
MTTF
NAT
NHMP
NPC
NS
ODRI
Omicron
OSI
P2P
PDA
pdf
PH
PIER
pmf
RDP
RPV
SHARK
SIMD
SME
SMP
SPN
SRDI
SRH
TCP
UDP
VRML
WWW
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Java Development Toolkit
JuXTApose
Java Virtual Machine
Least Frequently Used
Least Recently Used
Laplace Stieljes Transform
Mega-Byte (220 bytes)
moment generating function
Multiple Instruction Multiple Data
Market Management of P2P Services
Massive Multiplayer Game
Moving Pictures Expert Group
Markov Regenerative Processes
Mean Residual Lifetime
mean time to failure
Network Address Translation
Non Homogeneous Markov Process
Non Player Character
Network Simulator
Optimal Diameter Routing Infrastructure
Organized Maintenance, Indexing, Caching and Routing in Overlay Networks
Open Systems Interconnection
Peer-to-Peer
Personal Digital Assistant
probability density function
Phase-type
P2P Information Exchange and Retrieval
probability mass function
Relative Delay Penalty
Rendezvous Peer View
Symmetric Hierarchy Adaption for Routing of Keywords
Single Instruction Multiple Data
Small and Medium Enterprize
Semi-Markov Processes
Stochastic Petri-Nets
Shared Resource Distributed Index
Symmetric Redundant Hierarchy
Transmission Control Protocol
User Datagram Protocol
Virtual Reality Modeling Language
World Wide Web
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